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•Eiis colleciion of publiahod aaci unpublished papers 
and submitfcod for the Doctorate of Science degree 
In Goography, Incluio the conbrlinjtions nade by the author 
to the t'w'in acicnces of geologv and geography during the 
coui'oe of hi3 ovox- t\roritj yoara of gorvlco v^ rlth the Geolo-
gical Survey of India. Included heroin are the following 
published papers; 
3 . Observations on the Urtiaxda Kjrine Bed. 
Hec« veol. SurV« Ina> v.84 l4) 
2. An ancient tillite In Gisntral India. 
.Jour.Geol.Mj.n.j'lst.Soe• lad., v.27 {4> 
tPalaeog so graphic ms-ps of tb-a Gondv.-ana period. 
Ind. Bining uour. January 1956. 
4* Gondwana basin of sedimentation in India, 
iiSS,* geol, 3urv. Ind. v. B6 (3). 
5, Glaciatiori and G-ondf. anal and. 
B.ec. Geol. Surv. Ind. y. 86 (4) 
6, A brief comparative study of the geological forsiations 
of Uestr-rn iiuatralia and ^eninaular India ^ d ita • 
bearing, on the Drift Ilypotho-sls. 
Hec. Pool. Sury. Ind. v, 86 (4) 
7» A pceliminary note on che po^gibility of fiudins 
conceiHed Bar&kar. coalfields In India. 
Jour. I-iines, Weoals ^id Fuels October 1959 
0. ralaao^ f^tO.jrEii'hy of Ceatfal India ia thu Vindhyan Period. 
Kec. Geol. Surv. Ind. v. 87 (3). 
9. J?alaeogeo^raphy of Gondvrana Period in G-ondwanaland with 
spocictl rofei'^ in^ e to India and AaaLralia uad its bearing 
on the theory of Continental Drift. 
l-iert. Jftol. our/. Ind. 90. 
10, Tia© Uije of th.e Gondwana Ulacia-cion. 
(Jointly vdth jt, i^ J.^ ihwadj 
J'roc. x'iat. inat. ac. Inc. v.28 (l), 
rieprints of a nux'ibf^ r of other papers are no longer 
available, and hence, these had to be left out. 
Apart; from some mlscellaneoua subjects that the aboir« 
studies deal with, the majority of the papers discuss (l) the 
paXaeogeogri^hy of the Gondwana basin in India, and (2) the 
theory of Continental Drift. And It can be confidently 
stated that the contribution to these subjects are original 
and have evoked considerable interest in many circles. These 
subjects receive further attention in the first paper in the 
collection of manuscripts* "Post-Gondwana faulting in 
Peninsular India and its bearing on the tectonics of the 
sub-Continent", This exhaustive study advances fresh lines 
of ovidenco and argues effocti/ely against tho conccpt still 
current in some circles in the country that the Gondwana 
sediments wero deposited in grabens that fonjiad contoaporane-
ously in the so cedled *?6nao-.Carboniforous* Period. 
In tho manuscript part of this composite thesis are, 
thus, includeds 
I. Post-Gondwana faultln^^ in Peninsular India and its 
bearing on the tectonics of the sub-Continent. 
(submittod to tho Jour. Geol. Soc. America; presently 
in editorial hands) — Study completed ffin 1968. 
II. Some observations on contemporary epeirogeny in the 
Indus-Ganga basin, (in press). Rec.Geol.Surv.Ind. 
V.92 (2). Study coiapleted in 1960. 
III. k note on the saltpetre industry in Hissar district. 
(KSS. Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind.)— A40t to be published. 
Report subinitted in 1944. 
IV. Report on the groundwater conditions in Chittoor taluq, 
Palghat district, Aerala. hep. Geol. Surv. Ind*) 
— Mot to be published, iieport sulaoaicted in 1961. 
V. The origin and significance of tho Vindhyan Scarp. -
Paper read at the Second iiai'thquake Lngineering Seminar, 
Hoorkee (India), held in Hovanbbp 1962. 
The two unpublished papers {nos. Ill and IV above) 
have been included here lar^^ely because they deal vrlth sub-
jects that are of as much Interest to a geographer as to a 
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geologist, although this (lualification applies equally to 
most of the published papeps as well. It is also interest-
ing to point out that no» III is one of the earliest reports 
suhmitted by the author, whereas no. IV. is one of the latest. 
Prohibitive cost of r©p»B(luctlon of a large number of photo-
graphs used to illustrate some of the reports has prevented 
the inclusions of such intrinsically interesting reports ai 
the one on the Assam Earthquake of 19S1, or the one on the 
Bara Shigri Glacier {Jointly vdth Mr. G.H. Putt), This gla-
cier was recently very much in the news %dien it trapped 
over 2,500 persons { and killed quite a few of them®, but a 
few years ago the author caasped on it for about two months 
and made some interesting observations on its rate of flow 
and its recession in the past. On the other hand, the large 
appaendix to the groundwater paper above (no. I?) giving 
the inventory of almost three hundred wells examined has 
been omitted and along with it the large plate showing the 
locations of these wells has also be left out. It is, how-
ever, believed that the papers retains its interest, and 
helps to indicate an Interesting type of investigation 
carried out by the author. Otherwise Juutx these two reports 
are not really representative of the scores of field studies 
carried out bjr the author in areas aa remote as t he western 
tip of Baluchistan, northern Af^anistan, high Himalayas 
or the repote interior of Bandakaranya. The sutaalsslon of 
all these reports along with this collection was, in any 
case, out of question. 
The paper on the V^lndhyan Scarp (no. V.) was prepared 
as a contribution to the Sax'thquak® Sngineering Seminar, and 
with this set objective In view, it lays emphasis on relev-
ant aspects only. Like the paper on contemporaiT- epelrogeny 
In the Indus-Ganga basin (no. II) It may disturb many an 
established concepts in the engineering circles inthe 
country, and may result In re-evaluation of certain projects 
now in hand, but it Is believed that caution la called for 
Where stakes could be so h i ^ . !Phis study of the speirogenic 
conditions has proved to be very thought provoking and many 
of the author's colleagues are finding that it alone ejq^lalns 
the phenomena they observe in the field. 
A peruaal of the papers included in this collection 
would, thus, indicate that the authw has been devoted to 
science and his field-work and his research have produced 
results of significance. More important is the fact that 
by creative thinking he has stlmiilated research. In his c 
chosen fields of reaearch his contributions eontlnue to 
appear at regular intervals. 
J. 
?0ST-G0N3)WAHA PAULTIJ^G PENINSULAR INDIA 
AND U S BEARING ON THE TECTONICS 
OP THE SUB-GONTINEHT. 
THE IMCIDSt?CJS M P GStlSSIS OF POST-QQNDWAM 
F..1JLTING IM FaNIIfSPLAR INDIA AiH) ITS 
B^ARIHG OH THS TBGTOMICS OP THE 
SUB-CONTINENT 
ABSTxUCT 
Faults in the Indian rock formations have not received 
the attention they deserved and no ayatenoitic study of even 
the major faults has ever been attempted. The present inves-
tigation, however, confines itself to the major faults in 
the Peninsula, though it has some passing comments to offer on 
the faults in the extrf^-Penlnsular region as well. 
It is believed that a large majority of the major faults, 
known in detail, are of post-Gondwana age and almost all of 
them are normal. The author agrees with the definition of 
wrench-fauj-ta by de Sitter as well as Anderson, both of whom 
consider them to be associated with orogenic activity, strong 
folding and extensive thrusting. He, therefore, disagrees 
with Moody and Hill's considering the African Rift Valleys 
and the Rhine Graben as wrench faults and so also he does 
not agree with Arogyaawamy's placing all the boundary faults 
of the Gondwana baain in India in the category of wrench 
faults, which later behaved as normal faults* Adequate 
evidence is herein marshalled to show that these are all 
normal faults, foxnned in a period of acute tension, followed 
by intrusion of dykes. Later, perhaps, there was more 
faulting. 
The present writer does not find any evidence of ancient 
activity along these faults nor of any contemporaneous with 
the i'ermo-Cretaceous sedimentation, eieept, perhaps, in a 
very small area in the Godavari Valley. Careful plotting of 
the faults in the coal-fields from original sources has 
brought out the surprising fact that in most basins there 
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is only one boundary fault. This is here taken to constitute 
the most irrefutable argument against the ruling hypothesis 
that deposition was in rift valleys. The author analyses the 
available data and comes to the distinct conclusion that the 
faulting started late in the Cretaceous Period, and in many 
ftreas even later. In certain limited areas it is still going on. 
It is believed that the tension was caused by the Balu-
chistan Orocline of Carey, and agreeing with this author, 
the present writer believes that the Tibetan tableland might 
have been formed by Angaraland over-riding Qondwanaland in 
this area. This leads to the conclusion that Wadift's synt-
axia hypothesis is not supported by modern concepts. The 
compression caused by Angaraland in north-eastern Assam, as 
also by the Arakan Sfomas, is perhaps responsible for the 
Madhopur Fault, the Giridih trough faults, and some other 
features. 
It is suggested that all the major faults in the country 
should be given specific names. 
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IHTHODUCTION 
Geologists, it seems, are a magnanlmouB lot, and while 
they try to overlook human faults in others* they apparently 
also try to overlook the faults of nature. So wonder, then, 
that faults in rock formations have not received the atten-
tion they very well deserved. This is true not only of the 
Indian geological literature, but is largely true of the 
literature from all parts of the world. Even thou^ an 
author may be prepared to concede that one has to be thank-
ful to faults for most of the coal one has in this country, 
hardly more than a page is ever devoted to the age of the 
explanation of the phenomenon, ^ e pre-Oondwana faults are, 
if any thing, even more cursorily treated. The only excep-
tions to this rule are the faults that have made their pre-
sence felt by inflicting tragedies in the form of earthquakes 
or by their sheer grandeu®. To this latter category belong 
the Elichpur Fault, the Kaimur Escarpment Fault and some 
others. Faults that have obviously been responsible for 
extensive mineralisations are but poorly known, and not much 
work has been done on these. 
It is, perhaps, desirable to point out at the outset that, 
with the exception of a comparatively small fault in Cutch 
and some on the Baluchistan coast, none of the faults in 
Peninsular India are known to have been active in historic 
times. And if the hypothesis that *onoe a fault always a 
fault, unless it is sealed or welded* is correct, one may 
feel justified in presuming that, perhaps, the faults in 
Peninsular India have largely been rendered hamless and in-
active, having presumably been •ealed during the Deccan Trap 
activity. This need not, however, signify that every single 
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fault is dead, for certain sympathetic shocks have, on occa-
sions, brought it home that minor adjustments are still going 
on here and there. Only a few years ago persistent rumblings 
in Sehore, a small town near Bhopitl, M.P., created enough 
panic to deserve several investigations by the Geological 
Survey of India. The fact, however, that similar rumblings 
— technically known as *brontldes^ and aptly compared to the 
booming of distant guns — are still heard at Allgarh, Bari-
sal, Myraensingh, Ramsen (Jalore district), Purnea, parts of 
Kerala State and elsewhere, does make them significant. At 
Aligarh the present writer has heard them night after night 
in the summer months, and they appear to emanate from the 
Port area. In the months of winter they are either leas 
coranon or, more probably, are not readily heard, as every 
one stays indoors in the evenings. '-The 'Bariaal guns* were 
for a long time supposed to be due to the sliding of the 
sedimeats into the *Swatch of no ground', an activity akin 
to the formation of turbidity currents'. But the fact that 
they are much too frequent to be of the nature suggested, 
and that sinllar persistent rumblings have been known to have 
preceded or followed certain earthquakes, obliges one to 
believe that the so called Barisal Guns may also be brontides. 
Thus, the well knov/n Purnea Guns were reported to have been 
unusually active for about ten days after the North Bihar 
Earthquake of 1934, while those of Biratnagar decreased in 
frequency after the calamity (I>unn ejb 1939, p.48). It 
may also be significant that earthquake shocks have been 
recorded during the last few years in the Allgarh-Delhi re-
gion, and it may not be scaremongerlng to suggest that these 
may turn out to be *foreshocks*. 
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In the present study attention will, however, be devoted 
only to the faults that are actually visible on the surface 
and have been mapped or studied, and all these, with the 
exception of a few, are dormant. 
It is felt that more of these major faults should have 
been given specific names, as is the practice in other parts 
of the world. Instead, several faults in the country are 
referred to as the "Boundary Fault', necessitating a detailed 
description of their position, rocks affected etc. in order 
to avoid confusion. The usual practice elsewhere is tQ name 
a fault after the locality where it is seen to the beat adva-
ntage, and such named faults exist in all parts of the world. 
The San Andreas Fault of California has received considerable 
attention, from geologists and has almost become a house-hold 
word with them every where. Ardean, Ochil and many other 
faults have been studied and given specific names in England 
and Scotland. The Pinnacle, Mt. Penton and other faults have 
been recognised and named in Australia. It is, then, reco-
inmended that this practice should be widely adopted, even 
though it will add a large number of names to the Indian 
geological literature. The authcr has here refrained from 
allotting names to any of the faults studied, as this should 
be the prerogative of the field geologists who had the oppor-
tunity to study them. But it appears reasonable to suggest 
that in order to avoid innumerable names being unnecessarily 
introduced in the literature, the minimum qualifications 
necessary for a fault to qualify for a specific nam® should* 
in the absence of a standing commission on geological nomen-
clature, be laid down by mutual consentlamongst the active 
geologists in the country. It is suggested that this requl-
site qualification may be a continuous, observed and mapped 
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extent of over a hundred and fifty kilometers ClOO milea) 
OP a proved vertical displacement of 250 meters (780 ft.). 
A fault may also be named if it is associated with workable 
mineral deposits or is still active. Many of the faults 
described below will readily qualify. 
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PREVIOUS LIJERATUflE 
Perhaps one of the most outstanding studies of faults 
was presented by E.k, Anderson in his 'Dynamics of Faulting'. 
Basing his exhaustive studies on the numerous well-known 
faults in British Isles, he laid down principles which have 
been apj>lied, and are applicable, in all parts of the world. 
In the^second edition of the valuable book (l95i) he intro-
duced the tena 'wrench' for faults that had in the past been 
variously described as 'transcurrent', 'transverse', 'strike-
and-slip' or 'tear* and the tern has, for apparently no parti-
cular merit, gained popularity. Moody and Hill (l956) made 
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a special study of the phenomenon of wrench faulting, baaing 
their studies not only on the San Andreas Fault with vj^ licfe 
they were familiar, but also on a n^ber of other similar 
faults that they knew of in the world. They suggested that 
tranacurrent faults active today were all ancient features 
and had been intermittently active ever since the earth 
acquired a solid crust. They, accordingly, considered that 
these faults were genetically connected with Vening Meinea'a 
(1947) shear pattern and proceeded to identify the various 
possible directions that their wrenches could have. Their 
theories resulted in quite a lively discussion (see Maxwell 
and Wise, 1958, pp.927-928) and many did not agree with them. 
But additionally, they do not seem to have taken the possi-
bility of the various continents having drifted apart and 
thus having invalidated the original directions that the 
regmatic patterns might have had. For, with palaeomagnetic 
studies throwing new light on the subject and with new concepts 
entering into the field, it can no longer be denied that 
"Continental drift, the anathema of geophysicists and even 
some geologists, now appears to be entering a new and more 
respectable era" (Patterson, 1958, p.143), The changes. In 
original fault direction, brought about by drift must have 
varied from continent to continent, and any agreement in the 
direction of the pattern noticed today could, then, only be 
fortuitous. Anyone who, thus, ignores the impact of this 
important factor today, particularly in fields where it seems 
to have a direct bearing, does so to the peril of bis own 
thesis, Horeover, Moody and Hill appear to be too deeply 
committed to a contracting earth, and to shear patterns 
generated by resulting forces. The hypothesis of a contract-
ing glob© 13 no longer aa uni\;er'3ally and unquestionably be-
lieved in as it was a fev< years ago (see Carey, 1958, pp. 311 
et 862..). regmatic pattern may, then, have some expla-
nation other than contractionj and tension may prove to be 
a strong contender for the honour. 
Apart from these rather specialised studies, all text 
books on structural geology carry an ample discussion of the 
subject, and that by de Sitter (1956) has been particularly 
referred to. 
In India, some Interesting observations have been recorded 
by Crookshank (l936) about the Elichpur Fault in Purna Valley 
and some important faults in the Hai'mada Valley. Heron 
(1922, 1938) studied the Great Boundary Faults of Rajasthaiv 
Gee (1932), Pox (1930) and others recoi^ded their obser-
vations on the faults afiCeeting the Gondwana formations in 
the different areas. Auden j^ l949 a) made some interesting 
observations on the dykes in western India, and was obliged 
to comment on a number of faults and the relationship between 
the faults and the dykes; while West (l937) attacked the 
problem more directly, though his attention was mostly direc-
ted to the extra-i'enlnsular region, in his studies of earth-
quakes. lirishnan's (1961 Structural and tectonic History 
of India has proved to be of more than passing interest and 
has been extensively referred to, even though the present 
author has occasionally differed from th© conclusions of this 
eminent writer. King's (l872 and 1881) studies of the Cudd-
apah and Kurnool ^sterns of the south and Auden*a (1933) 
W ft 
paper on the Vindhyan sedimentation in the Soh Valley have 
been useful, fearey's orocline concept appears to have a 
•trong bearing on the subject under study and has been refer-
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red to, while Ahraad's studies (1954, 1959, 1960 and 1961) 
have been depended upon. Wadia'a syntax!* hypothesis (l931 
and 1938) was found to be an Inspiring study even though 
the ideas presented appear to be in need of revision in the 
light of modern additions to knoviledge. Arogyaawamy (In. Press) 
has studied the tectonics of Peninsular India and, it may 
frankly be adialtted* inspired the present study, fie has, 
unfortunately, not supplied the evidence on which he bases 
his conclusions, particularly when these are so revolutionary. 
Certain parts of his hypothesis are found t>pen to question 
and in following Moddy and Bill he seems to have brushed aside 
all evidence to the contrary. His views ai^ e, however, repeat-
edly referred to and his hypothesis on the origin of Palghat 
Gap (1958) is thoroughly discussed. 
The present writer here fSvla it necessary to apologise 
for certain parts of this study whi^fh may ^t first appear to 
be elementary. Sut it is hoped that the reader, as he proceeds 
with the reading of this paper, will agree that these 
IntDoductory remarks are necessary and useful, if not essen-
tial. A considerable amount of original Information, based 
on author's own field work. Is used in the interpretations 
herein offered. 
FAULTS AMD THKIR GHaRACTERS 
Faults are generally classified into three major groups; 
(i) normal faults, (11) thrust or reverse faults and (ill) 
'wrenchS tear or strlke-and-sllp faults. It would be adeq-
uate for the purpose of the present study to give only a 
brief resume of the salient features of these types and leave 
the reader, who would like to go into details, to refer to 
Anderson il95l), d© Sitter (1956) or to other sources. 
(1) In normal faults the order of superposition la not 
disturbed and tough the younger beds may come to lie abruptly 
against the older fomnations, they never come to lie under 
the older beds or formations. Wormal faults, quite frequent-
ly, map with alnuous outlines or appear eii echelon. By 
accelerating the rate of erosion normal faults commonly 
result in older formations being exposed on the upthrow 
aide and there comes to be a tendency to preserve 
the younger beds that are let down. Sometimes even a fresh 
sedimentation cycle is started due to faulting. 
When a pair of normal faults, with downthrows towards each 
other, occur at a comparatively short distance it usually 
forms a valley, referred to as 'rift valley or faulted basin*. 
Such basins sometimes also become basins of sedimentation 
and it would be shown later that the fiamada Valley appears 
to provide a concrete example in this country. 'I'he opposite 
of a rift valley, when a block is uplifted by a pair of 
parallel faults, is knovm as a 'horst'* and some cases of 
these are discussed in the pages that follow. The rift 
valleys of Africa are typical, and many geologists are of the 
opinion that the Gondi«ana formations of India were also 
formed in such deep, narrow basins (see Pox, 1934, p.24j 
Krishnan, 1949, p,282j also 19 -0, p.323), the faults having 
developed pari pasam with the sedimentation. Ahmad (l958 
and 1960 a) haa, however, auggeated that the faulting might 
have been ausequent, and there appears to be much to be said 
in favour of this hypothesis. The question is discijssed in 
aome detail later in this stu<i^. 
In most cases It would, perhaps, be more correct to say 
that. In a block-faulted basin, the area wlthiii the two para-
llel faults (the valley itself) had also moved upwards, but 
that the outer blocks on either aide had moved more and at a 
faater rate. This follows from a theoretical consideration, 
for, where faulting is the result of tension, sialic blocks 
would have the natural tendency to be uplifted and the ques-
tion of their sinking deeper intothe sima does not arise, 
unless there was some other force acting to bring this about, 
e.g.* when sedimentation takes place in the narrow belt. In 
common parley and all geological literature, however, the 
valleys are described as down-faulted. This, then, is more 
a descriptive term, than one signifying actual movement of 
the blocks, and suggests only a relative movement. 
Normal faults have an inclination of over 45°, but gene-
rally they are not vertical. Also, normal faults do not 
result in strong folding of the beds, thou^ steep dips may 
be common, as a result of 'drag', close to them, and often 
help to disclose their presence. In all such oases the 
dips are away from the upthrow side. 
(ii) Thrust or reverse faults are, in many respects, just 
the opposite of normal faults. Perhaps the most characteris-
tic feature of this type is the fact that older formations 
come to overlie the younger formjitlons. Ihe angle thi fault 
planes make with the horizontal is less than 45*, and cases 
are common in which it tends to be almost berizontal. Some 
authors distinguish between reverse and thrujs*' faults, and 
place the former in the cattigory of normal faults. The 
inclination of the fault is, then, supposed to be In the 
opposite direction and a limited amount of *over-ridlng' 
is envisaged, 
Kappes are formed by thrusts when a considerable block of 
an overthrust formation travels a long distance and gets 
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detached from the parent body. 
Anderson (l951, p,2l) has pointed out that "Fault breccias 
only form along fractures across which the pressure is not 
relatively Intense. Along thirst planea, on the other hand, 
there Is usually pronounced shearing, without brecclatlon, 
leading In extreme cases to production of mylonite". This 
appears to be true of the Himalayan floxindary Faults. 
While normal fa-alts are the result of tension in the crust, 
thrust faults are caused by extreme compression, and usually 
follow strong folding. It, therefore, goes without saying 
that the two cannot be formed simultaneously In the same area. 
It also seems to follow that a thrust cannot, even at a 
subsequent date, acquire the characters of a normal fault, 
for this would, to start with, require the undoing of the 
thrusting. 
(ill). Suess is said to have used the word •Blatt' to 
describe the third type of fault and Anderson translated it 
into wrench. In his own language (1951. p.2), then, "A wrench 
fault is a nearly vertical fracture, along which the separate 
segments have slid in a horizontal or nearly horizontal man-
ner", The fault line is, therefore, usually straight, and 
any kinks in it tend to be rubbed out. 
Wrench faults, like thrust faults, are caused by com-
pressive forces, and to this extent both these categories differ 
from normal faults. It also means that both the wrench and 
tKrusV" 
the^faults can, and often do, occur together. Indeed, all 
wrench faults, at their extremities, either pass into splays 
or into thrust faults, and "belong to a later phase of a fol-
ding process" (de Sitter, 1956, p. 174). Wrench fa\ilts, thus, 
occur only in the orogenic belts, and are not present in the 
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oontlnental blocks or nuclxi, except as dormant, usually sealed 
or welded, features. This concept, however, contradicts the 
Moody' and Hill hypothesis that wrench faults are fundinental 
flaws in the earth's crust. 
One may, then, be inclined to agree with Moody and Hill 
when they regard the larf?e faults in the Philippines, ffaiwan, 
New Zealand, Cuba, Caribbean and elsewhere in the mobile belts 
as wrenches. But at the same time they certainly seem to be 
well off the mark when they place the African rift system, 
the iibine Graben or other similar features in the wrench fault 
category merely because the fault angle in some of these happens 
to be high. If these faults, whose characteristics are well 
known and have been studied in detail, are to be placed in 
the wrench fault category, then the very definition of the 
term may have to be radically altered and, in fact, the cate-
gory of normal faults may well have to be abandoned. Hie 
desirability of such chan-^es is for the structural geologists 
to consider or for a committee on nomenclature to decide. 
Dyke Swarmsi Dolerite dykes and swarms usually suggest 
a state of tension in the area, and thus, though they may not 
be an infalliable guide to the type of faulting, they often 
accompany normal faults. The dykes swarms of Greenland, 
described by wager and Deer (1938), are perhaps the most 
remarkable example of their kind in the world and the fact 
that these dykes, when projected downwards, appear to coalesce 
at a depth of about 25 km, is exceedingly significant. 
Depth of Faulting: Faults usually penetrate great depths, 
and it may not be wrong to presume that they reach, what 
Anderson (1951, p.166) tails the 'layer of detachment*. Since 
all the forces that manifest themselves on the surface origi-
»»ate ^naide the earth, it may be presumed that this layer of 
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detachment' lies at a depth of about 25 km., the depth from 
which Wager and Deer, as mentioned above, fo\ind their Green-
land avfarras to radiate. Moody and Hill (1956, p,1215) alao 
believe that "large priraary wrenches extend through the outer 
crust and thus are very deep and fundamental flaws In the 
orust". 
It also seems axiomatic that faults normally do not cross 
each other. It may be, though, that it is more true of normal 
faults than of thrust or wrench faults. The analogy for this 
can be drawn from a window pane with a number of distinct 
cracks running across it. If a new set of cracks is developed, 
say by hurling a pebble at it, or better still, shooting a 
bullet through it, cracks due to this new set will be effect-
ively checked in their course by the pre-existing set of cracks, 
and each crack would abruptly terminate at the first fracture 
it would encoxinter. If, therefore, faults are found in the 
field frequently crossin^j each other, it may be fair to 
surmise that the earlier system had already been sealed ot 
welded when the new system developed. An occasional crossing 
may, however, remain open to interpretation. 
Agei It is, often, difficult to be certain when a parti-
cular fault or a system of faults was actually initiated, and 
Anderson (l951, p. 108) poixits out that ^From the dynamical 
point of view it is the date of actual initiation of a fault 
which is important, as optiosed to that of any subsequent 
movement along it, and the former is in general extremely 
difficult to determine". It is, therefore, not surprising 
that widely different ages are sometimes claimed for the same 
fault. Ilius in IndlA, n ?ermian (oSnteraporaneous faulting) 
(Fox, 1930, p,l59; Kriahnan, 1949, p.28S), a Uriassic (Jowett, 
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1925, p.112), a Jurassic age (Gee, 1932, p.107), a Cretaceous 
(Ahmad, 1961 a, p»97) and a TertiaiT (Auden, 1954, p.93) ag® 
have all boen suggested for the boundary faults of the Gond-
vfana basin, and the issue continues to be undecided. Not 
infrequently a valuable escape is found in the statement 
that a particular fault was a very old feature and had been 
active off and on ever since the earth's crust was formed. 
It has already been pointed out that two of the fault 
types — wrench and thrust — follow orogenic activity and 
strong folding, and this obviously envisages the forees to 
be directed and to be limited to narrow belts. For, even if 
one agrees with Gilluly (1949) — and there is, perhaps, no 
escape from it — that orogenic activity has always gone on 
in one part of the earth or the other and also with Landes 
(1952) that the globe has always been shrinking, so that all 
compression and orogenic activity can be explained as due to 
this omnipresent shrinking, there is no denying that orogenic 
activity has always been limited to narrow belts and to 
comparatively short periods of time in any idividual area. 
It may, nevertheless, be argued that faults, once started, 
could go on even after the close of the orogenic fctivity, 
perhaps even long after the mountain ranges themselves had 
been completely eroded away. In s^ ich an eventuality unless 
the area, later on, becomes a part of a basin, no sedimenta-
tion would take place and no breaks need be present to dis-
close the activity of the fault. 
Normal faults can exist in any part of the earth, includ-
ing nuclii, and perhapa also the oceans. And if they are all 
ancient features and have been active intermittently aa Moody 
and Hill, obviously, suppose, a state of tension must have 
existed all over the globe from the very inception. Such an 
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Interpretation woAld, indeed, be in line with the concept 
currently gaining ground that the earth is expanding and not 
contracting (Carey, 1958, pp. 332 et 8eq»). Scheidegger 
(1958, p. 172:3! has also pointed out that "Currently, the 
contraction hypothesis la by no means aa well supported aa 
it seemed to be only a few years ago. Notably, it la not at 
all certain whether the Earth ever started out as a hot body, 
it mi^t have been formed by cold accretion of intersteller 
particles and, at present, it might be heating up due to 
ubiquitously present radio-activity". These near-revolution-
ary views would, obviously, need a lot of proving yet. In 
many oases, however, strong tension and concomitant rift-
faulting is followed by extensive eruption of basaltic lavas 
and widespread dyke forraations. These, it is imaginable, 
tend to seal off the ruptures in the crust, and the rift 
valleys, apparently, do not remain active very long. It 
would be pointed out later that such sealing appears to 
offer a satisfactory explanation of observed phenomenon for 
certain faults in this country. 
In either case, then, the problem of determining whether 
a fault was an ancient feature or not becomes hi^^hly involved 
and in the present state of geological knowledge and field 
technique, it. appears to be practically impoasible to prove 
or disprove the point in a large n-omber of oases. 
GEOLQQffiCAL PRAMii.*OHIl Oi"' THlit PMMlJiSULA 
The geological framework in Peninsular India expresses 
the stability of the region in the most unequivocal terms. 
It is marked by a distinct absence of any orogenic activity 
after the folding of the Dharwar System long before the 
initiation of the Cambrian Period. The overlying formations 
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are accordingly not folded to any material extent, except 
where faulting has brou^t about some disturbance of the 
strata, though there is a clear unconformity between the 
Guddapah System and the overlying Kurnool System. The age 
of these gystema is indefinite, but the equivalents of these 
systems in Central India are recognised under the names of 
the Bijawar and the Vindhyan Systems and an unconformable 
trelationship between the two obtains in this area also. It 
is, however, possible that the former are here somewhat 
more disturbed. 
The following stratigraphic table gives only the major 
divisions of the geological succession and it is not here 
possible to give anything more than the briefest reaxme of 
these. The description that follows draws attention to 
certain salient features of significance to the thesis 
developed hereafter. 
Table I. 
Decc§n Trap and inter-trappean beds. 
It, Cretaceous Umia Beds 
rJabalpur Series 
Jurassic iRa^mahal Series ikota Stag© 
^ "iRajmahal i^ tage 
'Mahadeva Series Maleri (Denva-Bagra) Stage 
Triassic Pachmarhi Stage 
.Panohet Series 
Raniganj Coal Measures 
Damuda Series Barren Measures 
Permian Barakar Coal Measures 
.Talchir Series 
— •"-Unconformity 
Vindhyan, Kurnool Systems etc. 
,.-.>ljnconformity-----
Cuddapah, Bijawar, Delhi Systems etc. 
-•"---Unconformity" 
Dharwar, Iron Ore, Aravalli Systems etc. 
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It la, thus, only the Dharwar System and its equivalents 
that have been subjected to strong folding and faulting. 
This activity must have been confined to a period apmetime 
before the middle PrecambriAn times, for the immediately 
overlying beds of that age, the Cuddapah-Bijawar Systems, 
are not affected. In fact, although in the Indian geological 
literature one frequently reads of the Aravalli orogenic 
activity. Heron tl922, p.365) has pointed out, as will be 
discussed later in this study, that faults in the Aravalli 
Ran^ e^ are conspicuous by their absence. And this would 
throw considerable doubt on the type of activity that resul-
ted in folding these sediments. One would expect that a belt 
subjected to orogenic activity would be heavily faulted too. 
At least all the type orogenic belts, the Alps, the Himalayas, 
the Appalachians etc. are heavily faulted. 
The Bljawar System is, in places, strongly folded, but 
the overlying V^indhyan-Kurnool Systems are often lying over 
them in perfectly horizontal beds. It, therefore, brooks 
no doubt that the Peninsula had, long before the deposition 
of these beds, become a stable block. These beds have, how-
ever, been affected by faulting, and in places, the faults 
are quite strong} but it will be shown later that most of 
this faulting is young in age. Prom well before the Cambrian 
Period, then, the feninsula was subjected merely to epelro-
genic activity of k rather moderate character, and consequent-
ly, only normal faulting could take place in the area. 
The Gondwana formations, which range from the Permian 
to the Cretaceous Period in age, and the Deccan Traps, vdiidi 
range from the %per Or»t*ceous to Eocene, and may even be 
younger, have, therefore, only been affected by faults. 
Some of these faults have a.dfflitteiXy been responsible for 
the preservation of coalfields, and have, thus, played a 
very Important part in the economics of the country. The 
nature, character and age of these faults receive considerable 
attention in the pages that follow. 
FAULTS iJj THE PaHIKSULAR REGIOH 
In the following description faults are designated by the 
geological formation in which they occur without there being 
any suggestion of their age. Thus, ^ Vindhyan fault, say, 
may be of any age from late Procambrian to recent times. All 
that is conveyed is that the particular fault has been recog-
nised in the Vindhyan basin, though it may extend outside 
the limits of the basin itself. But when ^ fault is mention-
ed by the geological age, e.^. a Permian fault, it is conveyed 
that it, presumably, started in that period. 
CUDDAPAH FAULTS; King (1881, 1872), who mapped exten-
sive areas in the Cuddapah and Kurnool basias of South India, 
was of the opinion that the former system was, apparently, 
deposited in a great gulf, the western boundary of vfliich 
more or less coincided with the present outline of the expo-
sures. Along the eastern boundary, however, faulting was 
quite extensive, and the boundary itself is, indeed, often 
marked by these faults. He has referred to the work of Bruo© 
Poote who also held similar opinion. This fault system, 
which King (1872, p.134) terms the "^ naln north and south line 
of faults", has a downthrow to the west, but associated with 
it are also a number of other faults running mainly in NNW 
ana IJW directions. He later (1881, p.172) c'ama to distingu-
ish between the pre-Gondwana and poat-Gondwana faults by tha 
fact that the former strike "north-west to south-east, or else 
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round from this to south and southwestj they are never 
more ©ast-and-w&at than this". Some of faults on his 
field map (1881) «.pp»ar, however, to be distinctly pre-trap 
in age. In the Faupugnee Valley he, moreover, found frequent 
dislocations running in a NW-SE direction with a downthrow 
to the south of about 470 ft. vertically in the southeroMost 
fault, and decreasing in the succeeding northern faults. In 
Yellaconda ridge, he (1872, p.259) estimated the throw to b® 
of the order of 2,500 ft. The possiblity, however, cannot, 
on the available evidence, be altogether ruled out that even 
the pre-Trap faults may not be as old as King suspected. They 
could, indeed, belong to an earlier phase of the post-Gondwa-
» 
na faulting. 
Elsewhere (1872, p.134) he has, on the other hand, pointed 
out that "to the south-west and SSW of Cuddapah town, there 
have been well markel displacements in the strata of the 
lowest group along S-W and Hta-SE lines. In this case there 
was a stepping series of upthrows to the northward". In view 
of his later findings, mentioned above, these faults may, 
perhaps, be placed in the post-Gondwana system. 
The other system of faults, obviously of pre-Trap age, is 
certainly younger than the Kurnool System, Cor it is occasion-
ally found disturbing beds of this age; and a closer dating 
of this fault group, at the moment, is not possible. Younger 
rock formations are not present in fche area and it is by no 
means certain that some of these may not turn out to be of 
the post-Gondwana group. 
THE GQiaDWAi'iA FAULTS; The Gondwana fomations in India 
have received raore attention from geologists of the country 
than, perhaps, any other formation in the entire country. 
Thu3» although major facts about the^Tgeology are fairly well 
known, there are also some unsolved problems that have existed 
•ver sine© the discovery of this extensive system of sedlmest-
tary rocks. A major controversy concerns the age of the 
faults that have, in several of the basins, dropped these 
formations down by several thousand feet, and have obviously 
been responsible for their preservation. 
Ihe major basins in which the Gondwana sediments are now 
found are; (a) The Damodar Valley, the type area; (b) the 
Mahanadi Valley; (c) the Qodavari Valleyj (d) the Satpura 
Basin; (e) the Central India and Sinf^raull Basin; (f) the 
Kajmahal Basin; and (g) the aub-Hlmalayan belt, which being 
distinctly outside the Peninsula, has been left out of con-
sideration. Of the remainlg six belts, the beds in the first 
four, i..e. the Damodar, the Mahanadi, the Godavari and the 
Kariaada Valleys, as also, perhaps, the Central India portion 
of the fifth area are generally believed to have been affected 
by faulting, and as has been suggested earlier, owe their 
preservation to this feature. Ihe beds in the other areas, 
i.e. in the Singrauli and theRajmahal baslas, lie distinctly 
outside the fault zones, though, of course, minor faults 
are present in these basins as well. 
In several of the areas there is a more or less well deve-
loped fault forming one of the boundaries, but the sediments 
are not entirely restricted to the area on the downthrow 
side of the main fault. In some of the fields there is also 
a fault on the opposite side of the coalfield, but both these 
faults are not equally well developed. Within the bat|h, in 
addition, there are » nuiaber of other faults, which are her® 
referred to as oblique or cross faults, even though some of 
them run quite parallel to the main boundary faults. 
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(a) fha Daroodar Vallgy: In the Damodar Valley, the 
type area, the southern boundary fault Is every where well 
developed and the beds in the basin are, accordingly, tilted 
to the south, where not otherwise disturbed by oblique faults. 
Adjacent to these major faults, however, the beds are genera-
lly tilted away froM the boundary, and indicate distinctly 
that the downthrow is towards the centre of the basin. It 
needs no emphasizing that the direction of this omnipresent tilt 
itself indicates that there has been no dragging of the beds 
due to any horizontal movement along these faults. Both Pox 
(1930) and Gee (1932) are agreed that in the Panchet Hill 
area in the Raniganj Coalfield this southern boundary fault 
has a minimum displacement of about 9,000 ft., while further 
west "The southern boundary fault of the Jharia coalfield 
(which is not the continuation of the Panehet Hill fault) 
must have a throw of at least 5,000 ft., and probably very 
much more" (Pox, 1 9 3 0 p . 147). The important point that the 
above quotation makes is not only the immensity of the throw, 
but also the fact that the main boundary fault of Raniganj Is 
not the main boundary fault of the Jharia Coalfield. Instead, 
they have either an eri echelon relationship, or they both die 
out in the area in betueen and are not really continuous. It 
is atleast imaginable that the sediments were not preserved 
in the intervening area because the faulting did not extend 
into it. 
Pox has (ibid) himself stressed the point by stating 
that the much stron'3;or southern faults, even with their most 
stupendous throws "are not as continuous as they have been 
thougjat to be", while Gee (1932, p. 102) has pointed out 
that "The main southern boundary fault is by no means a 
single unbroken displacement but rather a series of large 
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atrik© faults running ^ echelon"» And this refers to the 
position as it obtains within a single basin, the Raniganj 
Coalfield that he was examining. The gneissic areas separat-
ing one field from the other have not even been carefully 
examined, and it is not possible to say with any amount of 
confidence whether the faults continue through them or not. 
Jowett had, even before Fox and Gee, stated (1925, p.143) 
that "It should be pointed out that the southern boundary 
faults are not simple and continuous. The throw along them 
varies considerably, and a natural boundary occurs in two 
plases along the south of South Karanpura". A more convin-
cing argument against the faults being anything but noirmal 
in character can hardly be produced or is hardly called for. 
Gee (1932, pp. 101-102) has, additionally, drawn attention 
to the fact (see Pig. I) that "'V/ith the exception of certain 
tracts along the middle portion of the field, affected by 
strike — or oblique — faults, the northern limit of the 
coalfield is, in contrast to the southern, one of natural 
deposition, representing the uneven Archaean land surface 
that existed in the early Gondwana times". The same is true 
of the Jharia Coalfield where Pox (1930, p.159) ha« shown 
that the northern boundary fault is very discontinuous, and 
does not even exist over mojt of the area. 
Within the valley itself there are numerous oblique faults 
which cut across i>h» aedimenta, but where the boundary faults 
are well developed, these oblique faults are teminated by 
the major faults, suggesting thereby that the boundary faults 
are distinctly older. This Is particularly true of the 
southern boundary fault. See (1932, p.106) has no hesitation 
in pointing out that "Thsy all appear to be faults of the 
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noraial type with a had© varying from nearly vertical to as 
low as 45®"J also that "the major complications of the Ranl-
ganj fieia are the result of tectonic displacement of the 
normal type resulting from the accomodation of the tensional 
stresses". Pox agreed with this substantially when ho noted 
distinct evidence of an extension of the strata, Tensional 
stresses were also responsible for the oblique or cross faults 
and Pox (1930, p,156) has pointed out specific cases from 
the west of Katras, as also from the east of Banjora to 
emphasize this from the Jharia area. 
In fche Jharia Coalfield, moreover, several of the oblique 
faults along the northern boundary cut across and apT)ear to 
run into the gneisses, '^heyalso dislocate the natural boun-
dary between the Talchir beds and the underlying gneisses. 
Indeed, the very presence of the Talchir exposures on this 
side suggests that the boundary is not faulted, and the fact 
is that the northern boundary fault, even if present, is far 
more discontinuous than the southern. 
It has also been noticed th^t the direction neither of 
the boundary nor of the diagonal faults is In any way contro-
lled by the 'grain' in the underlying gneisses and other 
crystallines. Thus, Fox (1930, p.151) has pointed out that 
it is only to the north and westward firom Khanudih in the 
Jharia field "th^ there is any parallelism between the faults 
and the foliation planes of th© gneisses which strike north-
west". Auden (1949 a, p.l52i points out that in th© Sodavari 
and hahanadl areas, as well, the troughs formed by the faults 
"cut across the grain of the Archaean basement at right 
ftnglea**. Biavit has just completed the aystematio mapping 
g: Ri^vi, S.H.A., Geologist, Geological Survey of India. 
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of the Glridih Coalfield. He (per"?onal coirimunication) is 
of the opinion that the faults In the area do not follovi 
the ijjrain in the underlying gneisses. Instead those distinct-
ly cut across the trend lines. Kriahnan (i960, Map III) do«s 
not, how0\;er, indicate this, and the pointj.needs verification. 
It may, ne/ertheless, be pointed out that the parallelism 
of the faults to the grain in the basement is sometimes 
regarded as a strong orguirient, if not an infalliable criter-
ion, in favour of an ancient origin of the fracture. The 
above quoted observations by Fox, as well as by Audsn and 
Rizvi, gu,'y<5est that in Peninsular India such paralleliatn with 
the c^ rain in the underlyin;^ rocks is often wanting. In any 
case it would be relevant to admit that if this supposed 
parallelism is due to any inherent wealcness in the direction 
of the ^rain, there is, probably, no reason why the seme fac-
tor would not become oper-^tive at any stage, when forces 
developed to bring about normal faulting, and the grain would, 
then, not partake in a limited guiding of the direction of 
faulting, fjven the ancient faults must have been developed 
only after the crust had been oompletoly hardened. It is, 
therefore, obvious that the suggested relationship between 
the grain of the underlying rooks and the faults has, if it 
exists at all, been over-emphasised. 
Dykes: Two petrologically dissimilar systems of dykea 
penetrate the sediments, (l) the ultrabasic type represented 
principally by mica-peridotites, and (2) dolerite. Their 
mode of occurrence is signlficJ-ntly different and deserves 
some discussions 
The peridotites appear to prefer the fault zones and 
spread out where they find well-bedded sediments. They are 
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thus, suggestive of a more liquid magma than the dolerlte 
magma which followed it after a short interval, hut seldoir-. 
If evor, 3prcad3 out as sheet, Peridotite dykes do not 
appaar to cross over into the granitic gneisses (Fox, 1930. 
p.158) and only a rare and attenuated dyke reaches the Pan-
chet Series of Lower Triassic X'eriod. Gee Is of the opinion 
that this might have been due to want of adequate pressure 
behind the magnia. 
The dolerite dykes, on the other hand, do not generally 
follow the faults, and Fox (1930, p.l2l) argues that this 
may be due to the fact that the faults were already "choked 
and sealed by peridotite 5ntruaions*..iThis, in a .way, con-
firms the belief that tbe dolerite intrusions are younger". 
This latter conclusion appears to have been duly confirmed 
by atleast two Instances on record in which delferltes have 
been found intruded into the peridotites themselves. One of 
the^e cases was said to Viave been noted by Holland in the 
Glridih Coalfield and the other waa recorded by Fox from near 
Bamangora in the Jharia Coalfield. 5fet, Jowett (l925, p,143) 
hag pointed out that in the South Aaranpura area the doleritea 
appear to be associated with the EiNiB system of faults, This 
may be indirectly cQtifirming Fox's conclusions about the 
choking of the faults by the poridotites in the area further 
wast where they were admittedly more common, and the dolerites 
have, consequently, been forced to break through new channels, 
Dolerites, also, do not form prominent sills but they cut 
tbrou;ih all typ»s of rooks, as if with equal ease. Nor do they 
appear to branch off, and they are only slightly deflected 
wh«n crossing a major fault. Otherwise, too, they appear to 
preserv® their directloa with remarkable persisfcence. 
Although it may generally be correct that the peridotite 
dykes have followed the faults, there are Instances, rare as 
they are. In which these dykes have been dislocated by faults 
cowing later. Svich is the case with the Intrusivea near Shri-
pur and Sharshatali in the Haniganj field. Auden (1949 a, p. 
135) hns pointed out that althou<;h the dolerite dykes "extend 
to th© north into the Archaeans, tViey appear to tsnninate 
against the southern boundary fault". Ahmad (1959, p.9) has, 
hence, argued that the southern boundary fault carne into 
being earlier than the fractures through which the^-dykes were 
intruded and that the intrusions were earlier than the north-
ern boundiary fault. It was not then realised that the latter 
is seldom present, and even when present it Is never a promi-
nent feature. This, then, explains Auden^s observation that 
the dykes extend into the Archaeans on the north of the main 
coalfield. 
Proin all these various lines of evidence it would appear 
that the sequence of events in the Damodar Valley might have 
been: 
1. The begining of the southern boundary fault, 
2. The faulting along oblique lines, 
3. The intrusion of the ultra-basic dykes, 
4. Further faulting and the intrusion of dolerite dykes 
along these new lines, 
5. Additional faultinc^ aloncr oblique lines. 
Thou,i;h there must certainly have been a certain amount 
of overlap in these stages, on the whole they seem to be iiell 
defined. Faulting, at its best, is a slow process, and 
faulting on such an immense scale must obviously have taken 
a considerable period. 
Age» Blanford had come across certain instances in the 
Raxiiganj field in which, he thought, the faults appeared to 
X, 
hav® been confined to the Talohir or Barakar beds and had 
accordingly concluded that faulting was contemporaneous. 
Though Pox, later on, appears to have been very much impressed 
by thla argument, it was, by no means, palatable to all of 
Blanford's oontemporariea, many of whom thought thmt fauliif-
ing was subsequent. Oldham (in Oldham et jy^ , 1901, pp.30-31), 
on the basis of his survey of the Son Valley coalfields, 
proceeded to reconcile the two views by suggesting that "the 
Gondwana beds were deposited against inland cliffs, but the 
cliffs were faulted cliffs, that is to say, they were the 
result of an immediately preceding movement along the fault 
planes", and also that "the movement took place along them 
during the Gondwana period". Fox (1930, p.159) thought that 
though "it is Impossible to fix the precise age of faulting 
and folding, they were probably contemporaneous but spread 
out over a great period of time". Elsewhere, he has (1934, 
the 
p. 24) advanced arguments in support of^contention, and yet, 
has made the apparently contradictory statement (Fox, 1934, 
p. 29) that "the existence of coal measures of the Deogarh 
fields, of Giridlh and elsewhere to the west in Hazariba^, 
suggest once widespread area of the Lower Qondwanas", and 
Hughes (1872, p.331) drew attention to the fact that there 
were outliers even outside the Hazaribagh coal basin. In 
addition. Pox (1934, p.120) has pointed out that "small 
areas of Talchirs and Barakara occur outside the north 
boundary fault", while Griesbach (1882, p.140) arrived at 
the same conclusion in the Ramkola and fatapani Coalfields, 
for he, too, fdund "numerous detached remains of Talchiri 
and uncertain sandstone plastering over some o'f the meta» 
morphl® rocks north and south of the actual basin". To 
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these s.z'eAiS O'u'bsj>d0 l^lie sain (3fondw&n& Flf^ zon@8 ons may add 
til® considerably larger area of the fiajmahal, and the even 
larger area of the Singrauli coalfields, which do not seem 
to bi at all faulted along their main boundaries (Ahmad, 
p*530). These cases would be difficult to explain if 
faulting was conten^oraneous. 
But a very difficult case to e3q>lain, if faulting was at 
all contemporaneous would be the existence of the Chope 
Coalfield, a few miles north of Karanpura (Ball, 1872), and 
definitely outside the main Damodar Valley. It, apparently, 
saddles a small isolated plateau, almost a hillock, over 
2,000 ft. above sea level. Topographically the present base 
of this coal-field lies almost 1,000 ft. above the base of 
the sediments in the Karanpura basin, and if the faulting 
was contemporaneous the existence of the Chope badin on 
the upthrow side of the fault would be, to say the least, 
difficult to explain. It is also relevant to polais out that, 
in contrast to over 7,000 ft, of sediments (Banerjee, 1960) 
in the Karanpura field proper, only a few feet are left to 
be eroded away in the elevated Chope Coalfield, and yet the 
sediments in the two areas are, apparently, almost identical 
in character. While a detailed sedlmentological study is 
called for, it may be stated with confidence that even broad 
similarities would not have existed unless the two basins 
had almost identical epeirogenic conditions and the sediments 
welxe from a common source. 
Gee was, apparently, never in doubfc about the extent of 
the Gondwana basin. He stated (1932, p.100) in the most 
uiie£|uivo©al terras that "there is, however, no reason to 
suggest that this area of gradual subsidence and accoi^any-
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ing sedimentation was limited l>y any tectonic structure — 
either rift faults or prono\iaoed folds — as has been 
previously suggested. On the contrary there is little 
doubt that the present tract of Gondwanas......, represents 
only a small portion of the original area of Gondwana sedi-
mentation, and owes it preservation to the fact that it has 
been subsequently faulted down within the Archaean landmass, 
and has thus been protected against the forces of erosion 
and atmospheric eathering". He though (ibid, p. 107) that 
"the major displacements, affecting as they do the Lower 
Gondwanas and Supra-Barakars alike, took place at a l.iver 
date, probably during Jurassic time". But Gee was, b|E no 
means, the first to hold such views and, as has been pointed 
out earlier, the point was being debated even in the last 
century. King held strong views on the subject when he (1881, 
p.169) pointed out that in the Pranhlta-Godavari Valley "a 
great strip of orlginall7 more extended area has been let in 
and preserved here among older rooks by a system of fmults". 
But is is exceedingly significant that Gee questioned the 
very basis of the contrary conclusion by doubting the field 
evidence, examined by Blanford, in the RaniganJ Ooalfleld, 
as mentioned above. Gee thougjat that the relevant section 
was but poorly exposed and was not suitable for arriving at 
such conclusions. 
Jowett (1925, p.141) also held similar views when he 
stated that "It seems very clear that the whole system of 
faults and fold is quite independent of the existence of 
coalfields, and the latter, which are only the remnants of 
the coalfields that originally existed, owe their preservat-
ion to the former". But at the same time, he emphasized the 
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slight unconformity between the lower and the upper Trlasslc 
beds and thought that it might be laonnected with the large 
scale faulting; and jet he acknowledged the existence of 
younger faults. 
None of these authors, however, advanced any arguments 
that could clinch the issue and satisfied themselves by 
Recording their convictioni even though Gee (1932, p.37), 
like Fox quoted above, made passing comments that ^the 
occurrence of outliers of Talchir rocks outside the limits 
s 
of these coalfields suggests that the basal Gondwana deposits 
were laid down over a much wider stretch of country than 
that within which they are now represented". Ahmad (1958, 
1960 a, Snd 1961 a), however, critically examined the avail-<i• 
able data and bMlt up a convincing o.3e in favour of the 
faulting hating been almost entirely subsequent. He sugges-
ted that the faulting might have takan place in the Creta-
ceous Period, iBoaediately preceding the outpouring of the 
Deccan Trap and the intrusion of the dykes. While there la 
certainly no evidence that the faulting was contemporaneous 
with the deposition of the Permian, Trlasslc, Jurassic or 
perhaps even the Lower Cretaceous beds, the question of 
ancient faults having been intermittently active ever since 
the earth acquired a solid crust simply does not arise. In 
such intermittently active block-faulted valleys one would 
expect at least some earlier sediments to be preserved some-
where or the other, but in the enMre Indian Peninsula sedi-
ments of the post-early Cambrian times singjly do not exist, 
and a considerable part of the earth-history does not appear 
to have been recorded. Moreover, there is often a perfect 
conformity in the long succession of sediments from Lower 
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Peinnian to Lower Cretaceous, wherever the sect ions are well 
preserved, indicating that the faults were inactive during 
these geological ages as well. Oldham's reconciliation of 
the opposing views is contradicted by his own admiaaion that 
sediments occurred frequently on the upthrow side of the 
faults he was then examining. 'The point receives further 
attention in a later section of this study. 
It has been pointed out above that the faulting was the 
result of tensional forces acting in the areas, yet th«re is 
distinct, albiet very mild, evidence of a certain amount of 
compression in the sediments, as recorded by folding and 
occasional slight thrusting in a few limited areas. !Ehua, 
Fox (1930, p.152) has pointed out the remarkable case from 
Fath&rdih, in the Jhari* Coalfield, where a blunt tongue of 
the gneisses "had been driven into them (the Barak^r beds) 
from the easti the strata,are 9<|uee2ed, attenuated and crushed 
against the gneisses, fo the west the gneisses again appear to 
have been forced into the Baralcarsj the beds at Ehaura have 
been buckled up into an anticlinal i«rtiose axis pitclies west-
ward as though the beds had been ploughed up". Both, Gee 
(1932, pp.106-107) and Jowett (1926, p.142) describe minor 
cases of thrusting due to compression. 
Whereas these lines of evidence distinctly suggest the 
comression to have appeared well after the sedimentation 
had taken place, one aas not to loose sight of the fact that 
in all such cases of blocks of rook formations dropping into 
the earth a certain amount of sqeezing in is inevitable not 
only because of the blocks having to fit into a smaller cir-
cumference of the earth, but jirimarily because of the inclines 
of the faults which considerably reduce the width into which 
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tho strata hav® to fit in. An additional factor in this oass 
mi^t have been the oompreasion forced upon the entire sub-
continent by the forces that built up the Hiiaalayas. In 
fact, it should be surprising that theae forces have not 
left a more indelible mark on the soft sediments in these 
narrow belts. Indeed, Auden (l949 p.324) has already 
pointed out that the "tension.evidently began in eastern 
India during Lower Jurassic and continued right upto the 
middle of the Tertiary era, when it was finally succeeded by 
compression", llils appears to explain the phenomenon, and 
the present writer finds himself in couc^lete agreement with 
Auden. 
Prof. S.Ss/. Carey, in the course of a lecture in the 
Geological Survey of India in Movember, 1960, demonstrated 
that folding could take place by tensional forces also, and 
does not necessarily indicate compression. This might, indeed, 
have happened in the basins under consideration. And lAiile 
evidence on the point is lacking, as to whether It was due 
to compression oU to tension, it may not lletract one from 
the conclusion drawn by Pox and others, based on field 
evidence, that a certain amovint of compression appeared later. 
(b) The Mahanadi Valleyt ThA geological succession in 
the Gondwana System in this basin differs slightly from that 
in the Damodar Valley, for there appears to have been a dis-
tinct break after the Barakar period and the Mahadeva Series 
appear to overlie tho Barakar beds directly. Indeed, in the 
western part of the field the Kahadeva beds appear to overlie 
directly even the Talchir sediments. It may, then, be 
suggested that the area continued to be a part of the basin 
till about the end of the Banlganj period when it must have 
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been epelrogenioally upwarp«d and subjected to denudation In 
Panohet times, which resulted in the BanlganJ and parts of 
Barakar bods being denuded away. Towards the middle of the 
Triassic Period it must again have become a part of the basin 
of sedimentation and Mahadeva beds were diaconformably depo-
sited over the remnants of Talchir and Barakar beds, A dis-
tinct disturbance of the lower Gondwana beds in the eastern 
most part of the Godavari bas5.n is also discerlaable, and has 
been taken note of in the succeeding section. 
A fault along the southern boundary limits the extent of 
the Gondwana sediments In certain individual areas. But a 
fault along the opposite side is not always present, as it Is 
not Invariably present in the Damodar Valley. In the Talcls«r 
area, however, the "northern boundary of the Gondwana rocks 
is marked by a strong fault, A southern boundaiT* fault is 
also present, suggesting that the Gondwana rocks are preserved 
in trough by these two lines of faulting" (Pox, 1934, p.163). 
In the lb River Coalfield, further west, "the southern 
boundary of the Gondwanas is a strong north-throwing fault, 
trending north-west" (Pox, Ibld^ p.170), whereas the northern 
boundary is irre^sular. On the other hand, both the northern 
and the southern boundaries of the Raigarh Coalfield appear 
to be natural, and similar conditions obtain along the north-
e m boundary of the Hand River Coalfield, as also perhaps the 
Hlnglr Coalfield. 
It la, moreover, surprising that though the area is, if 
anything, semewhat closer to the belt of activity of the 
Deccan Traps, the valley appears to be all but free of dole-
rites and other intrusions, a single such dyke having been 
noticed in the Atgarh basin. Although other explanations 
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are possible, it may be that this was due to the fact that 
faiilting in this area was later and tooic place after the 
basic intrusions in, say, the Damodar Ualley had already 
taken place, and the intrusive activity had well nigh expen-
ded itself. This suggestion, tentative as it is, may explain 
the disappearance, by denudation, of a larger part of the 
Gdndwana sediments thto in the Damodar Valley, where faulting 
presumably took place earlier and helped preserve a con^ara-
tively greater part of the sediments, 2he aJcea, as suggested 
above, was also subjected to epelrogenic oscillations during 
the Gondwana period and this might itself have helped in 
reducing the extent of the existing ejjposures. 
Co) 1*he Godavari Valley? !rhe succession in the Goda-
varl Valley is somewhat different from that in the type area 
and there appears to have bfeen a mild disturbance and uplif-
ting of the Lower Gondwana beds before the Upper Gondwana 
sediments came to he deposited. In this respect there is a 
close similarity with the adjacent Mahanaiii Valley, though 
the magnitude of disturbance in the Godavari Valley appears 
to be somewhat more than in the Hahanadi Valley, The equi-
valents of the RanlganJ Goal Measures and the Panchet Series 
are also, similarly, not present. 25iere is, in addition, a 
distinct unconformity between the I^ ower and the Upper Gond-
wana beds in the Madras part of the basin* 
King (1881, pp.172-173) has pointed out that faults in 
this area trend either west-north-^weat or run in a HB-SW 
direction. He has observed that the main faults, belonging 
to the former strike run throu^ the middle of the field. 
In the Penganga area, however, the direction of the 
faults is NW-SE. Heron (1947, p.5) has pointed out that 
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"about half way between the Penganga and the Godavari the 
Sullfiftvals appear at five places on a line at right angles to 
the strike, repeated by faults". He has no hesitation in 
calling these the "PostwGondwana Faults". 
A look at Plate I. would, however, indicate that althou^ 
the data is somewhat inadequate, it seems that the two main 
boundary faults are more well defined in this basih than in 
the other two basins described above. It, moreover, appears 
reasonable to extend the northern fault northward to form the 
eastern boundary of the coalfields in central Madhya Pradesh. 
But when so extended, it seems to end up against a pair of 
parallel faults that runs to the south of the main Narraada 
Valley and has throws to the south. These step faults en-
close the Pench Valley Coalfield. 
The southern member of the Godavari pair of faults hag 
often been supposed to be running under the trap, and conti-
nuing into the hypothetical southern fault in the Purna-Tapi 
Valley, But there is nothing to indicate that such a fault 
exists. 
(d) 'Eho Satpura Basini The Satpura Basin has a number 
of parallel faults running ENB-WSW, and a few in other direc-
tions. Pox (1934, pp.244-245) has discussed only three of 
these and has opined that "The newest of these faults is that 
in the Narbada (Narmada) plain along the base of the hills, 
it is a downthrow to the north, -^'he oldest fault is a short 
distance to the south and within the hills. It appears to 
have been the northern limit of the Lower Gondwanas and has 
a downthrow to the south..The next fault is still further 
south....and was evidently largely contemporaneous with ths 
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deposition, of the Upper Gondwana rocks. Between this fault 
and the middle one, both having dovnthrovos to the south, th® 
Talchirs and Barakars appear In fjlaces?. Thus, Pox is inter-
preting the middle fault as having been contemporaneous with 
the Lower Gondwana sediments, the southern contemporaneous 
with the Upper Gondvana sediments and the northern as distinct-
ly younger. He has expressed the opinion that "it is clear 
that faulting; has continued along the older lines", implying 
that these faults existed earlier and continued to be active 
even after tbo formation of the Upper Gondwana beds. Auden 
(1949 b, p.Sl9) considered the J-%rmada (Narbada) to be an 
ancient feature and Krishnan (1961 b, p.50) went further when 
he stj^ ted that "There is a well marked rift along the valley 
of the Narmada which has been a marine belt from the Permo-
Carboniferous to recent times'*. Even though this interpre-
tation is debateable and will presently be discussed, the 
'^ 'armada rift is, obviously, formed by yet another fault 
running along the north of the Narraada Valley, and hence to 
the north of the youngest fault described by Pox. It la ver^ 
probable that through the middle of the main Narmada Vallejr 
fault 
t^ -ere runs an equally important^with a downthrow to the north. 
This fault is indicated on the tectonic map of India by Jacob 
and others (not yet published). In addition, there are, 
perhaps, two other small faults forming a small horst which 
exposes Bljawar rocks. This is, admittedly, pure induction 
and no field evidence has so far been recorded for this. 
All these faults are indicated in Plate I. and generalised 
in Pig. II. 
Pox's views are not fully borne out by recent studies and 
and the data presently available. Crookshank (l936), too. 
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was by no moans In agreeraent with him. Instead he repeatedly 
suggested (1936, p.264) that "the northern border of the 
a 
Qondwana basin was/deeply indented coast with numerous bays 
stretching almost as far as the present boundary of the Vind-
hyan range". He thought that the deposition was in an exten-
sive lake, which, however, need not be correct, and the fea-
tures recorded by this keen observer m&j suggest highly 
uneven topography in environments of fresh-water sedimenta-
tion. What he though to have been bays, thus, become exten-
sions of the basins along the river courses. Grookshank, 
however, agreed with Pox that the faults were of three 
different ages, the earliest being lower or middle Triassic, 
i.e. it came into being after the Bijori beds were deposited. 
Medlioott (l873, p.183), on the other hand, concluded that 
"the present outline <bf Grondwana rocks) may be taken to repre-
sent approximately the original area of sedimentation" and that 
"natural (unfaulted) contact is the rule at the exposed sections*. 
All these authors, v-iho had considerable knowledge of the 
area, are agreed that the present northern limit of the expo-
sures was the limit or almost the limit of sedimentation, 
though Pox thought that this boundary was faulted. The exis-
tence of the Mohpani Coalfield beyond the boundary fault 
supposed by him to have been the limit of sedimentation 
bespeaks of a different interpretation, more in agreement 
with the views of Medlicott (1873) and Grookshank (l936). • 
Evidence is produced here to indicate that these authors were, 
probably nearer the truth. 
A reappraisal of the available evidence from this interes-
ting area, then, will easily bring out the fact that the 
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concept that the Oondwana beda were preserved only In the 
rift faulted baiins does not hold for this area. Coalfields 
do occur Oi: uptjarov side of the aouthern boundary fault 
of the l^armada (Narbada) Valley (see Plate I.). Recent 
drilling operations in the alluvial parts of the middle 
^iarmada Valley have, on the other hand, proved conclusively 
that granites and Vindhyan beds underlie the alluvium and 
Lower Gondwana aedimenta are conspicuous by their absence, 
though small patches of Denwa clays were encountered in a 
few areas. These were also drilled through to the basement, 
and were found ,to be of the order of only about 300 ft. in 
thickness. This distinctly indicates that this belt did 
not form a faulted basin in the Permian Period when Gondwana 
sediments were being aeposited just to the south, though it 
may, perhaps, be presumed that it oscillated epeirogenically, 
and the sediments deposited earlier were removed before the 
thin Denwa beds were deposited. Indeed, the present valley 
area might, then, have formed the provenance of the Permian 
and Triassic sediments, for otherwise, thicker and coarser 
sediments would have been deposited in this presximed rift 
valley, and there would, perhaps, not have been any sediments 
on the upthrow side of the fault, so close to it on the south. 
It can, then, be stated with confidence that there la no 
evidence to support Krishnan^s oft-repeated hypothesis (see 
also Jacob, 1952), mentioned earlier, that the Narmada basin 
was a marine belt from the Femo-Carboniferous to Recent 
times. Indeed, all available evidence contradicts this view 
unequivocally, and his prophesy (1^60, p.331) that "all this 
area is now covered by rocks younger than the Lower Qondwanaa 
and there seems to be a likelihood of yet finding marine 
Lower Fermian beds at the base of the Barakars in the Harmada 
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arainage region", waa doomed from the moment it was penned. 
It waa actually written a few years after the drilling pro-
gramme mentioned above was completed. On the other hand, 
Talchir and basal Baraicar beds are well exposed in the 
various coalfields in the Satpura basin to the south and no 
where are they even »uapectod of being of marine origin. 
Krishnan has long held that the continuation of the Omaria 
Karine Bed waa along this valley, but the affinities of the 
fauna contained in the bed aee so distinctly with the fatina 
in the ijyon's Sroup in Western Australia. (Thomas, 1953s 
Thomas and ^ickins» 1964) that a connection in that direction, 
as suggested by the present writer (Ahmad, 1958, Pig. Ij also, 
1954) seems to be far more probable. 
Not only this, but the fact that Palaeozoic ajnd older 
e 
rocks underlie the alluvium in the rift valley can, to the 
author's mind, be ea^lained only on the supposition that this 
belt was at no stage covered by traps, and must, therefore, 
have been of considerable elevation when the basalts were 
being poured out all round it in the Upper Cretaceous and 
Eocene Periods. The only other explanation that can be offer-
ed is that a very thin layer of traps covered the area and 
this was eroded away before the faulting took place. This I 
suggestion also envisages a pi'omontory in the area, a promon-
tory that must have stood like an island in an ocean of lava. 
Further east, the Pllka Hill, near Bisrampur Coalfield, mijjt 
have formed another similar "island'*, and it may not be too 
hazardous to suggest that this discontinuous and interrupted 
ridge might have been a continuation of what the present 
writer has, elsewhere, (Ahmad, 1960 a, Plate 12) called the 
•Fox Ridge*. 
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Faulting must, then, have come much later, for had the 
belt then existed as a rift valley, or even having a slight 
depression, it TSould certainly have been filled to the brim 
by the lava flows, and these would have been preserved too. 
One has, therefore, got to agree with Crookshank (1936, p.264) 
when he opines that "The present rectilineal margins of the 
Narbada (Narmada) Valley are, in my opinion, due in most 
cases to faulting which took place towards the close of the 
Deccan trap period", indeed, it probably took place after 
the close of the Deccan Trap period. Evidence is produced 
in a later section to suggest that it could have been consi^ 
derably after the close of the Deccan Trap activity. Crook-
shgnk, in fact, himself agrees (1936, p.218) that "several 
of the faults which cut the Bijoria have also out the trap 
flows so that some of the faulting must be more recent than 
the older flows?, 
$o sum up then, it can be stated, with an amount of proba-
bility bordering on certainty, that during the entire Permian 
Period — and this here is meant to cover the period of the 
formation of both the Talchir and Damuda Series — as also 
during the Lower Triassic Period of Panchet deposition, this 
belt, now rift faulted and occupied by the Narmada River, 
not a rift faulted valley as has often been supposed. 
15ie chances, instead, are that it formed part of the prove-
nance of the sediments that i.ere being deposited immediately 
to the south. In the Denwa Tpwiod, on the other hand, it came 
to be a part of the basin and must have continued so for some 
time, may be the entire Jurassic Period. But during the time 
the Decoan Traps were being erupted it was again & distinct 
promontory which the traps failed to envelop — or only a 
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very thin bed covered it. Faulting oame much later, and as 
shown later, presumably in the Pleistocene Period. 
Crookshank 1.1936, p.285) has, further, pointed out that 
"all the faults in the basalt plateau region are normal, and 
so indicate a period of tension. 
No sign was noticed among the Trap flows in the basaltic 
plateau of any post-Gondwana period of coiapresaion?. 
This, however, need not be true of the Narmada Valley 
itself where the Traps "have been greatly disturbed. If the 
disturbing force was the game as that which affected the 
underlying Oondwana roctes of this area, and there is evey 
reason to suppose it was, it must have been a compression, 
for the Gondwanas in many places along the Harriiada Valley 
have been squashed into tight folds. age of this comp-
ression is very uncertain, but it probably succeeded the 
tension of the early part of the Decoan Trap period, and may 
have continued ever since" (Orookshank, ibid, p,S86)j (italics 
by vhe present writer). 
Dykes ? Unlik© their counterpart in fjarts of the Daraodar 
Valley the dolerite dykes in this area do appear to be rela-
ted to the faults and form discontinuous lenticles along 
many of them. 
It would, therefore, c^pear that faulting is apparently 
youn'jer than the traps and the dykes younger than the faults. 
And since a similar relationship obtains between the incide-
nee of dykes and the faults in the Damodar Valley, it may 
at least be reasonable to suspect that a genetic connection 
existed between the faulting in the two basins. It may, then, 
be that the Damodar Valley faults are also largely poat-Decoan 
Trappean in age, i.e. they are also Tertiary, The evidendri 
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is, however, incomplete and it is possible that the faulting 
in the latter area started earlier, and extended westward. 
Auden (1949 b» p.319) was of the opinion that "The 
Peninsula is re'yarded as being divided into a northern or 
Aravalli shield, and a southern or Deecan shield, by a 
pronounced line of weakness which runs along th© Harbada and 
may continue ENE, north of Monghyr, to form the northern 
boundary of the Shillong jnasa. This Narbada zone is consi-
dered to be an ancient feature connected with some primary 
weakness parallel to the Archaen gi*ain and related- in the 
west to an upwarp of the asthenospherfic. shell into the super-
ficial crusb". He, presumably, considers that this Narmada 
V'alley weakness is continued into the Kaimur Escarpment Fault, 
to be considered hereafter. While this appears to be correct, 
evidence in favour of the Narmada Valley being an ancient 
rift is very slender, and in fact, appears to be inacceptable. 
lu is, perhaps, time that th© Vindhyan Basin of Central India 
extended to this area and it is only here that thse Precai%>r 
rian to early Cambrian sediments are believed to be strongly 
folded and altered in character, Ahmad (in Press) has 
suggested that the basin, further west, perhaps, joined an 
eu- or laio-geosyncline. but there appears to be little doubt 
that after the close of the Vindhyan times, and till the 
beginning of the Upper Gondwana sedimentation in Denvja times, 
there is no evidence of any manifest weakness in this none, 
Tonless it be presumed that the evidence of this weakness has 
been obliterated and the sediments deposited have been eroded 
away. Evidence produced above strongly suggests that it was 
a part of the area of provenance during the Permian and lower 
Triassic Periods and then it was again a pppmontory during 
X, 
the Upper Cretaceous Period, and perhaps till the end of the 
Pliocene Period. For how long before the Initiation of the 
Gondwaiia period it was a positive area it is not possible to 
say in the present state of knowledge. In fact, it is_, at 
the moment, by no means certain whether the Gondwana basin, 
just to the south of the valley, extended to the west, and 
there, passed into marine conditions, or it continued east 
and joined the more extensive basin of sedimentation in that 
direction. In the latter eventuality one may be obliged to 
presurae an extensive area of provenance further west, and 
Imagine it to be in the area now occupied by sea, something 
like the *lost Appalachia* and *lost I»lanorla' of geologists 
elsewhere. Only a detailed aedimentological study, aided by 
accurate measurements of various sections and construction 
of isopach maps, will clarify the position. Data based on 
drilling operations, now in progress, may lielp solve the 
problem. 
(e) The Central Indi.i and Slngrauli Basinst The 
Central India group of coalfields lies at the junction of two 
basins, the Damodar and the Mabanadl, discussed above. The 
Slngrauli field, lying to the north of the former, appears 
isolated on Plate I., but the Intervening part is covered by 
Upper Gondwana beds and the Barakar beds may lie underneath 
and extend from Central India to Slngrauli. 
The picture In Central India is, however, not quit© clear 
yet, and more detailed mapping is needed to bring out the 
structure of the field. The faults appear to have different 
directions in the different fields, e.g.. they run in iJ£-SW 
direction in K-orar, Bmarla and Johilla, while they are E-W 
in Sohagpur and Jhilimili. Some of these faults are distinctly 
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vevj young, for thoy are associated with hot springs, and it 
may b© permiaaible to think that they may become active any 
time. West {1937, p.196) remarked that the Peninsular India 
"is not as stable aa is generally supposed**. This does not 
appear to be at all surprising, and emphasizes the signifi-
cance of the rumblings at Sehoi?e, mentioned earlier. 
On the other hand, the northern boundary of the Singrauli 
Coalfield does not appear to be faulted and the formations 
seem distinctly to thin out towards this boundary. Admitted-
ly there are in places qu&rtzite ridges along this margin, 
as pointed out by Oldham (1901), but tl^ se seem to have existed 
at the i;ime of early Gond.^ana aedimentation fpnd were presum-
ably later covered up by the sediments. They must, thus, 
have been protected from erosion, or else they could not have 
lasted so long. Occasional pebbles of quartzite met with in 
the rare conglomerates in the coal-bearing Oondwana bods 
further south, can be matched rith the Ijj^  situ quartzites in 
some of these ridges, and bespeak of their antiquity, fal-
chir outliers, on the other hand, have been found well to 
the north of these ridges and this fact indicates that younger 
sediments extended to this area and provided a protective 
cover to these glacial beds. A thin formatton of 20 ft. or 
so — the total thickness of the Talchir Boulder Bed in Sing-
rauli — otherwise ' could not have survived the long 
period of erosion since the rermian times. This arg-ument, 
incidentally, leads to the conclusion that the quartzite 
ridges which, Oldham thought, formed the boundary of the 
CJondwana basin, were merely prominent inequAlities of the 
basement, even though they might have marked the site of 
earlier faults. Sedimentation definitely extended much 
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further north of these ridges, perhftpa well on to th® area 
now occupied by the Vlndhyan formation. This, indeed, is the 
only conclusion that aan legitimately be drawn from the 
geological map of the area. 
It may, however, be argued that the Singrauli basin lying 
on the downthroiv aid© of the Kaimur Escarpment B'ault was 
protected from erosion by this very feature, running some 
twenty miles to the north. It ia true that the fault runs 
more or less parallel to the northern boundary of the Gond-
waua formation in this area. "Phis major fault is discussed 
in a later section here. 
Dykes i Dolerite dykes are numerous in certain areas, and 
in Sohagpur basaltic flows cover the G-ondwana beds, but they 
are rare in other areaw. In Jhilimili "dolerite dykes and 
sills have an irregular distribution From the fact that 
intrusions occur along the northern boundary fault....it is 
probable that the faulting is older or of nearly the samo 
age", (Fox, 1934, p.198) as the intrusion. Dolerites, which 
did not form sills in the |,ower Damodar Valley, here appear-
to have formed them. Carey's (1956) suggestion that this 
happens when the thickness of the sediments is small appears 
to be borne out by this case. 
Considerable irregularities in the pre-Gondwana base-
ment must have existed, for there are instances where the 
traps directly overlie the gneisses or do not occur at all, 
not even at the top of a hill — the Pllka Hill has already 
been mentioned. 
(f). The Ra.jroahal Area; It is a eecognised fact that 
the Rajmahal area is not materially affected by boundary 
faults, though a few minor faults do exist (Ball, 1877, 
Younger sediments frequently overlap the older beds and rest 
directly on the gasiases, and thus, the irregularities of the 
pre-existing basement can easily be made out. It may also 
indicate that the basin in the early Permian Period did not 
extend much further west than the present outline of the 
exposures, 
The total thickness of the Gondwana sediments is much 
smaller than their equivalents in the neighbouring Damodar 
Valley, and it appears that, but for the hard-to-erode basal-
tic cap of Jurassic age, these beds, perhaps, would not have 
survived. Thus, these sediments ov;e their preservation not 
to the boundary faults, but to the fact that they were provi-
ded with a protective cover. 
Pox (1934, p.29) suggested that "it is nd; improbable 
that the Gondwanas of the Rajraahal extend southward beneath 
the covering rocks and alluvixim to Join the Gondwanas which 
similarly form the hidden eastern limit of the Raniganj Coal-
field". But, if the sediments of the Raniganj field were, 
as Pox believed them to be, deposited in a rift faulted valley, 
aad tho^e of Rajmahal outside a rift valley, such a continu-
ation could hardly have existed. Yet, this continuation is 
very likely and it probably existed till faults appeared and 
separated an extensive area into well makked belts. 
This interpretation received confirmation from a very 
unexpected quarter when, drillinj* for oil, a thick coal seam 
was discovered in Bogra (Eaat Pakistan) about two years ago, 
at a depth of about 8,000 ft. (Ahmad, 1959). And it, like 
the Rajmahal basin, lies distinctly outside the known Gond-
wana rift valleys. 
•rhe J^itSi PgfiMA VALLEY: A major, post-Trap period, 
fault known as the Ellichpur Fault, marks the northern boun-
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dary of tho ?urna Valley, and has a dowmthrow of any thing 
up to 4,000 ft. (Auden, 1949 b, p.326| se® also Orookshank, 
1936; itrlshnan, 1961 a). It has often bean presumed, obviously 
on analogy, that there raust exist a southern fault parallel 
to it and with a downthrow to the north. Recent drilling 
operations in the area, however, indicate that the alluviuiti 
has a thickness of about J,500 ft. along the northern margin 
of the valley and thins out rapidly towards the south. The 
traps, thus, form a distinct flexure and there is no fault 
along the southern margin. 
West of Ellichpur there may, however, be another small 
fault having the same direction, with an en echelon relation-
ship with it. Whether an earlier fault \mderlies the traps 
is a problem for the future to solve, but it is not improba-
ble that the Qondwana sediments and coal seams extend to 
this area. 
The alluvium in the Narmada \ralley where the Pleistocene 
sedimentation was preaumably contemporaneous with faulting 
on both sides and th .t in the Purna Vajley where a single 
fault limited the area of sedimentation to the north, present 
an Interesting study in the characters that develop under 
such circumstances. And these c«.n profitably be compared with 
the Gondwana sediments to help solve the controversy. Ade-
quate data, from the extensive drilling operations for tub®-
wellt, has in recent years become available, but is yet to 
be analysed and interpreted. 
THE RAJASTEAM BOUJiDAHY FAULTSt Two major faults, that 
run parallel to each other for over 500 miles In eastern 
Rftjftsthaxi, have come to be known as the Great Boundary Faults. 
They are separated by a distance only of about 12 miles tnd 
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Lower Vlndhyan beds are exposed in the area between the two. 
The throw in both these faults is to the south-east, so that 
Upper Vindhyan beds have- survived on the east and basement 
gneisses mostly appear to the west of the pair of faults. 
The south-eastern fault brings down the Sirbu Shales of 
the Upper Vindhyan System to lie against the Gwaliots beds. 
It has, thus, a throxj of a tie as t 4,000 ft. Krishnan (1961 a, 
p.20) placed the throw at about 5,000 ft. 
Heron has pointed out that the eastern fault commenoes 
near Tewangarh, where In the begir ing there is no throw, and 
continues upto Budal, where it splays into two branches. He 
(1922 b, p.170) has, further pointed out that "although 
written as a single fault it is probably more of the nature 
of several close parallel dislocations distributed over a 
breadth of about a quarter cf a mile". 
The north-wRstern fault may be somewhat shorter in length, 
bnt "its maximum throw..must be little inferior to that of 
the south-eastern fault", (Heron, 1922 b). He has, further, 
pointed out (ibid, p.174) that "It is to be noted that the 
throw of this fault decreases as it is followed from NE to SW, 
in contrast with the south-eastern fault first described, 
the displacement of which increases from zero to a maximum 
in the same direction". 
Permor (1930) suggested thut the Aravalli tract was a 
an 
horst; and a fault or faults wlth^aggregate displacement of 
about the same order should be found to the west of the range. 
A sustained effort to locate these supposed faults, however, 
ended then in failure, though lately, two such faults hava 
come to be recognized i)n this side as %^ rell. These are indi-
cated on Ping. II. Heron (1938, pp. 128-129) agreed that th« 
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Aravallls might have been rejuvenated by the eastern Boun-
dary Faults ih the Cretaceous Period, and thus, apparently, 
concended, without specifically admitting it, that the faults 
w®^® in character, and that the Aravalli area was a 
horst. 
In vievj of these unequivocal lines of evidence of a much 
later date and reasonable conclusiona arrived at after a 
« 
considoraMe amount of accurate mapping had been accomplished 
in the area, it is surprising that Krishnan (1961 a, p.20; 
1961 h, p.57), follows Oldham (1893) who conjectured that the 
faults might have been similar to the Himalayan Boundary Ex 
Faults, and hence must be thrust faults. Krishnan has, 
however, not assigned any reasons for differing from the 
opinion of Fermor and Heron* But what is more surprising 
Is the fact that Krishnan himself mentions of a throw of 5,660 
ft» in these faults. The contradiction in the two interpre-
tation is too obvious to be further commented upon. 
Ihe age of these faults can, fortunately, be fixed with 
reasonable accuracy, for Deccan Trap lavas are found welling 
up against these faults. 4pparently the agents of denudation 
did not have adequate time to plane off the fault scarp to 
any considerable extent, and the faulting must have Just 
preceded the eruption. Audon (1849 b, p.324} thought that 
since these faults are "truncated by flat lying Deooan Traps, 
the movement was probably completed by the end of the Meso-
zoic, and may be related to those w'^ ich affected the Gondwana 
rocks". Permor (1950, p.598) is agreed that the fault planes 
hade steeply to the south-east, "stressas being then tensio-
nal". He,„ too, assigns a Cretaceous age to these faults. 
Heron was also of the same opinion, but Krishnan thought that 
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fehe faulting misjbt have been of th© P®r5Bio-Garbo)Qire3?oti3 age. 
Blight have bsen tho ftvidenc* he 
There ar© a few othar minop faults in the area and to the 
south-east of these major faults there la, apparently, yet 
another major fault, though of considerably lesser ii^ortanoe. 
It, too, had disturbed the Vindhyan strata, mile this the last 
aantioned fault may boloag to the group of the other major 
fa\ilta, acane of the minor faults may belong to a separate ayate® 
T m ^tAiafltA BAmTt in the area exposing Jurassic rooka 
and younger fonaations in Western Hajasthan, considered to be 
potentially rich in oil, Swaminath et al <1968) ha^ fe reco^ised 
a nussber of trending faults, and one of theia they have named 
the Jianipiya l^ult* ®iey state (ibid) "This Is in fact not a 
single fault plane but a aystom of rou^ Jti treading en 
echelon faults*...»2'he laaxlinuin throw is estimated to be of 
the order of SOO ft.", fhej also recognised t ^ t "a number 
SB. Qohelon step faults, horsta and grabens occur to the west 
of luldhar", and also that '*The resultant effect of all the 
en echelon faults in the area from oast to west is a (general 
dovnthrou to the west**. There are a few EHE^ ifSl^  trending 
faults in addition, and a HKW trending fault east of Kanoi» 
Jurassic beds are here unconformably overlain by an Apt* 
ian forraation, but it is not known with certainty if the 
latter is affected by faulting, Swaminath {personal coflasu-
nieation) is of the opinion that the faulting could be of any 
age fr«B Upper Jurassic to Eocene or younger, thou^ he would 
prefer a Jurassic age for it» 
T m &AIMOR FAVLTBt The Kaiisur Escarpraent 
is a prominent feature cutting across the widdle of the subcon-
tinent for a distance of otrer 400 miles, and risit^, in places» 
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to heights of ov©i» 1,000 ft. in sheer faces. Above the scarp tha 
DhandDkiraul Q^aptzlte and younger formations of the ¥lndhyan 
System, with their low, uniform dips, form an extensive plateau, 
while below the scai^ older Vindhyan beds are usually exposed, 
and occasionally these appear to be folded., 'ttiis lead laany an 
earlier observer to suggest that there was an unconfonaity above 
the Semri Series (Krishnan and Swaiainath, 1959), althotjgh Auden 
il933) had earlier pointed out that field evidence was distinc-
tly against such a conclusion. 
The scarp is precipitous and undoubtedly very recent. The 
river Son flows below the scarp for almost its entire length, 
and Oldham (Oldham e^ 1901, p.44-45) points out that 
hydrography of the Son valley.«..is peculiar. Throu^out its 
length it receives no tributary of any importance from the north 
but on the south it receives a number whose sources reach a dis-
tance, measured in strai^t lines,, of a hundred miles from the 
main stream.. On the north the watershed is parallel with and 
close to the river, and from the crest of the watershed another 
series of rivers flows more or less northward to the Ganges. 
"Throughout this length of nearly 300 miles, as also throu-
ghout its continuation in the Narbada valley it (the Kaimur S«a-
rp) is not breached at a single point by any stream flowing nort-
hwards, nor, with a few trivial exceptions, any stream flowing 
wouth to Uoin the Son. Everywhere it rises abruptly to a height 
of 500-1,000 ft. above the low groixnd at its feet. 
"Such a feature, as far as I know, is unique in physical 
geography". Then again, he insists (1901, p.48) that "Against 
the supposition that the present course of the Son is not of 
geologically recent origin....must be placed the absence of any 
considerable tributary joining from the north". 
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i^ teiad i 1962 b) carried out syatsmatlc of a part of 
tixe Scm ?alley In Uttai* fi^ adesto concluded ttiafc tbe softr$? 
h&B BOt beea by a sin^la fault of stwpeaAous tbrcn^, a® 
has often beent but that a narrottf belt of eotsntry, 
for ois^ hfc to ton lailea to the south trm tbe 
was subjected to Intense tfioslon and dovalop^d 'a rtra&isr of large 
strike faults, prondriont joincs and fract^sr^s, 3iiS soaso dip fau-
lts. ^hla ims^tov b^lt, in ccintirast to the oyea the scarp, 
iifas thuB fairly sh.'Att.e.-'od, m-S tld.3 led to rapid 
Blon* Be has pointed oat thut folding pesnited frccji extonsiv© 
jaoj^ tml and grahen f^rruatlon, uod had ox'i'^ iTKJlly affec-
ted the IJhttiijfGT'jiul s^ tWArtsifcas aftd younger beds well^ hut 
thss^ have sine© been altnost entirely 0t»ode4 avay frop^  the araa. 
below th& scarp, where Lot-.-or Vlndhfan bada now ejq^ ojsed. Thelf 
foldings thwa-t p-jfeserits s pletiiTO- Ahi^ a^d, accor^itigly, 
belies'-es that there Is no wnconfor^'ltf betti«©n the jo-'C&lled 
loi^ ar and wpper Viiiahyafts, and this diatiiicfci^ n is 
houB of the faulta /ibnad (i0o2.i2.) Ixaa laapped ay; i-ar to ha'./e large 
throws, but be believeg tbut fcbo ©nt aloii-T, treit oicurjced 
in rfocsot to ayb-rtecefit tln«3» Uldbai!. ^ CIQUI, p.5S-57i had 
eariifisi' notod riwr $errac«s In the valltjf auJ had ounoluded 
th-t the moHft^ msnita in tho I'lsrer bed nu^c a«©n i?6a«5ftt« 
The tranci of this aone of faulting anJ the '^ n^ .ze^ ted 
aonn«ction biith the of f'^si Slogriiulj Coalfield, 
i^ n^tloTi'fid earlier, In-J!cat's th-.t t'--. 
rrli'^ t been co^encti c U'lth t^e di-'Vilo^ n-'^ j^nt of f't'^sat fault 
that aff«ct®<a tbe C-cin-Sfcaria foT"n atlun<t T & 
continuation of fcii^ zone of f -ulis Into Vm Satpura. riasSn faxilta, 
as ay^ j'^ e'sted bj nJ^ Scn (1S4S h, ie^is to tl & sa^ ts conclusl-'' 
on* AudsQ would, bowa'/er, lik: to nx&fnd fault Z(m& tmah 
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farther east, to Monghyr and to ilasam, but this appears to be 
open to question, llie difficulty vdth this correlation appears 
to be, as indicated on Pig. II, that the throw of the Assam and 
Monghyr Faults appears to be to the north. The continuation of 
a pronounced sone of tension in a general north-east direction 
is, howev'-er, unqueatlonable. 
Ilie sandstone dykes Eiappod by Auden (1933, p.206-209) may 
al-go belong to this general period of tension or itiay represent 
slight conteifiporauoeus tfio'/euiBtt in the area, 
TDII; FESL G O H S T FAUJL.X'8: It Is probtible bhut the west coast 
of India, all the way froit Oanara to ijaluohisT;aii and Iran, is 
the expression of nonrial faultiaa, and perhaps e\^ ery where it 
is marked by a pu.3 r of parallel seep faults, having downthrows 
towards the sea. west (i937) has drawn atteaiiiou to a remark 
by Blanford, (v^.T,), who, long ago, pointed out thut the 
Baluchistan coast is faulted, and then he himself (ibid, p,l98) 
3U;igeated that may be the continuation of the east-west 
Gutch fault that caused a major earthquake in the year 1819. 
I'he maxinura differential movement during this earthquake 
was reyjorbed to have been of the order of about 50 feet. The 
faalb had a dox'^ nthrow to the south (Oldham, 1928, Fig, 2, and 
p.107) and it submerged the town of Sindree, as well as an 
extensive area adjoining it, and thereby flooded the Runn of 
Cutch. In recent years there have been numerous shocks in the 
region. A ma;}or seismic zone is, thus, distinctly indicated 
in the area. 
OonsideraDlo fleldwork has recently been undertaken in the 
area foilowin,:; the earthquake shocks ana the faults are by now 
well known. 
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In Hoveubor 1945 a major earthquake rocked the coast of 
Baluchistan. Its epicentre was located some 50 miles off 
the coast, gouth of Gwadar (Sondhi, 1947), whilw four tiny 
islands appeared close to the shore . Fissures running in an 
east-west direction apcoared on one of these islands, IJius, 
while the site of tl^ soii^ra fault was marked by the ©pi-
centre, that of the norcnern fault was even more accurately 
marked by these islands. If West's correlation is correct, 
it is this latter fault that is continued into the northern 
Cutch Fault. On the other hand, a major submarine tectonic 
feature is known from about 60 miles south of the coast 
flrom other lines of evidence {Wiseman and Sewell, 1937), and 
the epicentre of the 1945 eal>thquak© was, obviously, located 
on this submarine ridge, lliere will be reason to refer to 
it later. 
It is probable that in the Cutch area, too, a parallel 
fault runs further to the south than the location of the 1819 
earthquake fault, and has a downthrow to the north, forming 
thereby a rift valley enclosing the entire Runn area* Simi-
lar parallel faults occur in the lower valley of the Sabar-
mati River, and though in the south they have a north-south 
trend, to the west of Abmadabad they i^pear to swerve round 
to an east-west direction, and it is not improbable that these 
fauli;3 join up with the Cutch faults. Auden (1949 b), too, 
hai Indicated this interpretation on Pig. 2. of his brilliant 
study. Banerjee (Deshpande, l9ft4. p.13) carried out geophy-
sical survey of the area and came to the conclusion that there 
was a north-south fault,running to the west of the Sabarmati, 
mad had a downthrow of between 10,000 and 13,000 ft. Geophy-
sical investigations carried out recently by the Oil an« 
intural CoBmlssion do not, it is stated, confirm this 
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concl\i3iona, and in fact app«»r to doubt th© prBsenc* of 
any major faults in the region. Recent drilling operatSna 
for deep tube-wella, carried out under the author's advice* 
as well aa the records of earlier drillings in the area, 
also do not support Banerjeo's views in their entirety. 
Though the fault, perhaps, exists, it throw may be to the 
east, for a major fault with a westward throw in the area 
suggested would result in the formation of an extensi^re 
basin to the west, which, obviously, does not exist. It 
is certain that the fault Envisaged does not have the 
throw worked out for it by Banerjee. Indeed, it is possi-
ble that the fault is not a single, clear out, dislocation, 
but a series of step faults of small individual throws. 
Such an interpretation would fit in better with the current-
ly available information. 
It appears that the Sabarmati Valley, south of the town 
of Ahmadabad, and quite apart from the two major faults 
suggested above, is reJnt through and through by oblique 
faults manning apparently in an ENE-WSW direction, with a 
downthrow to the southern side. I^ any of tbese are marked 
by hot, sulphurous, artesian wells where they have been 
accidentally probed by drilling for tube-well water. The 
water they yield is usually brackish and hence not potable. 
Away from the fault zones extensive drilling has invariably 
resulted in failure, except in the close proximity of the 
river itself. The alluvium in the basin is composed almost 
excltisively of loam and mud, and carries no sand horizons. 
Tfeere are, consequently, no aquifers in it. Miliolite, 
that overlies the traps in tbe Kathlawar area, further west 
la absent and the significance of this fact will presently 
be discussed. The artesian water is obviously from a deeper 
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horizon, deeper than the traps, vtolch no drilling has, 
apparently, penetrated. Further, it is interesting to 
record that the temperature of water in these artesian 
wells increa3es from about 90®P in the LaMitar area in the 
north to 1 1 4 i n Dhaadhuka taluk (Rane and Raju, i960). 
This progressive increase of about 24® from north to south 
may suggest that, allowing for the cooling of water in its 
upward movement, the hprizon tapped in the south may be 
about 2,500 ft. deeper than the horizon in the north. If 
it is the same geological formation in both the areas, it 
would be reasonable to conclude that this pre-Trap bed has 
been faulted doim by about this amount, for the beds around, 
wherever they are exposed, are generally horizontal and so 
the difference may hot be due to dips* On the other hand, 
since the artesian well at Dholera has been bottomed in 
traps (the point needs confirmation) at a depth of only 
1,140 ft., it is possible that the underlying rocks that 
are the source of water, had already been subjected to 
faulting in the pre-Trap period. If it were possible, then, 
to strip the area of all the alluvi^un, one may even find 
the l^vas welling up against some of the faults, similar t© 
what has been seen to be the case in Rajasthan. Yet It 
appears that these oblique faults are younger than the 
boundary faults on either side, for the former appear to be 
terminated by the latter. This can only be reconciled by 
presxiraing that the boundary faults T«re initiated earlier 
but continued to be active even after the oblique faults 
became more or less dormant. 
The southern and western coasts of the Kathiawar Penin-
sula are also marked by a pair of parallel faults, both 
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having downthrows towards the aea. Auden (1949 b) has shown 
only the Inner one of these on his Pig. 2, This fault runs 
about nine miles inland from the coast, and cuts across 
the Junagarh-Veraval road. It passes out of the coast north 
of Forbander. 'i'he Ghogha artesian, which is charged with 
inflaiaable ngitural gas, appears to be on this fault, The 
outer fault runs 30E.e distance beyond the coast, though 
there may be yet another fault, with a small throw, liust 
along the strand line. 
Recent exploration for subsoil water resources in the I 
nai'row belt between the inner fault and the shore has indi-
cated that the traps have been dropped by an amount of 
about 1,200 ft. by this fault, and have proved that clays 
and miliolites overlie the traps throu-.hout this entire 
thickness. Microfossils collected by the present author 
from the well cuttings in this area are being examined by 
his colleague, Mr. 3.G. Pant, in the P41aoontological Li^ bo-
ratory of the Geological Survey of India. Preliminary 
results indicate a Pliocene to Pleistocene age for the 
miliolite horizon. Outliers of siiailur miliolite occur 
well into the inland, and overlie the traps, which obviously 
were aubaerially erupted. A few outliers of the Miocene 
Qaj Series are also knovm from the area on the upthrow side 
©f the fault and it appears that the clays that underlie 
the miliolite ere the equivalents of these OaJ Series expo-
sures. These Gaj beds are not present further inland 
where the miliolites directly overlie the traps, and an 
overlap is indicated. This would indicate that the entire 
Peninsula was progressively submerged in the Miocene-Plio-
cene Period, and the central part was subsequently uplifted, 
like a horst, by tfee normal faults around it. The nar»»w 
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belt bet'iieen the shore and the inner fault to the south of 
K,athiawar might have been uplifted at an oven later date. 
The well known ocourrenoea of raised beaches at various 
levels along the coast of the Peninsula testify to the youth 
of this uplift. Auden (1949 ta, p,5S6) assigns an Oligocen© 
to Miocene ago to these faults, but the line of argument 
here presented would mean that they are somev-hat younger, 
and that not all of them are of the same age. 
Some of the holes drilled in the Sabarmati Valley have 
been bottomed, as has been pointed out above, in traps at 
depths ranging from 900 to 1,200 ft., though on© at Rampura 
continued to 1,376 ft., the capacity of the njaehlne. Only 
a few miles to the south, in the Cambay area, the Oil and 
Natural Gas Commission is said to have drilled to a depth 
of over 7,000 ft. (the exact figure is not disclosed) before 
enoountering the traps. Since the fault in the southern 
part of the Kathiawar Peninsula, discussed above, presumably, 
continues eastwards and runs in between the area drilled 
for water and the area drilled for oil, it appears that its 
throvi, somehow, abruptly increases from a moderate 1,000 ft, 
weat of Ohogha to a formidable 6,000 ft. or so in the Cambay 
area, even if due allowance is made for the cumulative 
effect of the oblique faults of the Sabarraati basin. 
It is possible that the inner fault of south Kathiawar 
extends further east and runs into the fault to the north 
of the Harmada river, and through it Into Kaimuip Escarpment 
Fault. Auden (1949 b) agrees. 
The coast of Bombay is, in fact, controlled by a fault 
along the sea-shore, and a monocline, known as the Panval 
Flexure, which lifts the traps from the sea beach to a height 
69. 
of over 2,000 ft. at Belgaum, within a distance of about 
75 miles. A aeries of hot springs between Ratnagiri and 
i^ aiabay, moreover, suggests the presence of tjto» mi 
A, 
fault along the beach, but its throw may not be great, 
for the Panvel Piexure brings tbo Tr^ps down to the sea 
level and thereafter the continental shelf continues for 
some distance out into the sea. There may, then, be anoth-
er fault whore the continental shelf comes to an abrupt 
end. This fault may be continuing into the fault beyond 
the coast of Kathiawar, mentioned earlier. Oldham (1893, 
p.495) thought these faults may be Miocene. The occurrence 
of Miocene beds further south may, on the other hand, 
su^jgest, as was the case in Kathiaviar, that the faults were, 
perhaps, younger, and helped uplift the area after the 
sedimentation had taken place. 
Age I It may, here, be profitable to review the evid-
ence produced above regarding the age of these faults, and 
the author apologises for a certain amount of repetition 
that may be inevitable. It may, however, be frankly admit-
ted that there is no dogmatism involved in the interpreta-
tion here presented, but the evidence used Is unequivocal, 
unless it has been qualified. 
It has, thus, been pointed out that the coastal Kathla-
war Fault may be post-Pliocene and it may be reasonable to 
consider it as i^leistocene. 'fhe western Sabarmati Valley 
fault is, presumably, also of the same age and so is the 
southern fault in Cutch, for it has been presumed that 
these three faults, acting in conjunction, uplifted the i K&thiawfar Peninsula as a horst>. . 
T]a,0 absence of any miliolite below the recent alluviu® 
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in the Sabamatl Valley would indicate that this bolt was, 
apparently, not submerged wheti the area to the west waa. 
This would, then, indicate thsit the belt wag not a rift 
valley gt the time and the eastern Sabarmati Fault, presum-
ably, developed in sub-recent to recent times, and resulted 
in the formation of the fluv'i^ s.tile and lacustrine deposits 
drilled throup^h recently. At about this time the outer 
iiathiawar Fault, probably, developed, and uplifted the narrow 
belt of miliolite along the south of that Fcninaula. And 
since the northern Cutch Fault is supposed to be an exten-
sion of the eastern Sabarmati Fault, it raay also belong to 
the same age. This Outch Fault, as pointed out earlier, is 
still active. 
Vpedenburg (1906) suggested long ago that the disturb-
ance in the course of the Marjnada Valley took place in the 
Pleistocene Period, for distinct fossils of that age were 
found in the alluvium. From other lines of evidence it has 
been concluded above that the fa\a'.-s5 in the area are very 
young, and it may be reasonable to conclude that these 
events might hiVe been of the nature of cause sind effect, 
A Pleistocene age for these faults may, then, be reasonable. 
It may, then, also be reasonable to conclude that the south-
ern fault in this valley is continuous with the fault in 
south Kathiawar with 14ke thpow and approximately the same 
age. This has already been incidently mentioned earlier. 
The supposed fault along the beach near Bombay, and 
both the Sabarmati Valley F^ u^lts appear to terminate against 
the Kathiawar-Narmada Valley Faults. While this fact 
confirms the age of the latter, it helps fix bbe age of the 
former, which thus, comes to belong to the sub-Recent to 
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Bocenb times. The fanvel Flexure might have been co-eval. 
The fault along the continental shelf must also be of the 
same approximate age for It has been indicated that it, 
presumably, runs into th© fault beyond the Kathiawar coast, 
which must, on the theory here propoimded, be sub-Recent 
to H&ceat in ags. 
The coastal Baluchistan Fault nay, then, be a oontiau-
ation of the northern Cutch Fault, as West has su?5gested, 
or it may be the continuation of the southern Kathiawar 
Fault, which, too, has a similar throw. Although th© 
evidence is admittedly inadequate, the present writer is 
Inclined to the latter possibility. For one thing, the 
•t^ athlawar Fault had aready acquired a N.VJ. trend, while the 
Cutch Fault would have to take a sharp bend to Join the 
Baluchistan Fault. The off-coast Baluchistan Fault, then, 
runs into the fault alous th© continental shelf, south-west 
of Kathia\<ar, and on to the west of Bombay and beyond. 
A Pleistocene to Recent s.ge has already been suggested 
for th© Kaimur Escarpment Fault and Auden's suggested cor-
relation of this fault with the ^armada Valley Fiult has 
been accepted earlier. On the west the Baluchistan Faults 
distinctly continue into the Gulf of Oman and further on, 
may be even in the Euphrates Basin, The northern fault of 
the pair would, then, b© on© of the longest, if not the 
longest, fault in the world of which there is direct evi-
dence and which is raappable. Auden (1949 a, p.154) has 
made this point earlier for he remarked long ago that "it 
is tempting, therefore, to extend this rift zone into India, 
and link it up with the Narbada zone and the Gondwana rifts". 
West (1937, p.198) has, on the other hand, drawn atten-
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tion to the work of Wiseman and Seweil (1937) who bavo 
damonatrated that & submerged line of interrupted ridgea 
runs parallel to the Baluchistan coast some sixty miles off 
tha shor». This would, as mentioned earlier, place it where 
the epicentre of the 1945 earthquake was located. A double 
iln© of ridges, also, begins at Cape iionze near Karachi, 
and contin'ues south- west across the entrance of the Qulf 
of Omj^ n. These sub-mt^rine ridges are presumed by West (1937), 
Auden (l951, p.115), as well as by Krishnan (1961 a, p.85) 
to be the continuation of one or the other of the existing 
ranges on the land. Thus, they follow the lead given by 
kiseman and Seweil (luid)» Since, however, it is now bel-
ieved that sialic material cannot be faulted do.m into 
oceunic deeps, it would not be right to agree with these 
eminent writers. Instead, it may be presumed that the 
Jjurray fiidge, for example, is of the same nature and charac-
ter as the mid-Atlantic ridge, and that the origin of these 
ridges is for the future geueration to solve, 
T m '^lADhOJeUR F/iULi't This fauit can hardly be included 
in a stTidy devoted to the faults in Peninsular India, but 
it sirems to have a direct bearing on some of the features 
discussed earlier, and its significance is taken up later. 
Mot muck ia really known about this fault, but it has 
been active in historic tiii-.es, i'ox (1^34, p.47; see also 
p.30) gave a graphic description when he pointer -ut that the 
"Accumulating evidence during recent years points to a great 
line or zone of shear faulting; of considerable horizontal 
movement, along a line trending from eastern border of Sik-
kim in the vicinity of De Ghu (Jaldhuna) river SSS towards 
Rangpur and the Jamuna channel west of the hadhopur jungle. 
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to the deltaic area near fiarlsal. Such a line of faulting 
would readily explain the small Lower Gondwana exposure 
at the west end of the Garo Hills, the uplift of the Shil-
long Plateau, and the soiyshern outlet of the Brahmaputra 
river, the phenomena of the older alluxrium of the Madhopur 
Junj?le, and most Importejit of all, the earthquakes which 
are so destructive along parts of and in the areas adjacent 
to the line" (italics by the present author) 
This fault Is indicated on Auden's map (1949 b, Fig.S), 
and incidentally mentioned by Morgan and Mclntire (1959, p. 
331). It appears that the eastern segment is sliding 
southwards along this fault, .^JB. it is a wrench fault in 
the true sense of the word. It must, then, have cut g,cross 
the Brahmaputra Valley-Monghyr Fault and m s t have disloca-
ted the two parts. While it has been suggested earlier 
that normal faults usually do not cut across each other, it 
would appear from this example that perhaps a wrench fault 
can cut across a normal fault. Or else it would be nece-
ssary to presxame that the Brahmaputra Valley and the Kon^yr 
faults did not run into each other, and perhaps even died 
out before reaching the i'tadhopur Fault zone. 
It has been su-^ .gested earlier that wrench faults occur 
only in the mobile belts of the earth and the Madhopur Fault 
would, at first, appear to contradict this hypothesis. The 
fact, however, remains that the compression responsible 
for this wrench fault is being caused by the Burmese arc 
pressing from the east and the north-east. 
Auden (1949 b , p.318) has, as pointed out earlier, drawn 
pointed attention to the remarkable case of the convergence 
of rift valleys at th© eastern edge of the Damodar Valley 
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(see inset Plate I) towards an area near Bolpur. They are 
distinctly transverse to the Qondwana system of faults. It 
Is, then, possible that the compreasion indicated above is 
reflected in tension on the opposite side and this has 
resulted in these radiating i'ifts In the Giridih group of 
Gondwana outliers, the Rajinabal area and the Daiaodar Valley 
itself. The occurrence of hot sppln^^s in Giridih testifies 
to the youth of Q,t least some of the faults. It would, then, 
appear that the,ccrapressive forces acting at the north-east 
end of AssaP tried to twist thi.? part of the Peninsula 
and the rifts were formed. Soon after, however, the Madho-
pur tear fault was formed and the compressive forces were 
not only relieved but continue to expend themselves on this 
fault. 
The Madhopur Fault, as also a number of other faxilts 
in the area, are all covered by recent alluviiM!i, and the 
actual amount of translation alon^ these cannot be estima"-
ted at present, 
THE PALGHAT GAP; A narrow peneplane intersects the 
Western CShats for a distance of about ten miles in Kerala 
and has come to be known as the Palghat Oap. •'•'his is the 
only break in the 700 mile length of the Ghats and has 
attra-^ted considerable attention from geolos^ists. 
Jacob and Narayanswami (19S4) studied the origin of this 
gap and sui^gested that it may be due to two major rivers, 
one flowing eastward and the other westward. The hypothe-
sis is, however, negatived, among other factors, by the 
fact that no other river occurs any where along the coast, 
although the rainfall is equally he&vy elsewhere, y^ich has 
carried out even a quarter of the amount of erosion of the 
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rock formations aeen, to the north or th© south of the Gap, 
The drainage pattern brought out by these authors is excee-
dingly interesting and suggests the occurrence of a number 
of faults, thou-h generally transverse to the direction of 
the Gap. Jacob and Imrayansx^ami discussed the possibility 
of the Gap bein^^ a rift valley, but then ruled it out. 
Arogyaswmt (l958) discussed the origin of the Gap and 
came to the conclusion tViat It was due to marine erosion 
and that the .^rea has been subsequently uplifted. He, how-
ever, omits to explain why this narrov belt was particular-
ly selected for such erosion, and in what way it differed 
from the ad;5Q-C0nt areas. Se . refers to the worfa of Bruce 
Foot®, and admits th© existence of a major fault with a 
downthrow to the north in the area further east, and also 
that It would be (Ibid, p.l) "more or less in alignment 
with the position of the Palghat gap". Elsewhere (ibid, p. 
3) he agrees with the general conclusion of Blanford (1656) 
who postulated a fault that uplifted the Nilgiri Hills. 
This must, then have a downthrow to the south. He also 
admits (ibid) that "in general, there is strong evidence 
in favour of uplift of regions adjacent to the Palt^hat". 
The present author hsts been working in the area recently. 
Thou^ he was concentrating on the '^ roxmd.-jater resources, 
he had ample opportunities of making observations on the 
Seolo'jy and physiography of the area, and particularly on 
the surface cover of the rocks underneath, he is of the 
opinion that it is a rift valley, runnlns in an eei.8t-we9t 
direction, formed by the tvo faults mentioned by Arogyaswamy 
above. Existence of the faults was also indicated by the 
presence of a number of springs, particularly along the 
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southern end of the Gap (Ahmacl, 1961 b). Moreover, it was 
noted that though the rooka affected are very old, and the 
valley perfectly ponelaned, the physiography of the upthrow 
side of the faults envisaged does not suggest that the 
faulting was old. Thus, for exarr.ple, there are no rivers 
of ar.T consequence that braach the scarp to any considerable 
extent, a fictor which was considered to be of major impor-
tance by Oldham (1901) In the case of the Kaimur Escarpment. 
Koreovrr, there la no Indication of any marine or fresh-
water depo3l'c3 any where in the area, and it was noted that 
what Arogyagwami refers to as 'black clay' deposits are 
probably the rare patches formed by the decomposition of 
dolerite dykes and sills under-neath to form what ahould 
really bo described as the black cotton soil. His limestone 
deposits ara 'probably bhe patches of kankar found in the 
area, for there are none of sedimentary origin. And kankar 
is a dooon-posltion product of calc-gneisses and similar 
rocks underneath. It is found in all tropical countries. 
The author's colleague, Sri G. Mani, who has been carrying 
out a systematic survey of th^ ' a^ea and has been specifica-
lly entrusted with the job of fitidln<y workable limestone 
deposits, is of the opinion (personal coranunication) that 
tlere are, perhaps, no sedimentary limestone deposits, and 
certainly not in the recent deposits. Mani (i960) considers 
a 
that Arogyaswmi'a back-water gypsum is decoiiiposltion product 
from katetear Itself. Ke has studied several sections in th« 
adjacent Pollachi area and has found the different stages 
in the process of graduc.! alteration from kankar to gypsum. 
aypsuBi occurring in the Salina Formation (Silurian) of Hsw 
York is said to be of similar orisjin, having been formed 
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by tho alteration of limestone bed. Hearer home, Latouche 
(1909) end Silberrad (1912) have described the occurrence 
gypsuro In the alluvial tracts of U.P» and M.F., where 
the sedirients distinctly overlie granitic rocks. They 
consider these occurrences as due to the action of sulphuric 
acid, carried by percolating wafcor, on calcareous nodules 
or directly on decomposed rock underneath. Mathur (person-
al coi^mmnication) has found this type of gypsxira to occur 
even at depths of over 200 ft. and this may suggest that 
tho process has beoa going on for a long tiiae. Small pock-
ets of gypsur, believed to have been an alteration product, 
occur in tha lineatone bed in the Krol Series in Dehra Dun. 
It would, therefore, appear that Arogyaswaitii' s conclusions 
were based on hypothetical premises and bear no relation 
to field evidence. 
Wadla (1943) identified three pe^ i^eplanes in Ceylon and 
thought th'it these could be recognised in South India as 
well. He was of the opinion that the lUlglri Hills were 
uplifted in the Tertiary Period, In all fchesa conclusions 
badia seeias to follow Blanford (1868) who also envlsi^ged 
similar uplifts In the yilgirl Hills, and thought that these 
nust have been duo to three faults, one along the Western 
Ghats trend, another along the trend of the Eastern Ghats 
and ths third in an east-west dii^ection. This lust fault 
has been mentioned above. It is, in this connection signi-
ficant thj.t rrdnor eurth-treiiiors have, on occasions, been 
recorded from tho area, and one is, indeed, curresstly under 
investigation by the Geological Survef of India, 
The author is, therefore, of the opinion that not only 
that the Qap has been formed by a pair of faults, but if 
' i 
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Bruce Poote'a work is to be relied upon, these faults, or 
at least the southern member of the pair, extend to the 
east coast, perhaps along the south of the lower Cauvery, 
OTHER FAULTS; In addition to all these faults, for 
the existence of which adequate evidence has been produced* 
map. Pig. II., sh^3 some other suspected faults by broken-
lines. Future work may prove or disprove their existence, 
and it is not necessary to discuss them at this stage, except 
to remark that if ther exist, they must be very young. One 
such fault is marked to west of the Bengal basin, and 
another to the eest of C. Camorln. 
Auden (l95l) has also drawn attention to the shear zones 
near Mattupatti Dam, south of Palfjhat, and also to those In 
Konkan and KatMawar. The age of the former is not known, 
but Auden believes that it has a shear zone, 70 ft. in width, 
and it may be as much ao 35 miles in length, may be more. 
It is, however, possible that the Mattupatti shear zone is 
also very young and \&3 coeval with the Palghat Gap Faults 
and the rectilinear drainage pattern noticed in the area 
by Jacob and "arayanswami (1954). Aiiden (Ibid) is also 
inclined to this view, 
•Hie Konkan and Kathiawar shear zones are distinctly 
post-Deccan Trap in a^e, 
Gii^ i^hrtAL DlSCUSSIOi^ Qh xLa W u a B'jib^ rs 
Faults indicsted on Plate I. have been carefully plotted 
from i"• = 4 miles original geological mpps of the Geological 
Survey of India, i'hese original maps are reductions 1"— 1 
mile or larger field ffiaps, on which mapping was carried 
out by the officers of the Survey. Fig, II. is a free 
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geaorailsatlon from Plate I. and a limited play has been 
allowed to imagination. Fig, I. gives the incidence of 
these faults in a single coalfield, the Raniganj Coalfield, 
and gives a fair idea as to how complicated the pattern 
actually ia» 
It would only be fair to admit that it is by no means 
certain tnat the generalisation presented in Fig. II. is 
fully justified, for the obvious reason that it is not 
icnown if the faults really continue through the intervening 
areas or not. That a linearly aligned manifestation of 
tension existed &long these lines is, however, indisputable 
and constitutes almost the only justification for adopting 
the generalisation here-in presented. But, there would, 
certainly, be no justification for presuming that a northern 
boundary fault exists in the Damodar or the Wahanadi Valleys 
where it hag not been met with even in the coalfields, un-
less it is presumed that the supposed fault runs well to 
the north of the existing coalfields and has, accordingly, 
not been detected in either of the areas. 
!I7he supposition that such faults existed on both the 
sides of the coalfield was essential for the palaeogeogra-
phic set-up iaagined by Pox where sedimentation was limited 
to rift valleys, but is no longer needed to so complete the 
picture presented here-in and also presented earlier by the 
present author (Ahmad, 1958, 1960 a). It is, therefore, 
gratifying to note that such faults are really not present 
in every case. This should, then, constitute tbs most 
damaging piece of evidence, if any was needed, to the ruling 
hypothesis and does not allow of any scepticism. 
It is hardly necessary to point out that the incidence 
of Gondwana faults, as presented in Fig. II., is, otherwise 
too, very different from that presented by earlier writers 
(see inset, Plate !.)» and naturally many of the conclusions 
based on this fall throu.-tb. It tl^ en, unfortunate that 
ArogyaawAEil (In Press) has produced a schematic representa-
tion of the fault pattern based on this inaccurately gene-
ralised figure (see inset, Fi^. II.) 
It has already been adequately er-phasized that all the 
faults discussed above, .^'ith the exception of the Kadhopur 
Fault, bear distinct evidence of beinr; normal faults. It 
hag also been stressed that not only theoretical conside-
rations demand this conclusion, but the boundary faults of 
the Gondwana System are, on the whole, normal. "They indicate 
considerable vertical movement of the strata involved, and 
in one case where estimation has been possible the fault 
involves a movement of about 10,000 ft. — a truly stupen-
dous performance — near Panchet Hill in the Raniganj Coal-
field. The case of the Chope Coalfield, lying on the top 
of an Isolated hillock over 2,000 ft. above sea level, has 
been mentioned earlier. The total thicknoss of the Lower 
Gond^^ana beds present in the adjacent Karanpura Coalfield 
has been estimated to be over 7,000 ft. and must have been 
considerably more at the end of uhe period of sedimentation. 
The basement 
icust then have been lotivered by the same amount* 
If this aggregate thickness be supposed to have been 10,000 
ft. — a by no sneans excessive figure In view of Pox'» 
estimation of an erosion of 10,000 ft. — the uplift of the 
Ghope area mu=«t be atleast 12,000 ft., thoui^ h oart of it 
might have taken place ©pelrogenically. It could, indeed, 
have been considerably mor^ if ®edii9entation was continu-
ous till the middle of %h# ©retitceous Period. If the up-
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throw be put at 15,000 ft. In 60,000,000 years, from the 
end of the Cretaceous i'orlcd, it would work out to be a 
foot in 4,000 years, a by no moans improbable rate. 
It is almost certain andja. well recognised fact that, 
but for the occurrence of these faults, and the large ver-
tical movement in\rolved, none of the coalfields v/ould, 
probably, hove existed in the country. It h^a also been 
noticed, and to an extent indicated on Pig. I. that none 
of these faults are simple, clear cut, dislocations, i..£. 
most of thea run en echelon. None is, moreover^ really 
rectilinear over any considerable lenglsh, all being more 
or less sinusoidal. Pox has emphasized again and again, 
and then (19-20, p. 150) insists that "Prom vhat has been 
said above it should b© clear tb-at even a ^re&t boundary 
fault is not a clear dislocation". Anderson (1953, p.33) 
is so confident of this criterion that, discussing certain 
faults In the Scottish Highlandfi, he points out that "The 
faults, as traced on the map, are not gtraltrht* but mol?e 
or less sinuous, and this may perhaps be a confirmation of 
their normal character". De Sitter (1956, p.173) agrees 
by statin? that in wrench faults the "outcrop is generally 
remarkably rectilinear". It may ^dditldnally be pointed 
out that mo3t of the faults are actually discontinuous and 
naturaly boundaries appear here and there. Al-to, no where 
is there any suggestion of these faults hsvin^j followed 
lines of ancient weakness, and so rarely are they parallel 
to the grain of the basement (in spite of what Krishnan 
has to say to the contrary) that Pox thought it fit to 
mention it tor the areas where he found them to be so in 
the Jharla Coalfield. 
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De Sitter (1956, pp.173-174), tabulating the essential 
olai|.racteristies of wrench fault, has pointed out that "Wrench 
faulting generally belongs to a later phase of a folding 
process". The suggestion obviouslT is that it takes place 
only in orogenic belts. Yet, the Gondx^^na sediments in 
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India are not only^even mildly folded, but the entire Penin* 
sular India has, obviously, not beon subjected to any oro-
genic activity since atleast Prec^nbrian times, aniS this 
covers a considerible part of the earth's history. 
On the other hand, it has been admitted above that the 
Fiadhopur Fault can, apparently, be classed a wrench, and 
yet it cannot bo denied that it lies on an extension of the 
Peninsular Shield, and not in the orogenic belt. One may 
be inclined to regard this as an evidence .to the contrary, 
but the fact remains that the movement along this fault is 
really a byproduct of the tfictivity in the adjacent orogenic 
belt. 
One, therefore, finds it difficult to agree with Arog-
yaswami (In Press) vwhen he describes the main boundary 
faults of the Gondwana basins as 'wrench faults'. He, 
unfortunately, does not advance any argument or offer any 
evidence to support the contention and confines himself to 
nakins the statement that "l-ftien considered in the light of 
wrench fault tectonics (Moody and Hill, 1956), it is seen 
that the relation, between members of this system or chain 
of faults, is amenable to interpretation", and to support 
this view he has given a schematic diagramme of the fault 
pattern, (inset. Pig. II.). He, moreover, envisages that 
faults that were earlier caused by compression and were pre-
sumably behaving like wrenches later became affected by 
tension and behaved like normal faults. This, in itself. 
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appears to be questionable and the entire hypothesis appears 
to be based on premises that are, to say the least, diffi-
cult to support. It ^ oea not appear to be very likely that, 
for example, the Great Boundary Faults of the Himalayas will, 
or could, ever change their character to such an extent as 
to behave aa normal fmult3, and Andex--9on (l05l) and de Sit-
ter (1956), as pointed out earlier, agree that wrench and 
thrust faults are alike in many respects and paoa into one 
another freely. Arogyasw?iini' 3 evidence othervjise, too, 
appears to be open to question. Thus, when he mentions of a 
post-Cuddapah perioa of compression in Peninsular India, 
the present writer fails to find any evidence of it. 
There must, certainly, hive been a number of wrench 
faults in Peninsular India but the rocks affected have been 
so completely metamorphosed that any faulting is often 
difficult to identify, and the classification of the faults 
may be well nigh impossible. Ihe only area which shows 
considerable amount of folding and compression of the strata 
without such complete metamorphism as to destroy most of 
the evidence of faulting, is the Aravalli region, and it 
has surprisoJ competent observers by its lack of fsulting, 
normally present in orogenic bults (Heron, 1922 a, p.S65). 
Can this oe classed, then, as an orogenic belt ? The differ-
ence 13 significant, if not compelling. 
It, here, secns necessai'y to emphasize the fact, as 
has been pointeo out earlier, that, th u-^ h it it usually 
difficult to pro\re whether a fault is an ancient feature or 
not, in thu present c ise t'uro is some evidence to suggest 
that tho faults discussed are not. It has already been 
pointed out thab the G-ond"i<in<4 beds gooerally overlie ancftent 
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gneisses, but in parts of central India, tbe Satpura and Qoda-
vari basins, there are extensive areas where they overlie 
Vindhyan beds and their equivalents. It is only in a small 
area in the Dhar Forest that the latter are folded. Here they 
appear to be thicker than elfjewhere, and are highly folded 
and impregnated ulth quartz vein-?. It has, accordingly, been 
suggested thiit, porhaos, further vrest the Vindhyan basin of 
sedinontation passed into a mio- or eu-^eosTncline, (Ahmad, 
In j'ress), Elsowhore these Vindhyan beds are folded only 
locally, pres.^ trably duo only to local faulting, or else they 
lie perfectly horizontally, so much so that in one case Hughes 
(1877, p. 12) was oblls;ed to remark that there was no break 
between the Vindhyan beds and t^ 'e overlyint* Oondwana sediments ! 
The we'll knovn Pengen-^a striated platform — the only one 
known from the country so far — is on Pem Limestone of the 
Vindhyan System and is almost horizontal (Smith, 1961, pp.115-
114), All this evidence conv<^rges to indicate in the most 
unequivocal terns that there had been no movement, except very 
mild epeirop.enic moverents, between at least the Lower Camb-
ri-'.n times and the Permian Period, nay, one should say, bet-
ween the Precambrian times and the Jurassic or Cretaceous 
Period. This is so strmcr and convincing a piece of evidence 
— and in a field where evidence is often lackini^ — that the 
author feels justified in stressing that it clinches the iasae. 
The age of the faults, as indicated by the available 
data, has been su'n^ested in the relevant sections and is indi-
cated on Pig. II. It may, however, be admitted that it is 
not the contention that all the faults seen in the Gondwana 
basins today were formed subsequent to the deposition. In 
such an extensive basin as then existed a certain amount of 
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contemporaneous dislocation was almost Inevitable, and must 
have been going on. It would be surprising If none of It has 
been preserved. But the main boundary faults, where they exist, 
as also the oblique faults and the intrusions, were almost 
certainly subsequent and came quite some time after the coal 
bearing formations were deposited. In. this contention the 
author finds himself in the excellent company of Gee (1952, p, 
107) when he stated that "It Is possible that minor faulting 
and folding commenced in early Gondwana times; on the other 
hand it is certain that major displacements* affecting as they 
do, the Lov/er Gondwanas and Supra-Barakars alike, took place 
at a later date". But when Gee places his major faulting in 
the Jurassic Period, the present writer is Inclined to think 
that the time-lag between the faulting g^ nd the intrusions of 
peridotltes and dolerites was, perhaps, not so long and the 
former activity occurred later. In this he feels that he is 
supported by the unquestionably post-Intrusion dislocations 
which obviously belong to the same system, aid are genetically 
connected with those of questionable age. In the absence of 
any evidence to the contrary, it seems reasonable to bring 
the two period? of faulting as close together as Is permissi-
ble by the available evidence. He, therefore, places the earl-
iest majjor faulting in the later Middle or Upper Cretaceous 
Period, and the Cretaceous Period covers a very long period 
of time. New and nev^ er faults have kept on developing and, 
may be, even now they are developing. Auden (19S4, p.95, see 
also p.100) considers that "much of the Qondwana faulting 
was of Sertiary age", taking place "towards the close of the 
Deccan igneous acUvity" in the Miocene 
tantially, reflects the views expresseil in the 
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GStlESIS OP PESIHSULiiH FAULTS 
The geological science has, apparently, not advanced to 
the stage where it can resolve the origin of the forces that 
caused the folding and faulting in any particular area* All 
that the geologist can usually hope to prove is whether the 
forces were of tension oir compression. It may, therefore, be 
considered presumptuous on the part of the present writer to 
attempt to explain the cause of the extensive faulting in 
Peninsular India. The explanation offered, with due reserva-
tions, applies only to the system of post-Oondwana normal 
faults that have been discussed above. No attempt is made 
to explain ttie earlier faults. 
Carey (1955 and 1958) has drawn attention to the existence 
of, what he calls, oroclines in many parts of the world. He 
has convincingly demonstrated that the flexures in these 
belts, which were probably fairly straight earlier, but have 
since been given an elbow bend, in many eases through more 
than 90®, by forces inside the earth, have resulted in compres-
sion on one side of these bends, and tension on the opposite. 
In most cases oroclines are closely associated with the drift 
of the landmass along with the mobile 'fore-arm' of the belts 
involved. 
Whereas Carey has, in his masterly way, described several 
examples from different parts of the world, one of his out-
standing examples is named by him the Baluchistan Oroikline 
(Pig. III). It is unfortunate that the hypothesis has not 
received the attention it deserved on sheer merit from the 
circle of Indian geologists, '•^'his ia borne out by the fact 
that it does not Ireceive even a casual mention in Krishnan^ 
(1961 a) Structural and Tectonic History of India, a prestige 
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publication of the Geological Survey of India, or in his other 
recent papers (1961 b and o^ ), though some of the points now 
being made by Krishnan, e.g..the rotation of India by 60*', had 
already been drawn attention to by Carey. Carey, while thus 
suggestin-? that India has been rotated through an angle of 
60® by this orocline, has pointed out that it has resulted in 
the rift-opening of the Arabian Sea, and in extrei^ i. coa^presa-
ion in southern Afghanistan and on the border of Baluchistan 
on the opposite side of the orocline. Evidence of this com-
pression on the opposite side is xanquestionable and West (1957) 
has drawn attention to the existence of a typical 'wrench' 
fault near Chaman, which, in a single earthquake^ moved the 
western block by about ft., while at the same time it 
caused depressions of amounts ranging upto a foot. He also 
refers to the later work by Vredenburg showing that the west-
e m sector has subsided by thousands of feet. 
Ahmad (i960, p.652) has suggested that the rift faulting 
in Peninsular India was, apparently, also a manifestation of 
tension caused by this orocline. He also demonstrated that 
the faults that exist on the east coast of India s^pear to 
continue into the west coast of Australia (ibid^ Pig. I), if 
the two continents were brought together vinder the drift hy-
pothesis. Elsewhere (1961 a) he has also shown that the 
Jurassic-Cretaceous faults in AlJidca, well down almost to 
Northern Rhodesia, appear to have been influenced by this 
orocline (Pig. IV), This is certainly more than a mere coin-
cidence and the present author cannot be blamed of partiality 
when he supports the hypothesis unreservedly. To this writer, 
then, this appears to be the best es^lanation of faulting in 
Peninsular India, as also elsewhere in th® region, in the 
present atat© of geological knowledge. He, therefore, feels 
justified in restating that these continents were, apparently, 
together, and in about the suggested relationship, when these 
rifta started. Later, one of them, the Arabian Sea rift, 
developed into a »sphenochagm', and the tension was, perhaps, 
mostly relieved on it. It is interesting to speculate that 
if India had not been checked by an advancing Angaralani, the 
subcontinent would, presumably, haVe continued tq rotate 
about the Baluchistan Orocline, and it is possible that on© 
or the other of the Peninsular riftjs would also have developed 
into a sphenochasm. 
Carey has also demonstrated (1958, p.265) that the Tibetan 
Plateau is a double thickness area, and that this suggests 
that the Indian landmass has been over-ridden by a northern 
landmass. Krishnan (1961 a, b, and c,) also draws atte:ition 
to the phenomenon of excessive negative gravity anomalies in 
the area but offers no explanation. Carey has, further, 
dra.-n attention to the fact that this double thickness area 
"tapei's from a width of scatie 1,000 km. on the lOOth. meridian 
to less than SOU km. on the 70th. meridian" and then asks 
"Does this tapering mean that there has been rotation about 
the point of the wedget Or are we to assume that the compress-
ion was mmch less concentrated in the east than in the west?" 
On his Pig. 56 a he calls this point of the wedge (the Pamir 
Knot) the Punjab Orocline, ^he author here suggests that the 
hypothetical landmass, the part of tlie Indian subcontinent 
over-ridden by the Tibetan landmass, b© called 'Wadialand' 
after Dp. D.IT. Wadia, P.R.S., who was on© of the foremost 
geologists to give a thought to the structure of the area 
concerned. Future work may prove that similar conditions ©xist 
In the Shan Plateau area. 
On the other hand, Carey has, unfortunately, not speolfied 
the landiuass he envisages to have been rotated about the 
Punjab Orocline, and it could be either of the continents 
Involved. But any such rotation of the Indian subcontinent 
could only have been subsequent to the rotation about the 
Baluchistan Orocline and would almost certainly have resulted 
in a substantial stretchlnp^ of the strata in the mobile belt, 
west and north of the Baluchistan 0r6cllne. It is imaginable 
that this stretching would have ^opened up* tbe '^letta re-en-
trant' and would, presumably, have been detected somekow or 
the other. But, if it was a rot,5tion of the northern landmass 
that resulted in the Punjab Orocline, the concept is confront-
ed with the difficulty that the trend of the Hindu Kuah Is 
also convex to the south (Pig. V), One would, perhaps, have 
been justified in expecting some tension somewhere in the 
area as also a compression in the Kashmir area, comparable 
to that in Baluchistan and south Afghanistan, mentioned 
above* These phenomenon are not present. It, however, seems 
more probable that the peculiar disposition of these ranges 
was caused by a 'head-on collision' of the two landmasses, 
drifting towards each other. The rotation of the Indian 
landmaas about the Baluchistan Orocline must, inevitably, 
have exerted greater force at the farther end of the arc, and 
the region north, of Assam, consequently, shows a consider-
ably greater aiaount of over-rldlng. 
But, while the Wadialand concept, as here analysed, has 
much in its favour, it inevitably invalidates W&dia'a own 
syn^axis hypothesis (l9Sl) which presumes that & triangular 
wedge "tongue-ilke projection of Oondwanaland" (Wadia, 
S T T ^ U C T U R A L P A T T E R N O F T H E 
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1938, p.102) caused the "moulding of the Himalayan orogeny", 
for th© simple reason that there, perhaps, was no such pro-
jecting tongue In front of Gondwanaland. •'''he northern edge 
of the drifting sub-pontinent continued more or less in a 
straight line (see Pig. Ill, b), which at present runs due 
east from Pamir, along th© north of Tibet. 
The question, however, immediately arises that when Anga-
raland could over-ride Ckindwanaland over such a wide sectoJj 
in Tibet, why is it that it failed to do so In the Pamir 
area and ended up In a 'knot'. answer Is not readily 
available, and it may be decades of painstaking fieldwork 
be'S^ re the anomaly is satisfactorily explained; but a benta-
tlvo suggestion is offered hereafter, 
Ahmad (i960 a, Plate 12) has Indicated t>^ e presence of a 
large Island In the autochthonous belt of Kashmir in the 
Permian times. Mushketov (1929, p.183) found evidence to 
believe In the former existence of several such Palaeozoic 
islands In Pamir area further north. It may, then, be reason-
able to suggest that the »ituation obtained was identical 
with that in the Japan area today and that an eugeoayncllne 
existed between this Island arc and the mainland to the south. 
This belt, rising rapidly, apparently, prevented the northern 
landmass from over-riding the southern. It la, thus, being 
presumed here that this island arfi' not only did not extend 
much further east, but also that it continued to exist Into 
the Tertiary Era. An analcgouci Etuggestlon was made by Alpha, 
referred to by Goodman (i960, p.223), for the north central 
Montana, where "It is postulated that the Sawtooth Range 
existed first and that the range was probably too high struc-
turally and topographically to be over-ridden". 
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To the west of Pamir, the pressure exerted by the Hindu 
Kush (see Pig. V), in conjunction with the northward movement 
of the Indian shield, presumably caused the two re-entrants 
of (^etta and Dehra Ismail Khan, into what Krishnan (1961 a, 
p.40) calls the "gathering up of the strata**, exactly as if 
a belt or atrip is buckled up in a number of places if pressure 
is applied »t the tv.'o ends. There is no evidence to suggest 
that these are, as Krishnan {l96l a and b) supposed them to 
be, caused by tongue like projections from the Indian sub-
continent , and there is no need to seek any such hypothetical 
landmass, when the observed phenomenon is perfectly eiplained 
otherwise. 
The northern land-mass, beyond the obstructing north-east 
end of the Assam Plateau has, moreover, flowed past, curved 
roimd to over-thrust the landmass from the other direction 
(south-east), formed the Burmese Arc, and the bigger East 
Indies Arc, and there It- lies pell-mell with islands like 
Rotti, Timor etc., that originally belonged to Gondwanaland* 
Sahni (1938, p.147) drew attention to the fact that in these 
61 
aVout 30** of latitude (from^few degrees south of the Equator 
to over 25^)GiKantopteris flora of Angaraland origin and 
indicative of warm climatic conditions, lies side by side 
with Ganp^s^opterls flora of Oondwanaland origin, which was 
equally distinctly a product of cold climatic conditions. 
And yet there if not a single instance of their intimate 
adraixturel Even accidental transport by waves and vdnd, some-
how, failed to operate. 
ArisJrinan .(1961 a, p.38) has sought to explain the west-
wai^conoavi ty of the lower part of the Arakan Yoiaas by presu-
ming that the obstruction in this region has been caused by 
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a lirojection of the Indian shield through th© Qanga delta. 
While th© Improbability of any such projection of landmaaa 
through the Bay of Bengal la contradicted by the depth ©harts, 
as also by elementary theoretical considerations, the present 
writer finds himself in agreement vlth hia coll©|^gue, Sri S.G* 
Ghakrovery (Personal coiranunlcation) that this westward conca-
vity is probably formed by the re-entrant between the two 
west-facing arcs, that forming the Arakan Yomas i>o the north 
and that responattble for -Sndaman Islands to the south. 
It is presumably the still continuing pressure exerted 
by this movement of Angaraland that is compressing the AratoBaa 
yomas from the east, as also the Shlllong Plateau from the 
north, and is causing the movement along the Madhopur Fault, 
and other sub-surface faults, and block-faulting the Slrldlh 
area, as Indicated earlier. This flexure of the mountain 
belt around the north-east of India should, then, be called 
the 'Assam Orocline', (Fig, ¥). The bending of the mountain 
ranges in this area, as in Punjab, perhaps, justifies the 
use of the tonn. 
It follows as a corollary from this concept that the 
Hlatalayaa Bouns^ary Fa.ulta, "which have, in the past, been 
regarded as the limits of sedimentation during successive 
stages of the orogeny, may not be of that character. Instead, 
they probably are simple overthrust faults, involving the 
over-riding alalic segments of Angaraland over the so-called 
'autochthonous belt'. Anderson (l95l, p.21) has pointed out 
that "Along thrust planes there is usually pronounced 
shearing, without breed at ion, leading in extreme cases to 
production of mylonite". In the Himalayan Boundary Faults 
brecciation appears to be conspicuous by its absence. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Faults often throw interesting light on the geological 
history of an area, but their ayatematic study has, unfortu-
nately, been woefully neglected, unless these eire mineralised 
or when they are active and cause earthquakes. In the pres-
ent paper a comprehensive account of certain of the faults 
in Peninsular mdia is presented from available literature 
and some origianl infomation is added about those in western 
India and elsewhere. A new map of the distribution of these 
faults is also presented. It has been prepared from original 
sources and replaces the existing generalised maP used in 
many publications so far. 
She significance of the absence of the northern boundary 
fault in the Uamodar and Hahanadi Valleys is stressed and 
is considered to give the final verdict against Fox's concept 
that Gondwana sediments were deposited in rift faulted valleys. 
This is, in fact, so strong and convincing piece of evidence, 
in addition to the other arguments advanced*by the writer 
herein and elsewhere, that it is hoped that the hypothesis 
will finally be iniled out. 
Interesting light is thrown on the genetic relationship 
of a number of these faults, even though a considerable 
difference in their respective ages is often discernible. 
Thus, the Rajp.itana Boundary Faults, the Kaimur Escarpment 
Fault, the Satpura Valley Faults, and the Intricate sratem 
of west coast faults are all considered to be the result of 
the same tensional stresses that culminated in the Damodar 
Valley and other Gondwana basin faults. The suggested ages 
of these faults are indicated in Fig, II. It seems certain 
that the Kaimur Escarpment Fault, the Mahanadi and Godavari 
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Valley faults, the west coast faults and the Satpura Basin 
Faults are all younger than the Traps, Moat of the others 
may be slightly older. Finer differentiations of age have 
been attempted where available evidence justified it. It 
is suggested that the J^aimur Escarpment Fault runs through 
the northern Narbeda Valley Fault to join the Baluchistan 
Coast Fault and thus extends over a distance of well over 
1,500 miles. It may, indeed, be considerably longer. 
All these faults are undoubtedly normal and the author 
differs from Arogyaswajai who thought that these faults started 
as wrenches and later changed tnoir character to become 
normal, i'o include such features aa the African Rift Valley, 
the Rhine Graben or the Gondwana faults of India in the 
category of wrench faults is a travesty of fundamental 
definition both of wrench —• if the term is at all needed 
and desirable — and normal faults, whatever might have been 
the pa t played by regmatic pattern of the earth's crust, 
if any such thing exists. The author has, further, failed 
to find any evidence to support the su^^gestion that these 
fo.ulta are aricient features. On the contrary, the fact that 
Vindinyan beds of Precambrian to Lower Oambrian age are still 
lying practically undisturbed over extensive areas and are 
overlain by similarly undisturbed Gondwana beds is here 
taken to indicate that none of these faults were active from 
Precambrian times to atleast the end of the Gondwana period 
of sedimentation, in the Jurassic or Cretaceous Period, 
Though the present author is of the opinion that faulting 
started in the lipper Cretaceous Period, he is prepared to 
concede that whatever might be the opinion held about the 
age or the origin of these faults, never again should their 
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character be in question. They are ail normal faults, and 
tMa includes the Great ^Boundary Faults of Rajaathan, which 
Kriahnan thought, could be reverse and of i'ermo-Carboniferous 
age. 
-t'here is considerable evidence to suggest that the Itarmada 
Valley remained a part of the area of provenance throughout 
the Permian Period and till the middle of the Triassic Period, 
when it became part of the basin. In the Cretaceous Period 
it was again a distinct promontory, andjthat not^that no sedi-
ments were deposited in the area, but even the traps were 
unable to cover it. It Biust have stood like an island in an 
ocean of lava so that older sediments and gneisses underlie 
the alluvium along with a few small, thin, patches of Denwa 
clays. There is certainly no justification for Krlshnan<a 
stonclusion that It remained a marine belt from the "Permo-
Carbonlferous to recent times". 
The author is of the opinion that almost all the faults 
mentioned above have been caused by Carey's Baluchistan Oro-
cllne, and agreeing with this author, the present writer 
considers that in Tibet an area of Qondwanaland has been over-
ridden by an advancing Angaraland. The writer has suggested 
that this hypothetical lost part of the Indian subcontinent 
be called "Wadialand" in the geological literature. It, 
however, follows as a corollary that wadia's own hypothesis 
of a tongue of Gondwanaland 'ploughing' into the Tethys 
sediments to form the Punjab syntaxla is not supported by 
modern concepts of the structure of the area, for there, 
apparently, was no such projecting wedge in front of the 
land mass concerned. 
It is believed that though the existence of the ao-ct.ll«d 
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Pimjab Orocllne is tondeniable, it is, perhaps, not caused by 
a rotation of either cf the continents involved in drift. 
Instead, it is considered probable that the collision of the 
two land masses was 'head-on*. The Baluchistan Orooline, 
naturally, exerted greater pressure in the section of Asaanv 
the otlner end of f e arc, and greater over-riding resulted 
in the roglon. Presumably an island arc existed in the 
^ashmir area, and any possible over^ridlng in this area was 
prevented by a belt of mountains rising rapidly between th« 
two opposing lands. These suggestions are, however, tenta-
tive and vjould take years bS) verify or be negatived. 
The Quetta and Dehre Ismail Khan re-entrants are believed 
to have been due- to a buckling up of the strata in the mobile 
belt and there is no evidence to support the view tliat they 
have been moulded by porjecting tongues from the Indian land-
mass. On the other hand, the westward concavity of the lower 
Arakan Yomas may be the re-entrant angle between the upper 
Arakan Yoma arc in the north and the Andaman Islands arc in 
the south. Krishnan seems to have been so impressed by Wadla*s 
syntaxis hypothesis that he is applying it overywliar©, and 
has accounted for the concavity of the Arakan Yomas towards 
the west as due to similar pressure exerted by the gneisses 
from under the Ganga deltai 
The advancing angaraland has admittedly enveloped the 
north-eastern end of the Indian sub-continent in Assam and 
has flowed past i.t to form a ia.^ ge part of Indonesia. TH® 
compression in Assam region is still continuing and is shown 
by the activity of the Kadhopur Fault and other features. 
It is suggested that this orooline be called the Assam Oroc-
line. 
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fxmjab Oroclin© is -andeniable, it is, perhaps, not caused by 
a rotation of either cf the continents involved in drift. 
Instead, it ia ooniidered probable that the collision of the 
tvfo land masses was 'head«on'. "The Baluchistan Orooline, 
naturally, exerted greater pressure in the section of Assam 
the other end of t'. e arc, and greater over-riding resulted 
in the region. Presumably an island arc existed in the 
•'^ ashinir area, and any possible over-riding in this area was 
pri^ventod by a belt of mountains rising rapidly betwen the 
two opposing lands. These sug^jestions are, however, tenta-
tive and v;ould take years fcb verify or be negatived. 
The <4uetta and Dehre Ismail lUian re-entrants are believed 
to have boen due- to a buckling up of the strata in the mobile 
belt and there is no evidence to support the view tliat they 
Lave been moulded by porjectlng tongues from the Indian land-
mass. On the other hand, the westward concavity of the lower 
Arakan Yomas ma/" be the re-entrant angle between the upper 
Arakan Yoma arc In the north and the Andaman Islands arc in 
the south. Krishnan seems to have been so impressed by Wadia*s 
syntaxis hypothesis that he is applying it everyvdiare, and 
has accounted for the concavity of the Arakan Yomas towards 
the west as due to similar pressure exerted by the gneisses 
from vinder the Ganga deltal 
Ihe advancing Angaruland has admittedly enveloped the 
north-eastern end of the Indian sub-confeinent in Assam and 
has flowed past i.t to form a large part of Indonesia. 
compression In Assam region is still continuing and is shown 
by the activity of the Madhopur Fault and other features. 
Ic is suggested that this orocline be ciklled the Assaia Oroc-
line. 
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SOME OBSSRVATIOHS ON GOHTEMPORAI^Y EPEIROQBHY 
in THE ISDOS-^AHGA BASIN 
SOhlh OBSERVATIOMS ON COWTbMFORAfiY Ei'ii.Ix^ QGgljY 
IH THE IHDU3-GIPIGA BASIN 
A B S T R A C T 
That ep«irogeny la a potent force haa generally been 
recognised by geologists, but very little attention haa been 
paid to Ita contemporary manifestations. It Is, Indeed, 
singularly difficult to get sufficient evidence on the subject. 
The present paper draws attention to the presence of strong 
negative epelrogeny in the north Bihar area, and the evidence 
*iitk 
bearing on this is dealt in fair detail. It is believed 
that the rise of subsoil J#ater table in the Punjab area may 
also be explainable on the hypothesis that areas of negative 
and positive epelrogeny ©xiat side by side in the Basin. The 
problem of unsatisfied negative epelrogeny is then discussed 
with the help of blls of deltaic Bengal, and it Is pointed out 
that the deterioration of the Hoogly channel may not be due 
to the withdrawl of water in the upper part of the valley, 
but, on the other hand, may b© an indication that the river 
is likely, shortly, to change its course. The existence of 
archaeological sites standing as mo\mds In some places and 
below the ground level in other places is also explained as 
due to the existence of negative and positive epeirogenies 
simulataneously in the Ganga Basin. bkat 
It is pointed out the construction of the Hosi Dam and 
other flood protection measures, without studying the problem 
thoroughly, may spell disaster. 
In conclusion it is tentatively suggested that the pheno-
menon disoussed may b® explainable on the supposition that 
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convection currents exist in the mantle, 
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I B g l Q B g S f f O S 
Arah&«®logical sit«s, with Harappan culture have, recent-
ly been reported frojs a number of localities in the country, 
about fifty poaaible sites being known from Western India 
alone. Of these Lothal (22®40»j 72®30»J in Cambay area, and 
Alamgirpur (29®0»j 77®12»), some 30 wiles north-east of Delhi, 
have attracted considerable attention. The most absorbingly 
interesting feature of both these sites is that they have 
revealed relics of several successive cultures. Alaxngirpur's 
four different civilizations include one that is dated as 
late as the 17th. or 18th. century A.D,, the earliest 
may be as old as the earliest historical period. 
These are, indeed, not the only archaeological sites in 
the country and a laap showing all of them appears completely 
dotted over, particularly in the alluvial parts of the country. 
Some of the sites now known were only accidentally discovered 
underground in wells and other excavations, but the character-
istic feature of most of these ancient sites is that they 
stand as mounds somewhat above the ground level of the area, 
and remain the popular rendezvous of the village young. Such 
was Mohanjodaro, and so were Lethal, Alamgirpur, Sahet Mahet 
(27®20»; 82®0»), Samath (near Varanasi) and many others. 
Obviously they were all lying buried underground and because 
®f the progressive erosion of land all round they now stand 
slightly above the surface ©f the gpolind. It is equally 
obvious that they have been able to resist the agents of 
erosion only because the core consists of brick structure, used 
for the buildings and other structures. 
The question naturally arises as to how and why these 
sites came to be covered by alluvium, in most cases the story 
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la jfust not known, and in any ease the answer is not simple. 
JL number of factors probably cgme into play, and many of these 
are natural causes, against which man could not possibly fight* 
In this category belong ©peirogeny and climatic changes; and 
these are, perhaps, the most in^ortant* It is proposed here 
to discuss the former and to show that this omnipresent, and 
perhaps omnipotent, factor is still very active in miny parts 
of the country. 
The present paper may prove to be of interest not only 
to the geologists, but also to the engineers. Certain sections 
that may appear superfluous to the former, may be essential 
to the latter to make the thesis presented herein clear to 
them, and hence they are Included here. 
E P E I R Q G B N Y 
Etimologically the word *epeirogeny' signifies 'plateau 
building', and the geologists introduced the term to distin-
guish the activity from that classed as 'orogeny', mountain 
building. But the technical applicafcion has come to recog-
nise a positive epeirogeny In which an area rises slowly and 
is, thus, subjected to forces of erosion, and the negative 
epeirogeny in which an area starts t© downwarp imperceptibly, 
and thus forms a basin in which sediments are deposited. 
Current opinion decrees that the character of the sediments 
is largely, though not exclusively, determined by the nature 
of epeirogeny in the basin and the rate at whiih the basin 
may be sinking; and considerable thought is being currently 
given to the problem. Thus, Pettijohn (1949, p.340) has 
pointed Oiat that "idiether an area is one of erosion or aedi-
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mentation depends upon the direction of earth movement — 
positive oi* negative. What the rate of erosion (and hence 
rate of supply of sediments) and the rate of sedimentation 
Cand hence subsidence) are depend upon the 'velocity' or rate 
of uplift or depression". Elsewhere (ibid, p.436) he has 
ea^hasised the fact again when he» using the term 'diastre-
phism*, stated that "Were it not for diawtrophism, the earth's 
surface would not be disturbed by rising and sinking movements, 
and sedimentation, therefore, would not function; thus dias-
trophism is the ultimate cause of sedimentation". 
Ho one has so far been able to offer a satisfactory 
explanation of the phenomenon of this contemplated downwarping. 
A well knom geologist, indien asked about the cause of epeiro-
geny gave the, by now famous reply, "It sinks because it hag 
that sinking feeling". But, frivolity aside, this beautifully 
sums up the ignorance of science about a subject of vital 
importance that confronts it every day. Birch (l95i, p.636) 
participJ,ting in a discussion, pointed out that "Goguel 
observed that the rising of plateaus is just as difficult to 
explain as the formation of basins'*. It is, indeed, possible 
that more than one geological factor can produce epeirogeny, 
both positive and negative. 
Sedimentation is certainly not limited to seas and lakes, 
and negative epeirogeny can exist in plains as well. Sedimen-
tation, thus, goes on in a number of river valleys where layer 
after layer is being deposited by the annual floods. Ffer the 
Nile Valley, engineers accompanying Kapolean "estimated from 
the depth to which antiquities.were buried, that the average 
rate of silt deposition amounted to about 10 cm. per century. 
More recent estimftes have confirmed this figure and today 
it is aeeepted tfeat the mean rate of deposition !• about 9 cm. 
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per century", (Suleiman, 1951, p.355). Such aediiMents are 
recognised as fresh-water deposits by geologists, and It is 
in these environments that, vfcen certain rigid conditions are 
additionally present, fcoal is formed, Presh-water sedimenta-
tion is, thus, going on at present in a large part of the 
Indus-Qanga-apahmaputra basin, aa well as in the deltaic parts 
of several of the rivers of leninsular India. 
It is not correct to say that the sinking of a basin is 
due to the wei^t of the sediments. On the other hand, it 
can be safely prestamed that sedimentation Is merely the surface 
manifestation of the existence of negative ep6lro|3teny, which 
is caused, presumably, by forces operating deep into the 
interior of the earth. A simple application of the known 
physical properties of the materials involved woxald, indeed, 
show that this downwarping cannot be due primarily to the 
weight of the sediments. Since the density of the material 
in the interior of the earth is considerably higher than that 
of the loose surface alluvium, a considerably smaller thickness 
of the airaatic material would flow out of the subcrustal region 
as a result of the wei^t alone of a cex-tain thickness of the 
sediments on the surface. This would naturally result in the 
raising of the surface of the land. Increasing the gradient 
in the strewn channels, and thereby setting into aotlon a cycle 
to restore the status quo. For, stripping once started would 
go on till the balance is completely restored. 
Several authors have, in recent years, expressed the 
opinion that s«dimentation follows downwarping as a consequence. 
®hus, Krumbein si Sk p.i860) pointed out "That subsid-
ence !• ijequirtd for the accumulation of sediments was demons-
trated by Barrell (1917), but such aubaldsnce may b© continuous 
or diacontlnuous". These discontinuities, whenever they ooctxr, 
Kay be regional or local; and when local, they could, perhaps, 
be^very short duration. In subsequent pages aa attempt is 
made to demonstrate the fact with the help of evidence furni-
shed by archaeological sites in the alluvial tracts of the 
coiintry. On the other hand. Dapples et ^ (1948, p. 1930) 
point out in the most unequivocal terms that "the accnmulation of 
even a thin sheet of sediments implies that a stable shelf is 
subjected to a very alow rate of sinking during deposition". 
Billing (I960, p.390), too, thought that the real cause of 
the sinlcing of the basin lies somewhere else when he pointed 
out that "Vertical movements (of the crust) due to erosion and 
deposition of sediments are undoubtedly important, although 
some other process must cause the initial uplift or depression". 
He also thought (ibid, p,39l) that "Horizontal compression 
does not appear to be the explanation of the broad vertical 
movement of the crust". Pettijohn (1949, pp.439-440) points 
out that "The rate of sedimentation is dependent upon (a) 
•upply and (b) subsidence — both of ^ich are controlled by 
diastrophism". He thoght that "this is the most important 
principle that governs sedimentation". Slsewhere (1943, p.966) 
he oonsidera that sedimentation amounting to "several feet 
per year in extreme cases" is possible and known. In a 
subsequent section of this study it is concluded that such 
rapid sedimentation is, perhaps, in progress in the north 
Bihar area, 
Bpelrogeny invariably involves plastic flow in the sub-
orustal region. In case the area is being dox^nwfrped, the 
II. 
siffiatic material underneath flows out to accomodate the depr-
ession on the surface, and vice versa. It is, thus, significant 
that Sullwold (i960, p.430) concluded that in the Hodelo 
formation of Miocene age in Los Angeles, there was evidence 
suggesting that "evidently the area subsided at least 1,000 ft. 
during the time required to deposit less than 100 ft. of 
sediments. IThat this did not correspond with a general rise 
in sea level Is indicated by Kleinpell^s stateinent (1938, p.128) 
that the foraminifera of California are generally nerltifc". 
obvious conclusion is that the downw^ping of the bs^ sln 
was not due to the weight of the sediments to any considerable 
extent, and it must have been brought about by internal causes, 
and resulted in plastic flow in the sirnatic material under-
neath. Plastic flow into an isostatlcally rising area is no 
longer doubted in Pennoscandia, an area that had been down* 
warped by the superli^osed weight of the Pleistocene Ice cap 
On the other hand, it is also trua that the response of 
sima to loads on the surface is, at best, very slow. Daly 
(I935i p,148) has estimated that it takes about 50,000 years 
to cause plastic flow to compensate for the loi^d's own weight, 
fhat Pennoscandia, mentioned above, is still recovering from 
the depression forced upon it by the Pleistocene Ice cap, does 
indicate that the period required for complete compensation, 
as suggested by Daly, is, perh^s, of the right order. Till 
such time aa complete compensation is achieved any superimposed 
sediments remain in the Imbalance and are constantly subjected 
to forces of erosion. I^ay seldom can last this length of time. 
!Ehe progressive erosion of the Pleistocene till, left behind 
on the cratonic areas, is a well known living exanq?le. 
It ttotts, obvious that sediment&tlon, particularly 
continuous and thick sedimentation, cannot go on unless there 
is negative epeirogeny in the area to sustain it. All other 
sediments can, then, be regaeded aa in transit, and not as 
deposits. It follows that if in an area the sediments that 
arrive are in excess of the requirewtents of epeirogeny, this 
excess is stripped off and removed to another area or into 
that ultimate repository, the sea. On the other hand, if 
epelrogenyjj^xoeeds the sediments available, surface drainage 
becomes disturbed ih the initial stages, and swampy conditions, 
even ever deepening lakes^ are likely to result. In this 
category belong the "bils" of Bengal, and there will b« reason 
to discuss these in more detail in a later section. Swamps 
and lakes not only attract sediments, but tend to produce 
their own sediments, like peat, marl and limestone, and thus, 
make an effort to maintain the balance between the sediments 
received and the epeirogeny. 
Prom these considerations it appears to follow, as a 
logical conclusion, that the annual floods in the rivers, the 
meandering of streams, the frequent changes In river courses 
are all nature's answer to the problems created by the down-
wairping of the crust in certain areas. An attempt is made here 
to present these features in an integrated picture. 
T H K M O H T H B I H A R B A S I M 
If the principles enumerated above are considered sound, 
the evidence of existing diastrophism is, intrinsically, of 
great importance and of immense interest from the human point 
of vi«w. Unfortunately it has not received the atte»ti©n it 
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deserved, for, perhaps, the problem was no where acute enotigh 
to ©flBTOand iaanedlat® attention. This need not, however, be 
true of the north Bihar area* 
Dunxi (1939, p. 139) haa concluded that the latitude of 
Rajmahal (25*) has provided a hinge line for epeirogeny since 
perhaps the Miocene times. Notth of this hinge line there 
has been a progressive downwarping which has allowed a thiok-
ness of about 6,000 ft. of sediments to be accumulated in north 
Bihar. South of this hinge line, on the other hand, there 
has been prosressive upwarp, and he has recognised four parti-
cularly important periods of these movements in the Ranchi 
plateau. Auden (l949, p.328) suspects that this downwarping 
may be connected with the Himalayan orogeny^ This, though 
perhaps correct, remains a conjecture. 
Strong supporting evidence for the existence of this 
postulated downwarping is available furiJ^ the gravity anomalies. 
The map. Pig. I., after Glennie <1932), shows that the amount 
of negative anomaly is highest in the sub-Himalyan tract of 
eastern U.P. (and Bihar, and this distinctly suggests that 
unusually thick sediments occur in the area. It cannot, how-
ever, b® concluded from this line of evidence that the downwarp-
iag is still in progress, but fortunately other lines of evi-
dence are available. 
Thus, rivers in north Bihar have a characteristic feature, 
they all flow tSSan on natural Ijleveea' (seif made ridges), 
above the general level of the ground. This itself has far-
reaching effects. No major river has, for example, a tributary 
#f e®ias«<|ueii®e, and all trudge their lonely way to the Gtanga. 
But, mere iwportant is the fact that they find it easy to break 
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through their banks and inundate the coimtry around. It has 
to flow d®wn to the Sanga through ephemergd streams and ill 
defined local channels. 
Though the feature is by no means unique and such ml^ty 
rivers as the Mssissippl flow on natural levees for a consi-
derable length of their courses — and behave similarly when 
in floods — it is certainly in strong contrast to the drainage 
system in areas that are rising. In such areas of upwarping, 
orogenic or epeirogenic, the streams tend to cut deeper and 
deeper channels, and it is amazing that they have been able to 
keep pace with some of the strongest orogenic activities. An 
outstanding example of this In India is the mighty Brahmaputra, 
which has out a passage for itself through the entire thickness 
of the Himalayan ranges. Such rivers — generally known as 
antecedent — that existed before the mountains came into being 
cut the gorge grain by grain as the mountains kept on rising. 
Brahmaputra is not alone in the field, and indeed, almost every 
major river, from Kabul and SinA (Indus) in the extreme west 
to Dihang and Luhit in the extreme east, has out its channel 
throu^ the Siwaliks, if not through the higher parts of the 
Hiwalityan ranges. The Grand Canyon of Colol'ado, in North Ame-
rica, is, perhaps, a more picturesque example than any known 
from the rest of the world, thougih the hei^t it had to cut 
througk is less than the performance of the Brahmaputra, ilnd 
these examples can be multiplied several times from all parts 
of the world. 
It may, thus, be concluded that this behaviour of the 
north Bihar rivers is their response to the unusually strong 
»eg*tiv« •pfl»@gs)ay th%t eEiats in the area. The point at 
u. 
wMch the rivers, when in flood, make a break through the banks 
and practically all of them do it every year — changes 
from year to year. It may, then, be permissible to imagine 
that the need of an area for sediments to satisfy the deficiency 
some how determines the point of these break-througjhs. Even 
when a river abandons its coutJse in favour of another channel 
the real reason may be the same, the existence around this new 
channel of an area t£at has been downwarped, or is being dow|i-
warped,in excess of sediments available. Madia and Auden (in 
Bunn e^ al, 1939, p.156) agreed that this north Bihar area is 
being downwarped when they stated that "Indeed, if any consi-
derable uplift has taken place in the Gangetic plain (in north 
Bihar) the meandering rivers should be incised to a deeper 
extent than they are^. The whole trend of geological evidence 
regards the plain as still an area of downwarp...•.. There is, 
therefore, a zone of uplift throughout Himalaya, a zone that 
is probably still being depressed to the south, and a zone of 
uplift further south, on the Peninsula". 
Detailed levelling operations were undertaken by the 
Survey of India inimediately after the Bihar Earthquake of 1934, 
and Bomford (1935, p.25), conmienting on the results, pointed 
out that "The table shows a sinking of li^  ft. at furnea, which 
so far as the accuracy of the levelling goes should not be 
error, but which may be duo to earthquake or to a slow rise 
at Bagha during the 60 years since the old line^was levelled. 
Elsewhere bench marks show sinkage of upto ft....The largest 
sinkages occurred on structtires which had presxjmably sunk into 
the ground, and the embedded bench marks generally show sraall:er 
changes, although one case of 2*7 ft. occurs". This last 
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happened at Jagiara where the previous levelling had been car-
ried out only fourteen years earlier, 1920-21. 
^h© fJeodetio Report of the Survey of India for the succ-
eeding years indicates that Dlnajpur had sunk If ft, since 
1924-26. Consenting on these cases Dunn e^ al (1939, p.42) 
point out that "In so far, however, as many of the bench marka 
which show a drop of level were not considered by the survjBryorai 
actually to have simk into the ground, it seems definite that 
between Bagaha and Purnea there has been a real, if slight, 
depression of the land surface". Dunn e_t ^  presume that this 
depression of land was brought about by the earthquake, while 
Boinford thought that this might have been due to sinking of 
the foundation because of the weight of the structure. A 
little reflection will, however, convince that neither of 
these presumptions appear to be justified, for, while a catas-
trophic sinking of a tenanted structure or a railway bridge 
by as much as four feet or more would certainly have caused 
very heavy damage and would not have gone unnoticed, even a 
slow sinking of the building foundation in the ground would 
certainly have been detected, for a sinking of the amount 
envisaged would have rendered the ground-floor uninhabitable. 
The only possibility that, then, presents itself is that the 
land area has been depressed and consequently the bench maijles 
show drops of level. Since it is very probable that Bagaha 
itself has been downwarping, the net sinkages at the bench-
mark sites may be much more. This could be confifjmed only by 
referring to sea level, but unfortunately the data is not 
available to pennit this. It is also significant that Pumea 
9h@tfs a rise of l«v«l of 0.27S ft. wb«n compared to the Dlnajpur 
II. 
level, and at least four other cases of elevation, when compared 
with Bagaha, were recorded in 1935. These need not, then, be 
actual rises in level, hut indicate a slightly slower rate of 
sinking. It is, however, the drop in the levels of the embed* 
ded bench mai'ks which leave one with no alternative but to 
conclude that actual sinking of the area hag taken place, and 
may still be continuing. Also that this race is not uniformly 
distributed. 
Strong supporting evidence is available from all accounts 
ot the rate of sedimentation in the region. The most remark-
able river in the area, undoubtedly, is the Kosl. It has 
become notorious for its extremely devastating floods and the 
rftvages it causes. Its channels below the hills cover a width 
of 50 miles, and no one can predict which one of these it would 
occupy in the rainy season of any particular year. It has 
been estimated that it brings down a total of 192,000,000 tons 
Jit sedtoients every year, but there is no estimate of the amount 
that is left behind as deposits, and the proportion that finds 
its ultimate repository in the lower parts of the Ganga Valley 
or the Bay of Bengal. ®ie following description from the 
District aazetteer of furnea speaks for itself {0*Malley, 1911* 
p.9); 
"On approaching the bank of the newly adapted channel of 
the Kosi, when it has been established for a few years, 
its vicinity can at once be suspected by seeing forests 
of large trees their stems silted up to their fork-
ing branches, gradually dying ofx^ , &.nd the whole country 
covered by sand or clay deposits as the current has be«in 
swift or slack". 
It would, perhaps, have been permissible to consider 
these sediments as in transit, which gradually fovind their way 
into the Bay of Bengal, but the picture of a deserted channel 
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area is far more dreary, llie above gazetteer points out: 
"A broad belt on either aide of the recently deserted cha-
nnel la rendered conspicuous by the absence of large trees, 
except oocuurlng as an oasis". 
The fact that the river aeldom occupies a channel for 
more thioa ten years suggests that all this havoc is caused in 
just such a brief period, for it is indicated in the above 
quotation that the trees, apparently, completely disappear, 
thougja not necessarily by being buried bo the top. 'Ihe allu-
vium certainly approaches a thickness of eight or ten feet, fcf 
not more, before the river shifts away, and most of the trees 
die out. It is also estimated that the river returns to the 
same area after about 50 years, thereby allowing the epeirogeny 
to "accumulate". It is, therefore, possible that in the case 
of the two indigo factories which were, a few decades ago, 
buried to the top of the chimney in three or four flood sea-
sons, the subsidence of the structure Itself, by its own weight, 
was, perhaps, not a major cause. 
Only a few years ago a boat was, in the course of some 
excavations, found in an almost usable condition iabotit 20 ft« 
below the surface of the ground, and obviously the area had 
subsided by about 20 ft. since the boat vtaa abandoned, which 
need not have been very long ago, for there was no evidence 
of elevation of land surface due to this pile of sedluents. 
It is singularly difficult to estimate the rate of 
sedimentation in the past geological ages and few authentic 
figures are available. Kay (1955) has given some averages 
which cover entire geological ages and are, therefore, not 
comparable to the case in liand. It may, however, be pointed 
out that in a few cases similar rates of sedimentation have 
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been recorded in the past. Thus, PettiJohn (1949, p.138) has 
pointed out several c^sea in which *inegavarves* ranging upto 
and over five feet in the year have been recorded. In one case, 
that of Mlnnitaki Lake (Ontario) the average thickness comes 
to about 20.2 inches over a number of years. The same author 
has, elsewhere, as pointed out earlier, stated that sedimenta-
tion of several feet in the year 'in extreme cases' is quite 
poBslhle. Xfc must, however, be admitted that if the apparent 
is 
rate, suggested for the Kosl Basin^eass confirmed, perhaps, no 
WTiere in the world today freshwater sedimentation is progress-
ing at any thing like this phenomenal rate. "Vihen the source a 
area and the sediiwentajry basin are closely joined couple, 
sediment duraping is typical and is associated with rapid buri-
al" (Dapples et al, 1953, p.299). A more characteristic 
example of a couple can hardly be produced from the contempo-
rary basins in the world. 
In order to dispel any doubts entertained by some that 
the area may be rising as a result of this sedimentation it 
appears pertinent to emphasise another aspect of the available 
Information. The present level of the area is of the order 
of 150-500 ft. above sea level, and if it has risen by as mueh 
as 20 ft. in the last few decades, as indicated by the burial 
of the boat, or oven by a quarter of this thickness, some 
catastrophic changes would have taken place in the drainage 
pattern of the area. Only a little to the south are the 
ancient rock formations exposed, and show a trend towards the 
M S . Obviously the continuation of these rocks lies burled 
under the alluvluia, and should be participating In the Aown-
warp, but the e^osed part of the ridge is, equally certainly, 
not being downwarped. A rise of 20 ft. in the groundlevel 
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to the north of Cranga would have fortned almost a ridge connect-
ing these exposed rook formations to the sub-Himalayan ranges 
in the north, ptrticularly along the east of Kosi river where 
the 500-ft. contour runs about 12 miles soulsh of the hills. 
Even if it be presujnted that the rise in the level is ^ xniforra 
and no rld3e is allowed to forn, the present height above sea-
level is too insignificant to justify the conclusion that the 
area has been risirig for any length of time. 
Defying all this evidence of rapid sinking of the basin 
stands the Jalalgarh Port, some distance to the north of Purnea, 
and the Purnea town Itself. This fort was constructed during 
the reign of Emperor Jahangir, some three hundred years ago. 
It is possible that, as indicated in the Punjab area discussed 
in a later section, the entire area of north Bihar is not being 
uniformly downwarped, and the site selected for the fort was, 
by chance, such that it is not sinking. In Glennie's map, 
Plate I., it almost lies in the area of positive anomalies. 
It may be conjectured that a narrow belt here separates the 
Tiata Valley to the east and the Kosi Valley to the west, and 
is, perhaps, not downwarping at all. Sloss et al (1949, p.lOO) 
have pointed out that "Certain areas of the craton persistently 
are subject to sinking to a greater degree than the subsidence 
of the surrounding shelves. These areas, the intra-cratonic 
basins accumulate thicker deposits more rapidly than the shelg 
areas, and with fewer interruptions in the deposition". The 
Jalalgarh Port and the Pumea town may be forming one such 
shelf. I^is characteristic becomes exceedingly significant 
in the case of the Punjab area, discussed here after. 
WATER-LOGGIHg IS T&E PUNJAB 
-IH- - j j 
Large araaa in the Punjab and West Pakistan (and lately 
in Delhi and west U*P,) have been menaced by persistent rise 
in the sub-soil water-level. In adjacent areas, on the other 
hand, water-level is receding simultaneously. The phenomenon 
has been studied for a number of years now, but no satisfactory 
explanation has been offerred so far. 
Dr. Uppal (Awasthi, 1957, p.7) suggested some time ago 
that water-logging was caused primarily by a sub-surface ridge, 
a continuation of the rock formations seen near Delhi to the 
Klrana-Sangla ^roup of hills, north of Lahore. Auden, apparent-
ly, agreed. But, apart from other difficulties the hypothesis 
has to face, the supposed hard quartzitic ridge has not been 
encountered in the nximerous bore-holes drilled along the pre-
sumed strike of the sub-surface ridge. Many of these bore-
holes have penetrated depths of more than 500 ft,, and it 
appears lAnthinkable that any rock formation that lies below 
this depth will affect the water level in open wells eight or 
ten feet below the surface. Moreover, recent geophysical 
investigations have convincingly demonstrated that the presumed 
•ridge* simply does not exist. Instead it appears that a broad 
platform underlies the alluvium at a depth of about 1,100 ft. 
(Bose, 1957, p.8). 
Awasthi (1957) has, in recent years, carried out a detai-
led investigation in the areas in which water-logging has 
become menacingly serious. Although he, too, is convinced 
that "The Aravalli ridge does not seem to be the main geologi-
cal factor responsible for the rise >f the water table in the 
area" (iMjft, p.8), he himself appears to be in tvo minds about 
the cause of this persistent rise in Writer level. In the fi^it 
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place he considers that waterlogging la the result of •over-
irrigation" in an area where an liapervioiis zone, remnant of 
the older alluvium, causes the obstruction to its free flow. 
Hla Flat© however, indicates the surface exposure of the 
older alluvi5asi to be about dU laiies from the aouchernmost tip 
of the vjater-loggbd area. Though the uaderground extension 
nay exist in th« irieuacfed area, che presumption that bhis older 
alluvium is the main c&u3e of trouble is hurdly justified on 
-tn 
the a mailable evidQi-sce. Awaathl's a.isuption that tiie older 
alluviuiu, o^en tnough it appears denser, is lower In porosity 
and penaeaoility is, apparently, not supportea either by 
experimental data or by experience in other parts of the Xndo-
Ganga Basin, where ix^rigation facilities have existed for deca-
des, and have been misused equally to the Unit. Par from 
this being the ease, it way, indeed, be argued that the gap 
of over thirty miles in the water-logged area and the nearest 
exposure of older alluviunt is indicative of the fact that the 
older alluvium is, some how, helping to drain off the water 
from the marooned belt, emd is, this, preventing its extension 
to the south, oi' at least it is retarding it. Moreover, Awaa-
thi's hypothesis does not explain the 'fall' in the water-
table in adjacent areas, a fact that hardly gets mentioned in the 
above report. Awasthi (ibid, p.9) also thinks that the "repor-
ted rise in the water table can be related directly to the 
increased rainfall that the area has been receiving since 1940", 
and also that "variations in rainfall are reflected as fluc-
tuations in the water table in the area". If the rise in the 
water tafel® is due mainly to increased rainfall there need 
hardly be anything to worry about, for it could, at worst, be 
a vory temporary phase. i3ut the contention Is certainly not 
borne out by the table of rainfall and djSpth to water-level 
that Awaathi glvea for Hakodar, where the mean annual rainfall 
la 21.72 Inches. Hla table is given below $ 
Y e ^ Raljfall Depth to water in ft. in 
October from surface 
1941 17.1 50.5 
1942 25.9 47.18 
1943 19.3 47.4 
1944 25.3 46.18 
1945 12.0 44.25 
1946 10.0 43.66 
1947 not recorded 40.45 
1948 27.8 38.75 
1949 16.0 39.3 
1950 45.0 53.5 
1951 14.01 32.8 
1952 19.9 32.8 
In this town, then, where careful record has been main-
tained, the water-level has beea consistently rising and a 
graph plotted on this data will hardly show any genuine 'Qip" 
during the period 1941-52, whereas the rainfall has been both 
below and above normal. Far from the area receiving any 'inore-
aseci rainfall' it has actually been more below than above 
nomal In the twelve-year period tabulated. To emphasise th® 
poiint further it may be pointed out that though the two years 
in which the water-level did slightly fall (l943 ftnd 1949) 
were years of low rainfall, such exceptionally bad years as 
1945 and 1^46, coming to succession, could not arrest the rise 
in the water-table, 'jaius, Awasthi's hypotheses that the rise 
in water-level is connected with increased rainfall or that it 
was fluctuating with variations in rainfall are contradicted 
by his own data. 
It iSf therefore, obvious that tli© recorded disturbance 
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of water tabl® I3 relatsd neithar to the exlBt«no» of thi mo-
oalled Delhi-Shahpur hidden ridge, nor indeed has it anything 
to do with the distribution of rainfall. It may, then, be that 
this phenomenon is also due to epeirogeny, as discussed above* 
It sjecis reasonable that if an area atarta rising alowly, any 
Visiter contained in its aquifers will have the tendency to dradn 
off and collaot in areaa that are either not rising aimilta-
tieously or are aotuailj ©aQ>#rioncin2 a negative epeirogeny, 
itod if the process of land-bul ldin3 is not going on simultane-
ously in the latter area, water level will start rising. "Hhe 
lar^o scale withdrawl of water frow the rivers to feed the 
©xtonsiv© oanal systems, thereby breaking the force of the 
strorm and preventing the floods from spreading the all-impor-
tant alluvium on tho land mii^t, then, have been the main 
cause of tho trouole. t^od if this is the correct estimate of 
tho situation, tho ounstruction of the Ishakra Dam may go only 
to aggravate the situation. 
It is believed that areas of ne'^ative and positive epei-
rogeny form faiuly extensit/e belts, though unlike anticlines 
and synelinea of stwuotural geology, these belts need not run 
parallel &o each other, nor do they need have any geoaetrioal 
outline, it is also possible that widespread agricultural 
ojjerations, by cansiiructlng mud partition walla between proper-
tlaa, aa well as, perhaps, by over-irfigation, have oontribu-
tod TOJiteriaiiy in disturbing the delicate balance maintained 
by nature between erosi m and deposition, between the areas 
•ustafcioaily riaiag and those siifiUltaneousiy being depressed, 
xtuicerjee (1938, has repeated t^ he opinion of sorae earlier 
author that tli© dix'wction of a furx-'ow in ploughing may 
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affect the amount of water that flows on the surface of the 
field, wad. the aisount of aedlmenta it oarriea". Such humau 
activities as the putting up of road and rail ewbankmenta 
across the courao of natural drainage, in conjunction with the 
flood control methods noriaaily being cjctensively employed, could 
contributo in upsetting tha balance where natural causes alrea-
dy exist. 
Wator-logging has, in the last few years, becoB^ a menace 
in parts of Delhi and western Uttar Pradesh. Extensive ai'eas 
of Mainpuri district remain engulfed by water for a large part 
of the year^ KJ-. The manifestation of down-warping hor© is, 
obviously, of different form and the normal di'ainage channels* 
that wore adequate till a few years ago, now fail to drain off 
the water from the surface. The supply of sediments here, too, 
is, then, net sufficient to maintain the land building activity, 
and excessive irrigation or high rainfall can hardly be blamed 
for the pheiiomenon. 
fHE LOWER GANaA BASIN 
It has long been Soiown that the migjaty rivers of Bengal 
are not ouilding the delta as rapidly as they should have been, 
A comparison with ^lennel's map (Chatterjee, 1949, p. 13) shows 
that the delta has hardly advanced into the Bay of Bengal 
since 1779, 'Ihe submarine deep — the so called 'owatch of no 
Ground' — which e^:teud3 aliaost right up to tne mouch oi the 
Ganga does not show any change in shape or form. The recent 
discoveries of ancient archaeological sites in the 24-J?arganaa 
^Vress Report in the Pioneer, Lucitnow, dated 25rd Bov. 1961. 
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and even in t^e iJuuderbans go DO omphaaize the fact that civi-
lization was flourishing in this part of the delta aboxit a 
thousand jears ago. Tixe explanetion is, perhaps, to be found 
in the fact that the baain is at present sinking rapidly and 
practioally all the sediments that arrive in the area are used 
up in satisfying the needs of epoirogeny. 
Morgan and Mclntire I1959, pp. 331, 335, 526 and 540) 
also arrived at the same conclusion %/hen they repe .tedly pointed 
out that "in the Bengal Basin a major deltaic sedimentary mass 
is subsiding, as previously mentioned. The Sylhet B^sin is 
also subsiding". Elsewhere they point out that the Sylhet 
j^ asin has subsided , by "about 30-40 ft. during the last several 
hundred years". Decayed wood is known to occur between 32-52 ft. 
underneath Calcutta (Kast, 1816, p.645) and at depths of "60-
65, 60 and 50-55 ft. in the northern part of the Sylhet Basin" 
Uiorgan and Hclntire, ibid) and this can hardly be explained 
otherwise. Kulcerjee (1938, p. 11) has pointed out that "a few 
decades ago a whole forest of large Sundari trees was found 
standing as they grew only ten feet below the aurface when 
excavating a tank at Port Canning" and these examples can b© 
multiplied timei without n\imber. Morgan and Hclntire, however, 
consider that the sinking of the basin in east Bengal is due 
prlmrlly to faulting, as indicated by earthquakes. Though 
faulting itself may be due to relief of stress caused by 
sinking, the present author believes that the entire basin is 
being epeirogenically downwarped, and that faulting plays only 
a subordinate role. 
KiFlisfoBaawaBiy (1955, pp. 74-5) has pointed out that "In ft 
great muB^ iti^  ^ t localities in Calcutta unmistakeable signs of. 
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recent elevation of land waa notiloeable* During the excavation 
of aorae tanks in the city of Calcutta, at a stnall depth below 
the surface, old tree trunks fairly well preserved 'were stand-
ing pe37pend!cular at short distances from each other'.... .The 
recent discovery of Oyator a^ells in Calcutta also point to 
si^dlar slight uplift of land**, (Italics by the present author). 
While both the trees and the oyster shells, obviously, occur 
below the present sea-le^rel, how tho presence of vertical tree 
trunks underground can be interpreted as six evidence of a 
"slljjht uplift of land" is quite beyond comprehension. To the 
present author's mini the available evidence very unequivocally 
sxicSgests, as has been indicated earlier, quite the opposite of 
what xCrishjtieswainy concludes. 
ilukerjee (1938, p.9) has, on the other hand, drawn atten-
tion to another characteristic feature of the Bengal delta 
when he points out "That there has b?en subsidence in the delta 
is amply prove'! by the existence of great bll aree ' which 
stretcxies frow Twon'cyfour Pargani»s across the north of Khulna 
to Farldpur and Bakar^anj district-^ in the east Due to 
subsidence tiie bils were cut off fron ftirther accession of 
silt from active rivers and becaiuo in the course of years 
more and more depressed. That this yubsidence is recent is 
indicated by th@ fact fchut the bils are now itxore extensive 
than they were in Eennel's tiir.e in aros where river courses 
have not appreciably chmiged". li?ipli.-d in this is the sugges-
tion that wher« sedlmesits are abundantly available no bils are 
normally fonoed. Morgan ani Mclntire (ibid) are also agreed 
that •'Rapid gubsidsnce, prooably still occurring, has exceeded 
th® pat® <s>t »«idlai«ntf«*y filling of the basin". It is, then. 
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possible that either the rate of dowiwarping is progressively 
inoreasing or else the supply of sediments is gradually decrea-
sing. Reduction in the amount of sediments being brought down 
t>,e 
by thQ rivers, as a direct result of human activity in^form of 
lar<-^ e deraa and barrages, fsaae-, perhaps, only^ contributary factor^ a*. 
This i^ indued, sug,?ested by the available informtion on the 
Hoogly, and the history of navistation oi thin rivor. 
Tlie rapid shallowing and silting of the Hoog3.y has been 
a problem to the Port authorities for a number of years now. 
It is popularly believed that withdra^ '^ l of water in the upper 
part of the Ganga Valley has been responsible for this. But the 
silting tip of the channel had, indeed, started long before the 
canals in 13.P. were constructed, and it way, therefore, not be 
right to blame thera for the difficulties that are increasingly 
manifesting themsleves. Makerjee (1938) has emphasized the point 
a^ a^in and again and then points out (ibid, p. 190) that "De 
Gr^ij^pre who sailed alon^ the Hughll wrote in 1803s 'When the 
French company was first established in the country (Bengal), 
ships of war of seventyfour guns came to Chandemagore, but 
afterwards they were obliged to stop at Mayapoor, and at 
present can reach no further than Cadgery, a small village at 
the mouth of the river'". Also, (ibid, p.175) there is the 
recorded case of Admiral Watson who in 1757 "brought to Bhagi-
rathi in front of Chandemagore three or four sixtyfour and 
sixtysix gun ships. 'Nothing beyond a lany® "^n boat can now 
approach Chandemagore' vrrote Huipbley abovt a centnry later". 
It has already been suggested t^kt a river shifts to an 
area that has been sinking but has nob been receiving adequate 
amoujnt of sediments. Conversely, it is possible that it abaii* 
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dona a courao where the epeirogeny in the flood plains has heen 
more or less Batigfled. It la, thus, poasibl© that the ep«lro<» 
geny in the belt along the Hoogly Is rapidly gettiiig satisfied* 
and this important river, unless prevented by *buiida*, will, 
pregtmably, shortly shift to another area. More water poured 
into its channel may, indeed, not be the solution sou^t, or, 
at best. It may provide but teiJ^orary relief, and instead, bring 
in its wake a series of complications, 
Mukerjee (1938, p.195) was, apparently, right when he 
pointed out that "It is the decline of active deltale conditions 
of the region which will in all probability bring about the 
ruin of Calcutta as a porf. But it is apparently the increase 
in the negative epeirogeny of the region as a whole that has 
resulted in the <deollne of the active deltaic conditions*, and 
this may be a comparatively recent phenomenon. 
TliE ARCHASOLOGIGAL SITES 
An application of these principles, moreover, appears to 
offer a satisfactory eaiplanation of the geologic history of a 
number of archaeological sites discovered or yet to be discov-
ered in the alluvial tracts of the coimtry. What, prestmably, 
happened was that from time to time negative epeirogeny exceed-
ed the sediments available in certain areas, and marshy condi-
tions appeared. Rivers started meandering and floods became 
common. Malaria and Kala-azar became endemic and ultimately 
the site hai. to be abandoned. A ghost city never lasts long, 
and so the buildings collapsed, and the sediments need not 
have takei^  long to overwhelm these sites of former habitation, 
till, lA most cases, they completely disappeared. This appears 
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to have been th© fate of fiaur In Bengal (Muker^*®, 1938, pp, 
164-6). 
Discussing the case of Gaur In detail O'Malley (1913, p. 
25) points out that "The oldest settlement of Gaur, however, 
was on the banks of the Kalladdii rlverj the city gradually 
extending southward by the construction of embankment a... .Q-aur, 
the capital of Bengal for over seven centurleai, was ruined by 
G-angea (Ganga) receding westwards, leaving long shallow marshes 
behind it. Fever followed and depopulated the city, the final 
epidemic of 1579 being ao terrible that the dead could neither 
be biiried nor burnt, after which the survivors fled from the 
place. The site was, before long, covered with jungle infested 
by tigers. Within half a oentuj»y the population of 200,000 
described by Portugese travellers bad disappeared". It is 
also possible that the embankments mentioned above were them-
selves necessitated by a rapid sinking of the area and the 
consequent threatened encroachment by the stream. Only a rare 
building is now left in this ancient town, andbhe ^ob is to bo 
completed by the future. A similar story la deduced for Sahet 
Mahet in U.F. and is probably true of many ancient centres of 
civilisation in th© Indo-Ganga plains. Only in rare oases 
floods might have suddenly overwhelmed the city and completely 
destroyed it, leaving a deserted site behind, to finish off 
the work in succeeding years. 
After a reasonable interval, vftiich might have been a few 
hundred or a few thousand years, and because of some other 
very desirable factor operating in favour of the original site, 
a new habitation was, sonetines, formed at the same site, 
only to meet the same fate sooner or later. Thus, Lothal 
"Kes"' 
lal^t have come to be selected again and again as a port in a 
protected bay, where the sea was, perhaps, not receding aa 
rapidly as today. There could hardly have been a better site 
for the ancient armdas plying between India and the Perslian 
Gulf and Africa on the one h ^ d , and Indonesia^ Siaja and Bali 
on the other. Patna, underneath which are believed to lie 
burled relics of more than one periods of habitation — some 
think that there aight be as many as seven ancient towns buried 
underneath — including those of Patliputra, the imperial capi-
tal of Aaoka, was said to have been at the Junction of several 
major divers idiich provided ideal channels for coraiaunicationg. 
Alamglrptir'a selection might have been influenced not only by 
its having been on the banlE of a river, but also by its proxi-
mity to the capital of the coimtry. 
Daly (1935, pp. 139-140) has pointed out that precise 
levelling has confirmed that the area around London is .subsid-
ing at the present time. He states that '^ For example J'elixtowe 
seems to be sinking at the rate of 56 cm. per century and this 
dAimirard movement has been correlated with the discovery of 
Neolithic depDsits of the fhames Valley at 18-21 metres below 
the mean sea level, and also Roman remains at 3.5-5 from the 
same datum". A closer similarity with the situation that 
obtains in lAdia could hardly be found. The case of the Nile 
basin, with an estimated sedimentation rate of about 9 cm. per 
century, has been quoted earlier; and it w%9 there concluded 
that these sediments were being accomodated by a concomitant 
subsidence of the area. 
Ho precise estimate of the rate of sinking in any basin 
in India is, however, available, for no work on tSaese lines 
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appears to iiav© been carried out, Yet, fairly accurate levell-
ing was undertaken in the Fumea area after the Bihar Earthquake 
of 1934, and the point has been discussed in an earlier section 
in this study. CoKunenting on these results Dunn et sd 
p.42) additionally pointed out that **It ia precisely in those 
places where sliJmping was not observed during th» geological 
survey, but where bench marks have sunk, that the evidence for 
a sli^t depression of the land surface may be considered 
strongest", lhat this sinking was sudden and a result of the 
earthquake is by no means a foregone conclusion, and enough has 
been said elsewhere in this paper to discount the supposition. 
It has also been suggested above that the earthquake might lt» 
self have been caused by fche downwarplng and the aceois^janying 
sedimentation, ©lis sinking itii^t have gone on for centuries 
and mi^t, indeed, still b® going on. fhat the amount of this 
subsidence is very substantial — in fact it Is much more than 
that proved for th© London or the Nile Basins needs no more 
emphasiaing. Some interesting conclusions can, however, be 
drawn from a study of the archaeological sites. 13ie data 
obtained from one ®f these Is presented here, albeit with 
great reserve. 
Sahet Mahet is a relic of Buddhist culture in Bahraich 
district of Uttar Pradesh and should have been a flourishing 
centre about 2^500 years ago, when Lord Buddha Is said to have 
lived there for a number of years. It now stands about 8-10 ft. 
above the level of the gro\and level. One or two of the buil-
dings have alio been Fikr%ly preserved, and stand about 8 ft. 
above ths top of the Mound. If it be presumed that in the 
final staga these stwutures were covered by only two feet 
II, 
thickness of alluvium, the total tMckneas of alluvium deposi-
ted in the area must have been of the order of about 10 ft. or 
more, and the erosion, since it started, should aggregate about 
20 ft. Since it is impossible to say when deposition stopped 
and denudation started — there roight have been one or tirfo 
Elinor «y0les intervening — only the average of the positive 
and negative epeirogenies can be estimated. This comes to 
about 10 inches (about 25 cm.) per century. Within a few miles 
of Sahet Mahet there are other aio\mds awaiting archaeological 
excavations, and it may be possible to delimit a considerable 
belt of country that la, perhaps, experiencing a mild positive 
opeirogeny at the moment. It is, thus, envisaged that the 
area that was b^ing downwarped la now being upwiixped, and it 
may be permissible to imagine that in an adjacent area the 
opposite might have happened, for the over-all sinking of the 
entire basin is beyond dispute. That this denudation is not 
due to deforestation and consequent increased force and frequ-
ency of floods is amply demonstrated by the case of the Kosi 
i>asln where, in spite of every thing, rapid sedimentation is 
xmdoubtedly taking place. It may, indeed, be argued that road 
and rail onibiualtMenta, in certain respects, counter the effect® 
of deforestiition, and breaic the force of water. 
The fact, thus, emerges that an extensive area like the 
Indo-Ganga basin need ®ot be one of uniform negative epeirogeny. 
The evidence produced above gees to suggest that the basin is, 
perhaps, divided into belts in liftiich different epeirogenic 
coiidi-feion® obfeaim* conditions, moreover, do not last 
loag, utii change tim*. in words, the 
main basim is divided into small belts which show a pulsation 
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or which oacillat® b®tw©»n oonditions of n«ga1;lV9 and positiv® 
ep®irogenies. 
Dapploa ®t al (1948, p.1934) point out that "negatiara may 
not be tmirono". They* indeed, envisage 'oscillatory* movement 
to he comaon, "though with a net negative inoreraent". It is 
her© believed that this can happen on a small scale and for a 
short duration within a major basin of downwarping, 
m o s m o m AHD RBfRospBcirs 
Whereas it would not be correct to suggest that all ero-
sion is caused by upwarplng, and such factors as an increased 
rainfall, deforestation and certain human activities etc. can 
cause erosion or accelerate its rate, epeirogeny remains a very 
potent factor, and many a geological feature seen in the field 
might have been partly or wholly due to this cause. Thus, con-
ten^oraneous erosion, as distinct from mere'iiash-outs* or 'cuts-
and-fills*, is an indication leading to the conclusion that a 
marginal area that was roceiving sediments has been subjected 
to erosion, soon after the sediments were lald» Kiis may 9ug*» 
gest that there has been a change in the nature of the epeiro-
geny from negative to positive. Overlaps, on the other hand, 
may Indicate the same but in the opposite direction, from 
positive to negative. And every single disconformity, both 
local and regional, could be interpreted as an indication that 
the area has been oscillating from negative to positive, to 
negative and back again to positive, vhore it is now examined 
by the geelogist* When these disconformities are of regional 
diaenaiens, feliey» .p^ eriiaps* iadi«ate changes that might have 
covered geological ages and ceuld be orogenic in origin. Bat 
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when they are looal, they could be of « vei^ r abort duration, 
and may be epelrogenic In their genesis. Dapples al (1955, 
p.510) draw attention to "The cojaple* tecstonio aotlylty of the 
eugeoayncllne, in which a selected geographical locality often 
is first a depoaitlonal site, later undergoes raotajaorphism, and 
then becomes a positive area**, and all this need not take a 
very long period of time. It is, then, possible that on a 
s»aller scale still similar raveraions can talce place even in 
areas affected by epeirogony. 
While investigating the damage In the Jorhat area of 
Assam cauaed by the catastrophic ©arthQuake of 1950, the present 
author pointed out {Ahmad, 1950) that the distribution of 
damage can b& explained only on the hypothermia that an ancient 
valley, cut deep Into the basement rocks, underlies the allu-
vium i^dilch now covers the entire Brahmaputra Valley, The valley 
envisaged had a direction transverse to the present trend of 
the Brahmaputra and is not thought to be very wide, but was 
fairly deep. Though other esqplanatlons are, perhaps, possible, 
this concept emphasises the fact that the area was, preaum*-
ably, upwarplng at the time when the little stream was cutting 
its channel, ant^nstead the ejntlre valley la now being down-
warped, and extensive sedimentation la taking place. Fissures 
opened at the same earthquake threw out large blocks of wood 
in a nuiaber of areas, apparently from buried forests. A 
change in the character of epeirogeny is, thus, indicated. 
It, therefore, hardly needs further emphasis that the 
character of epeirogeny can and does change. ®tie lines of 
evidence discussed suggest that in an intra-
cratonic basin such chaaagea are, perhaps, more common and more 
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frequent thftji has often been realised in the past. King 
although he considers that oregeiiy and epelrogeny are genoto.-
oally related, points out that oscillations in t4ie latter ar© 
possible. Thus, he points out feilaidy that "aoia© 
prominent uncoafomibies and oversteps produced by epeirogeny 
may ej5>ress a coxnbinetion of more than one pulaation**. And 
at 1lings(1961, p,565) has drawn attention to Von Babnoff's 
(1964, p.234) conclusion that epelrogeny is reveraible, aeeul»2r* 
autonomous and deep* Also that it does not change the struc-
ture of the area. Billings (ibid, p.377) has also pointed out 
that '•During the Tertiary the Appalachians have been uplifted 
(opoirojonlcally) 1000 to 2000 ft", and (ibid. p.S76) that 
'^Studies of the Mississippi delta show that jaore ttian 500 ft. 
of subsidence has taken place during and since late Qftaternitrir 
(Fisk and KcParlane, 1965)". Also that "Recently published 
data based on geodetic studies in the western half of the 
European part of the Soviet Union show that different parts of 
a rising or falling block move at different rates (Heahcherya-
koY, 1959)". 
^ e above theoretical considerations are based on sound 
»ei«i3*i>fie prloeiplea. fhe manifestation of taese already 
appears to have invaded the life of laan in the f o m of water-
logging in tahe Punjab and the growth of bila in Bengal. But 
a little conaideratioa brings the hard fact before us that it 
can prove very disastrous in the future, pttrticularly with 
this increasing temp® ©f huaan activities. 
Thus, in neytii Biha? » h i ^ dam is envisaged in the 
&t tfei Keif Hisielf, and a barrage in the alluvial 
terrains of t^e 'Iia^ b-Hej^ JA is already under construct-
ion. Whenever fchla high dam is undeiftaken it will, inevitably, 
witholdjii. large proportioa of sediments r-eaching tbe basin ia 
which rapid aedlmentation is» as pointed out above, taking place, 
and f^tiere apparently very sti»ong negative epeirogeny exists. 
Sloss igt. al (1949, p.98) pointed o\it that "VOien subaldend® in 
excess of deposition prevails tlie bottom progressively sinks 
to bathyal or abyssal depths". They are obviously referring 
to the great marine depths, bat the principle seems to apply 
here too, and the areas involved be of the sawe order. 
Even if these extreme results do not appear in the course of 
time available to the present or the next f»w generations of 
man, marshy conditions can develop in a comparatively short 
period, and the a9,ea nay ultlmatS^iy become f:. vast lake. Even 
before this comes to be, the canals that are presently being 
constructed at enormous cost may have their gradient disturbed, 
and may fall to perform their assigned job. 
A redeeming feature, however, is that the entire^sediments 
that are being deposited in the north Sihar area are not being 
brought dovm by the Kosi, and there are other-sources of supply. 
A number of small streams bring down conslJerable quantities 
from the Sivralik Hills, i«hlch are of comparatively loose 
material. WlEli the nature tlse to the occasion and ra-ise tha 
quota contributed by these streams ? It could easily divert 
other streams. Including the Ganga to the basin to supply th« 
epeirogenic needs of the area. But such a change in the course 
of the Ganga could take place considerably to the west and 
would, indeed, b® a double disaster, for, in the first place, 
in the process of changing its ceurse, the Ganga itself would 
cause Mdespread havoo, wad this may continue into Bengal; and 
in the sec^ad plac®, the silt now being brought down to the 
loww pmTt of the delta by thla mfe.loi? ri^ eip will tben be stop-
ped ia Bihar, while the already u»r.atlRifled epelrogeiiy la Beaagal 
Mill get evea more unsatiafiad, and thla may cause further 
trouble. The blls wlll^ aatorally, start spreading faster than 
they hare been doiag in the past and the drainage may be comp-
letely upset. 
Though it ia exceedingly hazardous to suggest a remedy 
without earrying out detailed iJivestigatlons, a centatly© 
suggestion may, nevertheless, be made at t M s stage, 'SHie Siwa-
liks are of loose material and if they are stripped of their 
vegetation they will shed more material than they have been 
doing in the past and thla may be sufficient to meet the defi-
ciency. But this may itself create a number of other problems 
and one may have to choose the lesser of the two evils. Indeed, 
there may be some other solution, which may become s^parent 
only after investigations have been undertaken. 
It, therefore, appears very desirable that information 
be gathered on these points. The only alternative to precise 
levellli^ at regular intervals of time, as was carried out in 
the Londta Bast», »ay be drilling in the areas where there Is 
some evidence of former habitation, in the hope of picking up 
some evidence of human activity in the core. 3uch sites can, 
presumably, be found on the early maps, like those of Majof 
Bennel, and may be, old Patwari plans. Suitable material can, 
additionally, be subjected to radio-carbon analysis aad preci»«t 
age determiaatioa can, then, be carried out. JSxact rate of 
»ed*aentati®a ean, then, be ascertained by the two Independent 
methods in a e©«|t|a5atively short time. "It should be empha-
sised that we have no precedents to go on with, and, therefore, 
must make up for it, as far as possible by thorough investi-
III. 
gation. In matters of such importance unproved assumption® 
should b© eliminated. Any other course is not good engineering 
practitte" (Lane, i»51, p.iOO). These comments, made at a High 
Dam Conference, have a two-fold application in the case under 
consideration here. 
The significance of the spread of bila in parts of Bengal 
haa already been brought home in an earlier section of this 
atudy, but that the problem was already acquiring an alarming 
proportion was evident to many a fevi decades ago. Thus, a 
Superintending Sngineer, then, was already lamenting (Hukerjee, 
1938) that "The irrigation engineer in Bengal is faced with 
the most unenviable situation created by the lowering of land 
to be drained and the rise of the river beds into vdaich the 
drainage haa ultimately to be disposed of; and in some areas 
it hag already becon^ Impossible to drain by gravity". Again, 
it could be that it is the htuaan activity and his greedy 
interference with the processes of nature that have made the 
position worse, and Mukerjee (ibid, p.284) was obviously right 
when he suggested that '*The solution will in a large measure 
lie in pulling down of the embantoenta whenever possible and 
intuoduoing the ipill water annually throughout the country-
side, that must result in gradual land-building". 
G O H C L U S I O H S 
Epeirogeny as a potent force haa been recognised by the 
geologist for a fairly long time, yet its cause is, fctill, more 
or less, a m y s t e r y . It h a s also been known that on a regional 
scale epeiipogeny «®uld ©hange sign at, geologically speaking, 
frequent intervals, though the overall downward trend of the 
II. 
cruat raight have been continuous in the baain as a whole, where 
alone the records are pi>ea©rved. The present study brings 
out evidence to indicate that in certain limited areas in the 
Indo-Ganga valley temporary changes have been more frequent, 
and involve comparfktively smaller areas than has often been 
realised in the past. Some archaeological sites may. Indeed, 
suggest more than one reversal in the last couple of thousand 
years. It is, then, possible that in areas, at least in those 
of freshwater sedimentation, in the past geological ages, fre-
Covnynon 
quent reversals in epeirogeny over limited areas have been more ^  
than has often been considered possible. 
It may not, at this stage, be altogether hazardous to 
suggest that the phenomenon may be due to secondary convection 
currents in the mantle, superimposed on the larger, prim§ry, 
currents in the deeper part of the earth. These latter currents 
may be responsible for the doxTOwajrping of the entire basin. 
Vening Meineaz (1951, p.531) considers currents of a diameter 
of 400-700 to. to be responsible for such deep basins as th© 
Bsn^ Sea and the Oelebes Sea. He, however, imagines smaller 
types ®f curs^ eiatt ^responsible for preparlfiil the circximstanc^s'* 
for th® currents the aboT« aea tinned disaaeter, as dig bine tly 
possible. It iai. these, the smallest currents, that are here 
believed to b© responsible for the observed phenomenon. Hesa 
(1957, p.186) has remarked that "Though many have hypothetical 
reasons for objecting to convection in the mantle no means has 
been suggested other than this mechanism to maintain a downbulge 
for many million years". And Kelly and Mar (1S58, p. 1097) point 
out that *If there are cwrents of viscous material moving slo-
wly beneath more or less non-migratory crustal material, it 
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seems that a wave surface would^at the interface. Ilheae slowly 
oscillating undalations might take the form of migratory anti-
clines in strata near the surface, tf certain anticlines and 
synclines have been slowly migrating, then certain parts that 
are tmiilted at present Mxay have heen on tilted parts in the 
past". It is, then, possible that belts of sedimentation and 
erosion can shift with these migratory 'antiollnes' and •syn-
clines*, thou^ the indications are that the form these belts 
acquire need not be so syitanetrical, as to deserve these terms 
borrowed JBron structural geology. 
It is believed that changes in river courses are not mere 
Vagaries of nature or the wrath of God, but are brought about 
in response to natural causes and in fulfilment of natural 
processes; and any interference with these may have disastrous 
consequences. Very little attention has, unfortunately, been 
paid to this aspect of the problem where river valley sprojects 
and flood protection measures are planned. Engineers, geolo-
gists and hydrologists would, therefore, be well advised to 
give particular attention to this question. In the Hosi area 
of north Bi3mr the problem appears to be particularly acute 
and may have far reaching consequences. 
Enough is known of the past beha/lour of the Hoogly to 
discount the hypothesis that the deterioration of its channel 
has been brou^t about primarily by the withdrawl of water for 
irrigation in the upper part of the valley. It is, therefore, 
i'easonable to presume that it, too, is a natural process, 
perhaps, Indication that this river Is likely to change its 
course in the near future. On the other hand, the progressive 
spread of bils may be partly dun to thls^ «=*tt!»®. The problem 
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may become even raore serious when Kosl Dam and Daraodar Valley 
Project are completed. Perhaps the drainage in the lower Damo-
dar Valley la already disturbed and a few years ago food water 
took a long time to drain off, 
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SALTBETaS IISiDUSTlY II HISSAR DISTEICf. 

A iJOTE OM JHB SALTFETBS INDUSTRY IM HISSAfi msfRIG'S 
{Manuscript; of a report submitted In the Geological 
Survey of India in 1943-44) 
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I H T B O B U C T I O H 
Ihere is reason to believe that saltpetre has been 
refined in India at least for several centuries. Till the 
Mogjhal kings Instituted th« *dak* system to get ice from the 
Himalajras, it was used to cool drinking water for the Royal 
household; and even later, the industry flourished under the 
patronage of local chiefs and rajahs i^o could not make that 
elaborate arranegement. Its more important use was in gun-
powder, and this called for hi^-grade rifined product. Kier© 
was, therefore, a constant and regular demand, and this justi-
fies the tradition of the Lunyas of Bihar (the hereditary 
workers in saltpetre) that they were very prosperous in the 
past* 
Potassium Hitrate as a soil constituent occurs throughout 
the Indo«<5angetlo Plain, and in parts of the Deccan Tableland, 
but its successful extraction requires a concentration which 
can be economically worked. !I!his extra-ordinary concentration 
is generally the result of a combination of several factors, 
which have been thoroughly studied by Hutchinson and others. 
The most important condition, however. Is the presence of 
nitH,flable organic matter in quantities which can result in 
the concentration necessary. It has been found that this orga-
nic matter is, almost entirely, of human or animal origin, and 
that nitrifying bacteria play a very significant role. It is, 
therefore, only in the neighbourhood of centres of population, 
past and present, that saltpetre occurs in economic quantities 
provided, ofcourse, climatic and soil conditions are favour-
the Industry can be easily divided into two widely sepa-
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rated stages, firstly the extraction of crude saltpetre from 
the earth, and secondly, the refining of this to produce a 
standard product, acceptable ^ d marketable. 
Whatever literature has appeared on the subject, is based 
on inveatigftions carried out in the U.P» and Biharj nio serious 
work appears to have been carried out in the Punjab, ©le 
descriptions given by Leather and Kukerjee and by Hutchinson 
consequently differ considerably from #hat has been observed 
b 
during the short visit to the Hissar district, Hooer devoted 
a part of his note to the method employed in the Punjab, but 
some changes have, it appears, taken place during the last 
forty years. The extraction of crude saltpetre differs consi-
derably from what has been described concerning the U.P, and 
Bihar methods. !Phus, the use of water in this stage appears t}»ab 
to lack the scientific background based on inherited experience 
has definitely been noticed else\^©re. One of the reasosa for 
this is that no caste or tribe appears to be permanently wedded 
to the profession, and Shorgars, Kumhars, Chamars and even 
Brahmina take up the work when they like, and give it up when 
they have something better to do. For the sake of convenience 
the worker in this stage will be referred to only as Shorgar 
in the folloviing pages, though Kumhars play no mean a part. 
The process adopted by the Shorgar is remarkable for its 
extreme simplicity, and will perhaps always be irreplaceable. 
Its chief feature is that there is no recurring eag>ens®, and 
even the initial non-recurring expenditure in erecting the 
"plant", etc, ii insignificant in comparison to the results 
achieved. He dissolves the salts contained in the earth, and 
then allows the sun to evaporate the water and give the aialts 
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back. Clay, atmospheric dust, organic matter etc» are inevit-
ably present in addition to the various salts, but it Is not 
his job to separate them. The details of the method are inte-
resting and will be described later in this note. 
The refiner exploits to his great advantage the differ-
ences in the solubilities at different temperatures of the 
various salts he encounters* The underlyigg principle of his 
method ia based on this very important chemical property. The 
following tafei© gives the solubilities, by parta, of different 
salts at various temperatures in 100 parts of water: 
25® 32® 100® 
0 
» Potassium Nitrate 37 48 247 
5 
0 
0 « Potassium Chloride 36 38 56 
$ Sodium Chloride 36 37 40 
0 
Sodium Sulphate 28 40 
$ Cat 33® C) 
0 
It will be seen that the increase in solubility with the 
rise in tesperature is very marked in the case of potaasixim 
nitrate, but very alight in other cases, and reversed for sod-
ium sulphate. Again, sometimes the presence of certain salts 
affect the solubility of certain other salts. Thus, one fifth 
more of potassium nitrate goes into solution in the presence of 
sodium chloride, but potassium nitrate itself reduces the sol-
ubility of potassium chloride \ It, thus, itslef arr^ges every-
thing for the refiner and makes his task easy. It may suffice 
here to say that the refiner, with his simple method, not 
uncoitsaoaly achieves the h i ^ purity of 99.5^, using these 
solubility differences, 
a f5ie XkMaa saltpetre Industry, by Dr. J.w.i«eather ana 
Mukerjee. Pusa Bull. No. 24 (l9ll)...,p,3. 
III. 
PRODtJQTION OP CRUDE SALTPETRE 
An expert Shorgar, It la said, la able to claaalfy salt-
petre earth slxnply by Its taste. He Is capable of distinguish-
I 
Ing three kindsS (l) Sweet, (2) Salln© and (S) Mtter and cool. 
I have not been able to ascertain what taste he describes as 
sweet and vh&t salts are present in a so-called * sweet* earth, 
but ho states that for his purposes this quality is the worst. 
Saline taste is imparted by coumon salt (sodium chloride) when 
it is in undesirable proportions, and the Shorgar generally 
avoids this type as wall. 
"ABI" METHOD 
Anyone can, however, iTter a very short •acperience, learn 
to detect the presence of salts in the earth from the cimst-
11ke scum they form on the surface* The Shorgar aeraps this, 
and carries it in donkey loads to his plant, called 'Karhaye©*, 
a simplified plan of which is draw here (see Fig, I), 
Fi(].1. ^ l a n of Karhayee" P l a n t . 
K H A T T A 
NITHAR NITHAR 
PH A T T J H E L A 
JAMA J A M A 
1 ) 
/ 
l A T T i 
\ 
/ 
WELL 
S.S /. /V «, D.O No 
H® puts 100 to 250 donkey loads of rougjily a raaund each 
in on© of the Hattis'. The amount of ©arth put in depends 
entirely on the niHober of men and donkeys employed. When the 
requisite quantity of earth is there, water is put in the 
•tattis* at intervals, for approximately 24 hour®. The solu-
tionis then ready and is allowed to trickle down to the •Jhala* 
by means of the open drain which is partly a crude filter* 
There is, however, very little need of this, for the alow stream 
will hardly carry any suspended fianpurlty, which this can check, 
fefhile one *Tattl* is thus yielding the extract or •Raag', 
is 
as it is called, the other filled and thus, alternately working, 
they provide a continuous process- la four or five days the 
'Jhela* is filled up with a reddish brown liquid. The colour 
is obviously due to organic aiaterial going into solution, and 
so it cannot be avoided. Any suspended particles of sand 
settle down in the Jhela and a clear liqMd is allowed to pass 
to one of the *Hithara*, which a^ '^e similar tanks at a lower 
level. 1!he water evaporates due to the great heat of the sun 
and a saturated solution is ready in about a week's time. 
Before crystals begin to form the liquor is passed on to the 
corresponding *JaiRa*» There the crystals form as the water 
evaporates. After being about a week here, the crystals are 
collected from the basin and put on the sloping platform known 
as the *Fhatta*. Any liquid thai5 adheres to the crystals 
trickles back to the other 'Jaraa* which is then full of liquid, 
d^xile this '^Jama* is cleaned. Occasionally, however, the 
»fhatta* is dispensed with when complete crystallisation is 
allowed t© go/i on in the 'Jama* itsielf. 
fhese brownish crystals, known as crude saltpetre or 
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•Kftchcha Shora', are stored In tbe deep reservoir known as 
»iCh&tta*. Naturally, it; contains all the aolubl© salts and 
organic stuff cotained in the earth, together with the atmosphe-
ric dust and other impurities. Dust storms blowing regularly 
every evening in the disttict must be adding a considerable 
quantity indeed. They are, however, a greater nuisance to the 
refiner whose aim is a pure product, and the Shorgar cares 
little for this, or for any other source of Impurity. 
The earth that has been used for extraction is known as 
*Gara*, and is thrown away, as are the impurities that settle 
down in the Jhela and Hithar. The Shorgar has no idea that 
they contain salts, and can be used again next year. Re himself 
is generally migratory in character, extracting in different 
villafses and for different refiners from year to year. He does 
not take a second extract or prepare 'bhuijua', as described 
by Hutchinson from Bihar, and his method stands in no need of 
any such economy. He shows no inteiligenoe or subtle knowledge. 
Day after day, when the thenaomenter in shade records often a 
temperature of over 118® P., he carries on with his work. This 
process is known as 'Abl' to distinguish it from the »2aria' 
method when water is evaporated artificially by fire. 
< ZARIA* METHOD 
In the 'Zaria' method, the extract, as it comes out from 
the Tattl, Is collected and put in a boiling pan, and heated 
for about five hours, A concentrated solution is formed and 
the i3£t5>uritie3 settle down in the pan forming a hard tcum 
known at •gabfei*. The liquid, when ready, is taken out and put 
in small flat tanks, known as 'Kiarls', where crystals appear 
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AS th® teiJ^eratur® falls. Vifhen the temperature Is normal, 
the crystals are scraped and put on a phatta as in the 
me^Bod. The mother liquor, separating out, is put back in the 
boiling pan where fresh extract is added to it and the process 
repeated. 
At no stage does sodium chloride come out and, there-
fore, the Salt Department regulations are not lnvolved»i the 
purity of the crude saltpetre is said to be hi^er than 
in the previous method. If fuel is available free of cost it 
can work even in winter. 
Due to the scarcity of fuel this method is very rarely 
adopted. The two villages of Fatehabad Tahsil where I saw It 
are probably the only places where it is being practised. In 
this note, therefore, reference to crude saltpetre generally 
means the product of »Abi* method* 
The crude saltpetre is sold to the refiner at a price 
between Rs,i/12 to Rs*2/8 per maund at present. This is 
rather a poor price and bear© no relation to his labour or 
the profits that are made by the refiner. 
R E F I N I N G . 
The stock in trade of a refiner is a boiling paJa (Karah-
ya), about six feet in diameter, and a few crystallising tanks 
of any size made of cement or preferably wood. Wooden tanks 
are a%id to cost much more initially, but they last for 12 to 
15 years, while the ceiaent tiuika need replacement every alter-
nate year. One of th«»« tank* is placed just by the aide of 
the pan# at a lower to serve as a filter, and is called 
i- The restricting laifS have aiac# been repealed. 
Old currency prices# equal Rs.1.75 to 2.50. 
--- -8- III. 
the ^Tharai* (s«e Pig,2). The other tankgknown as »Maiz» ara 
kapt under a shed whera they have a partial protection from 
the evening dust stomas. 
Fig 2 REFINING PAN,ETC 
In addition, the refiner maiiataina two or three 'Shorgar' 
plants In hla compound, and a few godowns to tfcore his pro-
ducts raw materials. All this requires capital Ti^ich th® 
Shorgar lacks. Moreover, it is heyond his capacity to produce 
saltpetre of a standard purity, and to market it properly. 
Again, to run a refinery with profit it is neceaaary to have 
several Shor<?ara to supply crude saltpetre, ISiese Shorgars 
have got to work in vlllases far apart from each other, whore 
the earth exists. It would, therefore, appear that the pres-
ent arrangement is quite convenient and economical. 
A refiner maintains as many Shorgars under his control 
as he can manage and afford, fhey are bound toy a contract to 
bring all their produce to him. Having thus assured a regular 
supply of the raw material, the refiner proceeds to work. la 
the boiling pan he puts the mother liquor, 'Tor* of a previous 
ex^fraction, from the crystallising tanks, and the washings of 
the purified crystiils, and heats the liquid to boiling tempe-
rature. He then adds gradually about 50 maunda of crude salt-
petre to the pan. The Tor is already almost saturated with 
sodixam chloride and potassium chloride and sd does not disso-1 « f , . 
these to &ny considerable extent, but is capable bf taking 
lergo quantities of potasaium nitrate »t that high t«mp«r&tur«* 
Th« saltpetr®, therefor®, goes into solution und the oth«r 
salts are precipitated in the pan. After some time the fire 
is removed, and the insolubles are allowed to settle down, 
fhe liquid is then transferred to the adjacent tank, '^ Ebtarai*, 
where it remains for about 8 hours. All the suspended Itopu-
ritieg either settle down here or float at the top, from where 
they are reraoved with a perforated spoon. The vertical iron 
pipe, shown in Pig. 2, ia now turned to a horizontal position 
when a clear, transparent, lightly yellowish liquid decants 
off and is quickly, transferred to the crystallising tanks, 
mentioned above as 'maiz'. 1?here, as the liquid cools, the 
crystals come out and grow. In about a week they are ready to 
be removed. The sloping platform is again used to separate 
the liquid and the crystals. This is, aow, refined saltpetre 
or 'Qalmi Shora', often mentioned only as 'Qalam', The 'Tor* 
is used again in th® pan as described above. 
Some minute crystals of sodium and potassium chloride 
and other salts are also forced, and are mixed with the large 
saltpetre erystals* To remove this unwanted BtVLtt, the refiner 
gently washes them under a shower or puts them in water for 
an hour or so, and the purity is said to jump up by about 
This washing naturally removes some potassium nitrate as v;ell, 
xij'hich he cannot afford to loose, «ad s® he adds this washing 
to the 'Tor* in th© boiling pan, as described above. 
The refiner is now left with (l) the »Sitta» in the 
boiling paa, and (2) the impurities in the 'Tharai'. The 
lactei^ he stores in a comer of his compound and adds to it 
the mh fmm th® oven. This he ©alls »aati©®i«, and a ShorgiiT 
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Is •wployed next year to extract crude saltpetre from it in 
his usual way. 1?he ash is necesaary to make It moro porous 
and thus to permit a better extraction. It is also possibl® 
that the potassixm carbonate present in the ash adds materially, 
after nitrification by natrual proeeases during the year, to 
th© saltpetre contents of the ^matiari'. 
B Y E - P R O D U C T S . 
The *gitta» when taken out is put in a deep tank d^iere 
water is added to it. In about an hour practically all the 
potassitm nitrate present goes into soSiution, together with 
other salts, and impurities. The solution is then put In a 
Shorgar's 'Rarkayeo* for crystallisation, and crude saltpetre 
is obtained. Wiat ia left behind of the 'sitta* is then trea-
in 
ted againjthe Shorgar's plant with a very large q^uantity of 
water — one refiner said it should be at least ten times the 
quantity of 'sitta*. The crystallisation this time gives 
aodlujn chloride or coimnon salt. 
If potassiijui chloride is known to be present in suffi-
cient quantities to make it worthwhile extracting, ho washes 
the 'sitta' three times to remove the pottasium nitrate, and 
then puts it back into th© boiling pan together with the mother 
liquor and a large quantity of xmter. It is then heated more 
vigorously, consuming &0% more fuel than in the case of potta-
sium nitrate. Crystallising in the usual way, the refiner 
this time gets pottasium chloride. The 'sitta' now left in 
the boiling pan .goes for the extraction of sodium chloride as 
has been described. 
Itous, by applying th® same processes at differently 
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appropriate stages, and only varying them slightly, he extra-
cts different salts so successfully. His potagsium nitrate is 
very pur®, but sodivun chloride is seneriilly not fit for human 
consumption. Some special castes in th© district are said to 
have a prwferenee tor it, otherwise its general use is in tan-
ning, or is some times given to the cattle, fhe price it 
fetches, including tmx, is about -4- (,25 nP) per maund 
lov/er than th© edible oowauon salt, and thus adds Materially 
to the profits of the refiner, 
RELATIOMS BBTVtxSaM SHOflGAR iuTO RSPiaER 
The suoceaa of the reflnep depends upon his capacity to 
keep the Shorgars in his grip. Though his is "an iron hand 
in the velvet glove*, h© often goes out of his way to oblige 
them, The amount of refined saltpetre depends upon the number 
of Shorgars he has, and this, in turn, often depends upon the 
amount of money he can afford to advanc® them to start the 
-work as v/oll as in their off-season. 
There are, generally, t>:o different arrai^gements which 
maintain this relation between them. Under the first system 
the refiner takes th® contract from the Zamindar for the extra-
ction ®f aaltpetr®, he pays the expenses in that connection, 
smooths out any hlnderances from troublesome elements, often 
conftyucts a well for his own requirements and tl^ en employs a 
'Shorgar* om a contract based on th© quantity he is able to 
extract, Tlae refine®, then, himself fixes a price, more or 
leas arbttrarily, without taking into consideration th® purity 
of sm-it ^htmim^p these circumstances he has got 
to ktep a watch on th^ activitiet of the Shorgar lest he sla-
XJLJL, 
Gkens or disposes of the crude aaltpetr© to smother refiner 
at a higher pric®. 
At th@ proaent moment the price generally paid for 'Abi 
Shora* is Ra»2/- per maund. In on© case, Rs,l/l2 (Rs.1.75) 
were paid when the refiner had provided bsx extra man to pull 
water. Taking every thing into consideration, this reductioa 
of -A/- a maund on this count is not very unreasonable, 
"Dnder the other arrixngement the Shorgar himself takes 
the contract atid bears all the expenses in that respect. When 
he extracts saltpetre he enters into contract, if he has al-
ready not done so, with some refiner to supply at a price sau-
tually settled, fhis price is made dependent upon the purity 
of the crude saltp«tr©, and, accordingly, when the Shorgar 
delivers his first consignexaBst, is extracted from a 
sample of ten seers. If the purity coraes out to be SO seers 
per maund, and the price settled Rs.-/4/- per seer, he gets 
paid at H3,2/4/- per ma-und, for in every maund, whatever 
the purity, he is not paid for eleven seers, deducted as 'sans*. 
Considering that in the 'Abi* method the maximum purity atta* 
inable is about 23 seera per m»und, and generally averages 
from 18 t® 20 seers, this 'sans' btisiness does not appear to 
be very fair. 
Under the first system the refiner takes all the risk. 
If the Shorgar, for some reason or other, fails to produce a 
sufficient quantity, the refiner is the loser. As the party 
is supposed to be a moneyed laaa, the village "badmashes" need 
pacifying occasionally. It la said that if one of these is 
paid, another gets encouraged aad starts troubling. If the 
help of the police is sought, a controversy is started, the 
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work has got to be stopped, and before the court decides any 
thing, the season for tho work ia over, 
Vnder th© second system, though th© Shorgar has a theo-
retical freedom, h® is g«n®rfelly bomvd down by the mor® strict 
- f r ee 
bonds or loan on asi iat®r«stj basis with an ujaidarstanding t© 
pay in kind, Throughout th® off-saason the refiner goes on 
giving loans^ and advances large SXOTIS when th© season approa-
ches* Ail th® risk is, neverljholosa, taken by the Shorgar and 
the price he gets la fiefinitely low. A price higher than that 
under th© first arrangement is certainly justified, but he 
seldom gets, this system appears to be more prevalent in Hansi 
and Bhiwani fahsils whore a Shorgar, in great secrecy, told 
me all about it, for he feared that his money lending refiner 
will get annoyed. 
G O S T OF FRODUgTIOH 
The production costs may be classified into two broad I 
heads, (l) Non-recurring and (2) Recurring. The initial non-
recurring expenses in this case fall again into two classes? 
(l) Towards getting the contract, and (J?) towards bmilding the 
'Karhayee', repairing the well etc. The recurring ejQsenses 
are in the employroent of labourers and donkeys. Labour is 
engaged only vhen the family of the Shorgar does not consist 
of even four or five individuals, and he is, for some reason, 
obliged to erect his plant at a distance from th® site of M s 
valuable earth. Pour individuals are said to be sufficient 
if the scraping is close at hand and no donkey is then required. 
Th© aim of the Shorgar is to produce something more than 200 
maijinds, and 300 maunds is generally regarded a» the laaximum 
attainable, unless the earth was of exceptionallj f-oo<S quality. 
He, therefore, employs labour only when he fears that the 
yield will be less than 200 mautids with the hands he oommanda* 
The initial non-recurring expenses are also low* 
Zamindar chaupges anything between Rv3.50/~ and Ra.lSO/- for one 
season. About Rs.lS/- to Rs.20/- are spent in giving a feast, 
if the Shorgar is the contractor, primarily to pacify the 
mischief-mongers. The axpenses in building a •Karhayee^ are 
below R3.50/-, for the family \^ ork3 on it; he, hitnslef, doin(^ 
tbo cementing even. All this work has got to be begun about 
tvo months earlier, and so his labour for these tvo months 
should be taken into consideration in any calculation. 
•^ he question of water-supply, thou^i soiae times an obs-
tackle in the dry area, is often not so difficult. The Shorgar 
takes a contract only when water-supply is assured, at the 
most after repairing an old well. l#ien the Zamindars give the 
contract to the refiner directly they sometimes deal for three 
or more years, making i.t a condition that he will build a new 
well, which ho can well afford to do^ 
The total initial expenses, therefore, remain below Re.l/-
per Biaund, and the recurring expenses between Re.-/4/- to R©r/8/" 
per maund, if the yield does not fall below the minimtun. The 
Shorgar gets a price averaging about Rs,2/4/- and thus raakoa 
a profit of about Rs.-/l2/- (0*75nP) to Rerl/~ per maund, or 
H3 . 1 5 0 / - to Rs .200/- in the season, at the minimum. 
'fhe profits of the refiners are enormous. He invests a 
few thousand rupees in erecting his sheds, building crystalli-
sing tanks and |>oiling pans etc., and total may come to about 
R3.25 ,o00/- , apart from the advances that he makes and recovers 
III. 
during the year. He then purchases crude saltpetre at an 
average price of as.2/4, pays the cartage etc., and gets it 
in his factory at about H».2/8, In case he has taken the 
contract from the Zamindar, a rupee per maund may be added to 
this on that account, bringing the total to Rs.S/S/-. 
The dally balance sheet for one boiling pan may, then, 
be drawn as follows s 
1, Cost of 60 rads. of crude saltpetre for the two shifts 
Ks.2lO/-
2» Labour (12 men) and overhead charges 15/-
3* Fuel «•* •»* 10/— 
4. Depreciation ... ... »*, 5/-
5, Miscellaneous ... 10/-
Total -ii^.Hs.SSg/-
IHOOKE; 
1. Sale of 30 maunds of rofined saltpetre Q R3 .22/-
per maund ... Rs. 660/-' 
2, Sale of 10 maunds of refined salt (exclusive 
of tax) ... 20/-
Total... 
Or a net profit of R3,430/- per day from one pan only, 
whereas generally at least two pans aiJe maintained. 
To this may be added the price of potassium chloride, if 
extracted. The cost of fuel is the only extra expenditure 
and comes to abotit Rs.lS/- for two shifts, yielding four to 
five maunds, sold at R3 . 1 2 / - per maund. 
This rough estimate is drawn here to show that the price 
paid to the Shorgar is very poor indeed and deducting the 
•Sans* cannot be classed as anything but deplorable ejqploita-
tion. The figures quoted are according to the current rates. 
In the past, it is stated, the price of crude saltpetre was 
generally R3 . - / 1 / 6 per seer and as low as Hs.-/i/3 has been 
paid, fhen the refined saltpetre was selling at Rs.9/- to 
Rs.lO/- P^^ matind. 
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I have not been able to eat.lrflate the total annual pro-
duction of the district or the possible naximijan of a single 
refinsrj, due entirely to the reltictance of the refiners to 
give proper ansx^ers to such questions. One refiner, vflio laid 
-ing 
no claims to be£%he bir.gest in the district, frankly accepted 
having produced 22,C>00 maunds of refined saltpetre last year. 
There are twelve refineries now running in Hissar, (Hansl 
6, Bhiwani 1, Sirsa 2, and Fatehabad 1) and if the average be 
about 15,000 maujids, the total will cciae to well over 150,6©0 
maunds. All of it was disposed off inspite of the difficul-
ties of transport. 
A lar3e part of this quantity is sent to Madras, and 
some goes to Karachi, T}ie ^ro&t demand from Madras is perhaps 
due to its use in tea gardens, the Assajn and Bengal gardens 
being supplied by Bihar, The refiners are not able to give 
any further Information about its destiny, 
D I F F I C U L T I E S . 
The on© general complaint of the refiners as well as the 
Shorgars is that the saroindars do not soil the rights for extr-
action, and thus, some of the best spots are lying unexploited, 
Theip objection is that the mosquitoes will increase. Aiiyone 
w'^ o has been to a villa3e in the district will rate it out as 
a lame excuse. The awfully dirty drains, the filthy lanes, 
the refuse dumps, the village tanks and the cattle sheds breed 
thousands of tiwes more mosquitoes than the Karahayee can 
even hold. This idea seems to have gained currency due to the 
fnct that fully gro'/jn mosquitoes do sit on the cool sides of 
Shorgar's tanks. They cannot breed there for every tank has 
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got to be dried and cleaned at least once a week» T'he other 
objection that the zajcalndars advance Is that thej t<ant DO use 
the earth as a manure, which in fact they seldom do. A field 
manured vlth nitre needs heavier irrigation than the/ can often 
manage. In any case the quantity of earth they can use for 
this puii^ poso will always be limited. The fact appears to be 
that the areas where saltpetre occurs is often the common 
ppoperty of the whole village, and no one cares for the few 
rupees that will bo his share of the royalty. If, however, 
one man lets It out, mischief-makers are not far away» 
Thousands of maunds of valuable saltpetre, which could 
profitably be used as a manure in other parts of the country 
or on which a good export trade could be eatabliahed is being 
washed away by the rains year after year, and is being lost 
to all, due simply to the silly notions or unreasonable atti-
tude of the zamindars. The Goverment may, however, acquire 
the rights, as in the case of all other minerals, and charge 
a royalty, half of which may, if necessary, be reserved for 
rural uplift of the particular villaf^e. For this pui^ose it 
will be necessary to maintaiti a regular account which the 
Illiterate Shorgar cannot be expected to do. It will instead 
be better to levy the royalty on refined saltpetre at a rate 
which should not be less than 15^ of the current market price 
of the 'refined stuff. 
It is stated that in the States the zamindar has no ri^ts 
in this respect and the Kajaha themselves leas© out the land, 
while the Shorgar gets the protection of the State, 
Much is saifi about the damage done by the dast storms. 
While there may be sr^e truth in this so far as the Shorgap 
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or the production of aodimi chloride by tiie refiner is coacer-
ned, there appears to be no effect on the pottasiton nitrate, 
Tho rofiner clairaa to produce, if tliero la a denand, a product 
of 99,5^ purity, in gpito of the dust storms. 
¥orking in a district lik© Hissar, whsr^ well water la 
often salino, the refiners should pay raoro attention to the 
salts present In his vmter. He adds from two to three thousand 
gallons of wator to 100 maunds of sitta in the extraction of 
sodiuiii chloride, and a <5uantity of salts which may not be unde-
sirable to taste may affect the quality of his produce. A che-
mical analysis of the water likely to be usod by him is always 
desirable before selecting a refinery site, Ihe quality of 
saltpetre does not appear to bo effected raaterlalJLy for obvi-
ous reasons, and he has a fairly ready max'ket even for his very 
impure coBffiion salt and so he does not car©. 
The present transport difficulties are a creation of the 
War and will have bo be endured. 
I K f R O V F . P M E T H O D . 
Coming novi to the main ob.^ect of the present investiga-
tion, that of suggesting modern scientific method that can be 
Introduced, we notice that under the present system of manufac-
ture, crude as it may appear on th© first sight, the main 
features are;-
1.. There is no costly machinei'y which may need extensive 
technical labour and more expensive maintenance» 
2. The recurring expenses are very low indeed, and it 
appears impossible to bring down the cost. 
3. The results achievod are very high, and the purity of 
^Ich is said to be easy to attain on demand 
will justify the continuance of any method, however 
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aiitiquated it nay appear. 
4. Wastage appears to bo negligible, and the process is very 
econoinioal in thla respect. 
Under these circmstancea it does not appear to be advis-
able to reconanend any new or modern method. The only possible 
3Uf?geatidn tliat .iiould be made is to give a trial to the ~-
plant devised by Leather and Huksrjee ('JCh© Indian Saltpetre 
Industry: i?U3a Bulletin lio, 24, 1911). A very pertinent 
question can, however, be put in that respect. Over 53 years 
have ©lapsed since it was firal? deironstrated at the Allahabad 
Exhibition, and placed in the market for only R3.3,00C/-. 
How is it that it has not been adopted by even a single refi-
nery, not at least in the Punjab and western U^ jf. ? Indian 
« 
conservatism may be called in to explain this, but there 
must be something more. One reason may be that the product 
does not attain even 95^ purity and generally remains in the 
nei^hbotirhood of 90^* It m ^ , yet, be said that for snanuring 
and other common plirposes it is quite suitable; but the demand 
for a ptirer product for special purposes will again call for 
the present method. 
Inspite of all this, there appear to be a fevj v&vy posi-
tive advantages with the Leather and Mukerjee plant. Some of 
these are enumerated heres 
1. Crystallisation takes place almost simultaneously, and it 
may be called •the saiwe day' method. 
2. Dust storms or other clinatic disturbances do not effect it. 
3. The depreciation of the boiling pans, costing about Hs.900 
in normal times, is placed at 50^, i^iereas the depreciation 
with this plant is only about 10%. 
4. A considerable part of the heat producea under the boilig 
pan goes to raise the teiiperature of the huge earthen struc-
ture on which the pans rest. This loss will be eliminated 
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and there vdll be an economy in fuel. 
Even if tl:e plant Is not adopted it may be fotjnd advan-
tageous to replace this oarthen str.'uctijire vrlth a nor© economic, 
scientifically built oven. The pan may rest on four iron 
pillars and asbestos boards may b© used to check any radiation. 
5. Whereas no skilled labour is rsqwired for the plant, there 
may be a considerable economy in unskilled labour, since the 
tfhole i^rocess is so short, and mechanical. 
6. The plant as a wholf^  is very siaple, and the repairs and 
replacements will not be difficult. 
However, the ptmip in this plant, proposed to increase 
the pressure and thus to drive away the liquid appears ^o be 
superfluoum* Hand pumps cannot produce the necessary pressure 
quickly enough^ whei'eas mechanical pumps will require raore 
complicated raachinery. In any case, the filter will have to 
be air-tight, adding unnecessarily to the cost. It may be 
possible, in the light of recent advances in mechanical engin-
eering, to replace this device with something simpler, and the 
Department of Industries or some other suitable department, 
may be aaked to conduct experiments. 
THE GROWING OF SALTPETRB 
Although it is not expected that the Shorgars will adopt 
the means to Increase the saltpetre contents of the earthy the 
refiners may find it interesting and paying enough within 
their compounds, where they have got the 'matiari' dumps* As 
has been mentioned, they add ash to 'matiari' atidj, perhaps 
without knowledge, add to the saltpetre contents of the earth, 
the potasaium c-;rbonate of the ash nitrifying naturally. If 
this nitrifying process can be accelerated by artificial means 
the quantity of saltpetre will Increase still more. 
Hutchinson conducted certain experiments with »3Tinn hemp* 
(Crotalaz'la jrricea) and reports that t^ o^ rsstilts wsro syccess-
Any Icf^ -mxtncns crop nay thus bo selactod, and the land 
Kay be manured' about five mouths before extra,ctiQn 
begins*. 
The 'nunlah' In Bihar la re^ -'orted to use a method baaed 
on this princlpl® of artificial n£trlficabion of the earth. 
He incorporates large quantitl 
03 of rejfu's© earth with the now 
eavth walla of his hoiise, and plasters the inner surface with 
a raixture of chopped straw* olay and cow-dung, the outside M 
being left -jntroated. The cowdung brings about -che nitrifi-
cation of the pota33i\'mi aalta present, and the saltpetre app-
ears on the outer surface as moisture from the inner surface 
couies up and dries her©» !She outer surface is scraped off in 
the usual way and used. 
•Phis property of the dung may be \5sed and the 'mablari* 
may be manured with it, with or without trx© addition of ash, 
just as it may be green-manured with a legtoninous crop. Ill® 
use of both m y be still more beneficial and paylnj^. 
0 0 G U S I 0 H s 
llie saltpetre resources are not being fully utilised, 
primarily on account of the unreasonable attitude of 
somo of the zamindars, and secondly, due to the low price 
paid for the crude saltpetre, A large Increase in the indus-
try is poaaibla if these are ronedled. 
g. However crude it may appeai^ to the cagii'^ l observer, tho 
'^'"Saitpetre, Its origin and extraction in India by C.M* 
Hutchinson, Fusa Bulletin. No,68, 1917, p.12 
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present lasthod of the rei'inor is quite efricient and economi-
cal, and tii'eat caution is ueceaaary before an al'oerna:;i/e is 
sussested, 
5. Eie rorinora aliould adopt artificial nitrification of 
the refuae earth, on tlie lines suggsated above, 
4. More organisad marketing may increase the d-saand for 
reflnod saltpetre within uh© oouutiry for iri-anurln^  purposes. 
5. Xf the Govermr.dnt tlic x'lslits, several of the 
present difficulties will bo aatoaiafcically over. 
6. Tlie Goverxasnb of India is proposing to take up the 
manufaoture of artificial fortilisers, and the demand for 
saltpetre may well incroase. 
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TliB PROCESS OF THE MANUFACTURE OF "KALAI^-AMAK" 
"he cbocolace ooloured salfc, conmonly knovna ag 'Kala-
naraak' aad used for its inedioinal properties is a laanufaotured 
product. I had an occasion to see Sarabbaj? Salt being conver-
ted into 'kalu-aaa.iak' at iihiwwii, and tat? roliowin-;; is a 
short dosci'iption oi." tho proctjsai 
An earfchen plcoh&x-, with a ca|.«iici-uy of one maund of" 
finished product, is filled with Sajnbhar salt (NaClJ and 
about ti-.o stors per Kaund of any of tho following, tho choice 
depeudixig upon coat and 3 apply i 
1. ' Irali» (Tamarind). 
2. '&nar dana' (Raw ponegranato). 
3. A mixture of 'Har' , 'Babera' and 'Asnla' in 
oqual qiaantities. 
The pitcher is then heated over a strong fire of dried 
twigs, leaves and wood till the salt melts* In the first 
instance tv^ e pitcher takes only about half a maund of the raw 
Material, but as the salt liquifiaa it settles do-./n and more 
is added. Vtoen the full maund ^as thus been melted, the liquid 
is allowed to cool and solidify. The next mornino- the pot is 
"broken with hatnmer and •kala-namak* is taken out, ready to 
be marketed. 
It is said that rock salt and the salt produced as a 
bj-produot in tl'e Saltpetre Industry are not suitable for the 
purpose. The one difficulty that tho inanufacturers face is 
that the pitcher should be able to stp.nd the heat, for if it 
cracks, everything is lost. TV^ ey have, ho\^ever, come to know 
the clay that Fill suit for the purpose and they stick to 
that locality. 
The market price of »kala-iiamak' is aaid to b© about 
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Rs.12/- to .is. 14/- per maand and tr.e cost o? production cannot 
be more t^.u-i-i rts.v/- pei' maund. 
It is used for tbo disorders of the digestive system, 
spociallj o^ ' horsas arid cattle, Tlier© is a booia In tho indus-
try due bo the larg© demand, from th© Veterinary Section of 
tlio iintjy for their mulus, donkoyj and horses* 
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i H T H O D U C T l o a 
An area of about 730 aq. kilometres (286 sq. mllea) 
was surveyed for groundwater resources in ChXttoop T&luq of 
Palghat dlstriet in Kerala, during the raonths of April and 
May 1961. The work was carried out under the aupervision of 
Sri V.Subramanyam, Superintending Geologist, Groundwater Oir-
ole. Southern Region, and the author exproaaes his gratitude 
to him for all help and guidance. 1!he author ia also grateful 
to the district authorities for extending the necessary faci-
lities for his work. 
PROGEDyaE FOLLOWED 
AHD 
fHE HBMBEHIHG SYSTEM 
In the course of field wotk a muiaber of dug wells were 
examined and conclusions drawn about the water -bearing horizon. 
All the wells thus Included in the Inventory have been assig-
ned a number for future reference. These numbers are based on 
the number of the topo-sheet and cannot, therefore, be repeated 
in any other part of the co\intry. For the purpose of allotting 
these numbers the one-inch ••to-the-mile topo sheet was divided 
into nine rectaJagles (some of the sheets are already so divi-
ded) by two horizontal and two vertical lines, dividing the 
sheet into three equal and Intersecting columns in each direc-
tion. These columns were designated 1,2 & 3 and A,B & C, 
respectively. Wells In any one of these rectaJngles were then 
serially numbered and the topo-sheet and rectangle numbers were 
appended to tlMta seri*l nuaber. Thus a well in the NE corner 
of, say, 6S B/lG becomes 58 B/lO-lC~15 or 58 B/lO-lG-i, as the ca.se 
.< - i' be,. • , 
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Water level in some selected wells was measured again 
towards the close of the fleldwork, and at the game time a 
sample of water was taken for analysis. The well nmober wag 
painted in a prominent place for future observations. 
The analyses of the water sample, thus, collected was 
carried out in the laboratory of the Geological S\irvey of India 
by Sri L. V. pAirnilcer to whom the author is grateful for the 
co-operation extended. 
P H Y S I O G R A P H Y 
The area surveyed is a beautiful pene|>lane, providing 
almost a text-book example of this feature. On two sides, 
the north and the south, it is flanked by abruptly rising 
hills, which bear all the characters of recently uplifted 
highs, which have not been breached by any streams entering 
the valley. 
IKiough in the absence of detailed geological mapping, 
which is now being carried out by the author's colleague, Sri 
G. Mani, it may be hazardous to assert that the peneplane is 
bounded on the two sides by recent faults, there does appear 
to be a strong case for such an interpretation. This view is 
supported by the presence of a flew springs, but needs more 
support. Jacob and Ifarayanswamlr (1954) suggested that the gap 
was formed by the headwaters of two mighty river systems flowing 
in opposite directions, eastward and westward, the latter, 
perhaps, reaching the Laccadive Islands. To the present writer, 
however, it seems far more probable that the gap was formed by 
two normal, parallel faults, forming a rift valley, which may 
be continuing eastwards. 
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Wadia (1943) identified three ponep|ianea in Ceylon 
and thought that these could be reoogniaed in South India 
aa well. He thought that the Nllgiri raoTontaina were, thus, 
_ not 
uplifted in the Tertiary E r a . It may, then,^ be lic^ jrobable 
that this uplift caused the formation of the '(Jap'* 
This interpretation, however, does not mean that the 
'Gap* was ever a basin of sedimentation, marine or fresh 
water, at any stage after this pre»um©d uplift and conco-
mitant rift faulting, and no evidence in the fiibld was 
found to support such a contention. For, even though one 
a. 
agrees with Jacob and M&rs^nMvmj — such block-faulted 
valleys, extending upto the sea coast, are very likely to 
become the basin of a river — this contemplated river has 
mot left behind any tell-tale sediments or typical terraces. 
In fact there appears to be no evidence to support their 
view either, and certainly none to suggest that the *Gap* 
itself was formed by the river cutting through the Ghats. 
Rainfall is equally hi^, if not higher, along the rest of 
the west coast, yet at no other point is there an indication 
of even a future possible development of a similar gap by 
river erosion. 
Although these conclusions were arrived at independ-
ently during the course of the field work, it is gratifying 
to note that H.F.Blanford, in the very first volume of the 
Memoirs of the Geological Sxirvey of India, as early 1859, 
suggested that the Silgiri Hills were formed by uplift along 
three systems of faults, two fo these being coincident 
with the directions of the Eastern and Western Ghats, and 
th» thirds being later, of east west direction. He was, how-
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ever, of the opinion that the effect of marine transgression, 
« 
of a period prior to their uplift, could be recognised even 
at the top of the Hilgiri Hills. The present writer is 
not in a position to opine on the subject, 
Thia 9onarwhat lengthy discourse on the origin of the 
•Gap' was needed because the physiography of the area haa 
a profound bearing on the groundwater resources* It may, 
also, be added here that the valleys of all the streams in 
the Qap area are, as one would expect from a peneplaned 
area, very broad, and even a very broad V-shape will not 
do justice in describing their form. It is also Important, 
as has been Indicated above, that very little water drains 
into the Gap froia the hill areas on the two iides, 
C L I M A T E 
The area under review faces the main monsoon current 
late in May and the final withdrawl of these rain-bearing 
winds may not be till the end of October. The rainfall is, 
materially affected by the physiography of the area, and 
not only that the localities on the west of the Ghats receive 
much more rains than the areas within the Gap, consider-
able differences appear within short distsnces in the Gap 
itself, fhe rainfall in the Gap ranges from less than 
80 Inches to 100-150 inches on the coast. 
The following table gives the mean monthly rainfall 
of three localities, only Ohittoor of these being actually 
within the area surveyed, Alattur (10®88»j 76®33*) is a 
little to the west, while Palghat {10®48»J VS'^SS') is a 
fe^ w miles north of the area. All figures are in inches: 
III. 
CHITTOOR ALATTTJR PALGHAT 
J anuary 0.29 0.43 0.26 
February 0.45 0.08 0.36 
March 0,85 1.08 0.90 
April 2.53 2.25 2,71 
May 3.56 5.36 4.96 
June 14.46 18,86 17.04 
July 18.31 22,45 21.21 
August 9.22 12.59 11.76 
September 4,35 5.80 6.08 
October 7,32 8.44 8.28 
Kovenber 4.49 6,75 3.95 
December 0.97 1,00 0.94 
Total 66.78 85.09 78,45 
It will b© seen from the above that while there is 
practically no month in the year which is normally completely 
dry, April receives a fair amount, mostly in the form of 
thunder showers. IThese, however, have very little effect 
on the groundwater, and the rainy season starts only about 
a month later, J m e and July being the moat rainy months. 
No Information is available about the rate of evapo-
ration from open water surface, but considering the fact 
that a number of rather shallow reservoirs, both natural and 
man-made, contained water in the month of May, after an 
unusually dry summer, may suggest that, perhaps, the average 
evaporation was not as high as in some other areas in the 
northera parts of the country. This may, partly, be due to 
comparatively high humidity. 4ilso the reservoirs get fre-
quently replenished in any case. 
G E O L O G Y 
Ho attempt was made to geologically map the area, but 
certain observations on the nature of the underlying rocks 
were inevitably made. Iliiough wide areas are covered by 
soil from the decomposition of the underlying rooks, it seems 
III. 
aaf© to suggest that almost th© whole area is underlain by 
granitic gneisses and schists. In places, however, small 
patches of rock formations occur which bear a strrong sSmblan-! 
CO to altered sedimentary rocks and these may belong to 
younger sedimentary- aystems. The point, however, needs con-
firmation by detailed map^Dins, now being undertaken, as men-
tioned above, by Sri G, Manl. 
Dolerite dyke are not as common as one would expect 
from an area exposing such old rock formations, but they do 
occur in a few places, A major dyke is seen to the east of 
fatemangalam and presumably runs in a NW-SS direction. In 
some other areas black cotton soil covers the surface, and 
may indicate the existence of a dyke below the soil. 
The hard rocks seen, thus, belong exclusively to the 
Precambrian metamorphic complex of a great variety. There 
are mica- and biotite-schists and thin bands and lenses of 
massive gneisses. Pegmatites may be represented by thin 
veins; one or two quartz veins were also seen. 
G R O U H D W A T B R 
As has been indicated above, the area is covered by 
extensive patches of soil, every square inch of which is 
cultivated. The hard working fanners have even altered the 
natural slope of the country to create terraced fields, and 
in an area like the one under consideration, this can 
profoundly affect the subsoil water. 
It appears to be the general practice, born out of 
practical necessity, that wells are bricked upto the bottOTi 
of the top-soil and decompoied rock only, and the fresh 
JtT< 
rock, when encoimtered, ia left as it was. This criterion 
would indicate that the zone of deoomposed rock extends to 
a depth of over 30 ft. in certain areas. It may, here, be 
Interesting to point out that in the course of drilling in 
siiailar rock formations and cliKiatio conditions the thick-
ness of decomposed rock was found to range upto 96 ft. in 
Dandakaranya, and is aald to be about 80 ft^ in Ranchl, Bihar* 
It would, therefore, appear that the ©stiraated thickness is, 
by no meftas, excessive. 
The vrater drawn upon is contained in the surface soil, 
as also in the joints and bedding planes of the rocks under-
neath, Where the dips are low, and rocks are exposed above 
the water-level, there were several instances in which 
water was soen actually trickling out of the *bedding' planes» 
The samo could be seen on hill sides after the heavy showers, 
late in May. Since, however, the bedding and loint planes 
are not always adequately open, very little water is contai-
ned in the rocks, particularly vtien these tend to be massive. 
On the other hand, schists are fairly good in this respect 
and biotite schists appear to yield good supplies in a numbor 
of wells. When detailed geological B^applng, now under way, 
has been cOKroleted, it is possible that this horlgon may be 
recognized and Its unclergroxmd extent may be predictable 
with a fair measure of acctiracy. It raay, then, be possible 
to suggest well sites with considerable confidence. 
The selection of successful well sites appears to be 
guided, in no small measure, by the topography of the area, 
and wells located In broad, open valleys have a fair clianc® 
of success. This is, ofcourse, recognised by the local 
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population and many well sites sii^geat, in no uncertain 
terns, that o§r® has been taken in locating them away from 
the water-divide. Hot only that the soil cover in those 
areas Is thicker and hence contains more water quantitatively, 
large amo^ints of water may be draining into the soil cover 
frora the underlying rocka, extenaing to higher level* 
Water from inost of these wells is potable, but there 
are caaes of saline water occurring acabtered in the area. 
In one of these cases there appears to be a narrow belt yiel-
ding aaline water. The character of the underlying rook in 
this belt, extondins from Tannisherl (5BB10-1B16) in the HE 
to Tenkanneshi (58B10*1B51) in the gouth is not really Isnown, 
but it appears reasonable to presume that the salinity is 
due to contamination from animal droppings in the village, 
and, perhaps, also fair to conclude that the character of 
the soil in this narrovr belt is such that it permits such 
contteilnation. It may even be pexiaisslble to presume that 
this is due to the soil bein^ ^ cogSse and sandy. 
The conclusion that the salinity is duo primarily to 
containlnation is sxipporbed by the evidence frora two other 
areas. In one of these, Tiruvazhiyad (5eBlO-3A8), all wells 
in the villas© are saline, while wells in the fields around 
yield sweet water. In the other case, the well, 58B10-2B2, 
in the centre of Kottayangad exposes hard rock for a depth 
of about 15 ft. at the bottom and never runs dry. Obviously 
it dravs part, at least, of its supplies from the joints 
and bedding planes in the fresh gneisses and schists. It 
is, however, reported that the water becomes distinctly 
aaline and unpotable in the rainy season when the level 
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rises by about 20 ft» or laor©, and a conaiderable proportion 
is added from the surface soil horizon. 1?h0 salinity Is 
cauaod by this and must have its source in the animal dropp-
ings in the village. 
It is hai'dly necessary to point out that there iB noth* 
ing that man can do about these wells, though it may b© point-
ed out that water from auch wells is likely to be rich in 
Aiffiiionium nit'^ .^'te and may, therefore, b© very good for irri-
gation. 
Const Joring tlio fact that a n"jjnber of wells prove 
altiost totally dry, it appears surprising;; thct others yield 
remrkably lar^o supplies, though both may be situated 
apparently in similar envlronitients» Tlio^h reliable yield 
data is not often available, in ono case (68Bl3-3Bl) near 
Kolipara, a well, vjith a di'-3itioter of 21.75 ft. and the water 
level at 14.60 ft. from tho curb, was reported to be yielding 
about 14,000 gallons per day during t^ -o \d.nter months when 
the oil mill, it supplies, is working, The mill has a tank 
>jlth a capacity of 2,000 gallons only and 40-45 ninutes of 
pumpinc is sti.fficient to fill this tank. The tank is, acoor-
din:;ly, refilled about 7-8 t5.r»-'ea a day. lb is not Jtnown by 
hovT m c h the level is loirerod by thcs© pu3?^ pingg but t>^ e supply 
is not Tftatei^ ially affec'^ed by continuous pumpins for several 
months at thia ra'^ e. Trds well ig situated In a broad valley 
and obviously care has been ta!:en in locating it away from 
high 3round, even though it ineanfc locating it away from the 
factor3r. But this^ by ao means, is an oxcepticn, and several 
other wells are alnost as STL-oenai/oly dra^ Ti upon, though the 
data is not as meticulously kept. T^ ie obvious c-oncltision 
would be that not only that these wells draw upon the water 
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or a 
in the soil cover, but have touched a jo5nt^fracture zone In 
the hard rock underneath. This Is also indicated by wells 
•which ar© situated distinctly on Mffh r;roxmd and do not 
depend upon seepage from surface soil« 
It may generally be stated th^t wells located in schists 
are more likely to yield .good supplies in oonbrast to thoae 
in massive gaeissea* But in one case {58B10-2C10) v?hero 
the latter are present underneath and the well is located 
on the marf^ln of h broad valley, aeral-artesian conditloniSJ 
are reported in so far as the water-level is reported to have 
risen. The present total depth of the well Is 29.5 ft., 
and the bottom 17 ft. a3?e in granites, i..e« hard rock starts 
at a depth of 12,5 ft. It is said that there was no water 
till they Ixad blasted through to a dopth of nbont 22 or 23 
tt,f and thereafter the water-^lovel has come up to about 
12 ft. At the tine of the visit by the present writer Uie 
level stood at 14.7 ft. The x^ rell Is fitted with a putsp and 
when run for aboxit two hours? the level goes dowi by about 
two feet. 
It has already been rnentiiined above t>^ <at sp^i^iss occxir 
in several places* particularly at the base of the hills. 
Their occurrence ia normally attributed to f^i'lts and if this 
interpretation is correct, there r-i^ y be aovez'al fauls In the 
area. It is difficult, on the available ovidance, to duter-
mine their nature or their extent, but Jacob and iTarajj^ nswamy 
(1954), having studied the dra3.n»ge pattern in the area, 
have drawn attention to severs,! undoubted rectilinear patterns. 
It is •9'ery lik«ly that tb^se also reprssc-nt fmilts. Atbexv-
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tion may, howoror, drawn to those marked by springs near 
Kuttuswemipudur (58B14-5B8), Chettikolomb (58BlO-3Bll) and 
Tonganparam {58B10-5A17), but tb© jsost Intepestlrsg case 
occurs near Ghappakad (58B14-3A1) where two springs occur 
at a skort distance from eafeh other. The flow of one of these 
is considerable, though It was not possible to estimate it 
as it occurs in the midst of an extensive marshy tract* It 
almost certainly represents a fault, and this m y reslly be 
fciso fault along which the moVeiaent has resulted in the <Jap» 
DoXerite dykes when tl^ ey oross a valley check the under-
ground movement of wf|,ter downstream, certainly in the soil 
and the deccatiposed rock, but perhaps also in the hard rock 
underneath. Dykes, as wcatloncd earlier, do not appear to 
bo coKUion, but in at least one locality the effect of one 
was discernable. The well is in Handupathl {58B10-2040) and 
is located on fairly M c h s^ 'C'und. Yot it yields sood, regu-
lar supplies, prosunr^bly because a dyke crosaes fche valley 
a litblQ on the downstroum side. 
REFBAT REABPREMiSllTS 
Rains set In even before the repeat measurements 
were imiortaVren md vmter aanploa uero colloctod. Tho uallg 
so noaourod are indicated in Ao endix I. by capital lebtcrs 
of thoir villarjo gites and are „l"3o sho^ /m distinctly on tho 
nap. They woro solootod priiiai'ily for their easy accsgaibi-
llty arid aro ovonly distributed over tho entire area covered 
by tho present survey. The len^ -^ ers "3.S.X," and the date of 
o the lant meaaiire^^enta have been p:^minently painted on th'^ne 
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V©ll3. 
It was noticed ti-i£.t the wells vrhich depend on the svir-
face soil and decoirmoged rock for thslr supplies had been 
materially affected by th© early rains, and the water-level 
had distinctly risen. On th© other hand, wells that depended 
unon the sources in the harl roclr were not go affected by 
th© early showers• 
K g C O r t M l s i f l D A ' f l O H S 
Even a ca3ual obsor'^ ratiott in ths area would Indicate 
that too many of the wells recently constructed by the var-
ious G-ovemjsent and semi-^^overrtront a-encics are vjisuccssaful, 
lb is perhaps not true that proportionately isore walla cona-
tructod by the Government are turning cut to be uns'accessful 
than the wells constrxicted by private Irdividvxils. Obvious-
ly, whereas the latter have no hesitation in abandoning a 
sit® and tryin'f elsewhere, t^e t'slls taken up by the official 
affsncies are comrjletod even if it Is found that they may not 
yield adequate quantities of water to justify the expenditure. 
It is suggested that nrovigion should bo made for abandoning 
a sit© if it proved unsucc«s3ful. In an area where thln<',s 
are so unprdictable that successful wells cannot every bixie 
be SiSlected, a fimi cojf^ iitment to ooraplote a well not 
jastified, and each sit© should be re'-^ .irdod an an exporlraent 
in itself. 
It would, perhaps, be ai'/aniac;eous to dig a well with 
a diaiaeter of about l»Tinocr©3 (4-5 ft.) in tho first- in'jtance 
and th© question of its coffijietion or sb.mdonrR-^ nt should 'He 
taken up only on tho basis of the results obtained. If ade-
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quate quantities of water are expected, it may then be wide-
ned and completed. 
Sometimes, where water may reasonably be expected from 
surface soil itself it may really be a good idea to use a 
hand auger in the first instance. A good auger can penetrate 
to a depth of about 20 ft, and can give a fait idea of what 
may be ex^ jfected. 
Kfliere hard rock has baen encountered, it m y be advis-
able to introduce "galleries', wherein the diameter is abrup-
tly increased where water is encountered. These are ecnomi-
cal to construct, and a small well can yield ais much as a 
much bigger well. XJnder ideal circumstances, latiid they sem 
to be good in the area, the effective diameter can often bo 
doubled at a small additional coat, 
G 0 Itf C L U S I 0 l^f S 
It is suggested that the *Gap' was formed by block 
faulting along parallel eaat-weat running faults, presumably 
in the Tertiary Sra, and the down-faulted area has been 
peneplaned. There is, however, no indication of the exfcst-
enc® of 3®dimenta, freshwater or marine, and the surface is 
covered by the decomposition products of the underlying 
rocks. Thus, black cotton soil, prestimably indicative of the 
existence of dolerite dykes underneath, was noticed in a few 
small patches. 
The ©zistence of faults is su'^gested not only by the 
presence of rectilinear drainage patterns, brought out by 
Jacob and ^ara^^swamy, but also by the existence of a number 
of tprings. 
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It will, thus, be seen fchat geology plays a very vital 
part in affecting the water supply in the area, and blotit© 
gneisaea, Wherever they exist, have been found to yield 
plentiful supplies. If their extent and distribution ia 
"brought out by the detailed geological mappin,5^  now in progress, 
it nay be no^jgible to locate wolls vfith considerable confi-
dence In aroas "where such schists exist, 
Tono:;;raphy i=3 well recognised as an Important oontrolr 
ling factor and vjoll's located in valleys ha^ /© a reasonably 
good chance of ayccegs, TliSs is nminly du© to the fact 
that the thlcknif^ gg of well is irior© in the valleys and perhaps 
also tho rocks tndorneath is decomposed to a greater depth* 
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fHB OBIGIH AHD SIGHIPIGAHOE OF THE VIUDHYAN SCAKP. 
TOR QKIGIH AID SXG^IFICAHCS 
'tiff fHK VIMBHYAS SCARP* 
ABSIMCT 
Be<im% fieldwrk toy the author in the Soa V&lley ia 
Mlrxapxxr dilatriot, U.t"., has Indicated tho presence of a 
namb^ of strike and some dip faiilts that alght have beea 
active in the geologically recent past. In addition to 
other linoa of evidence this is indicated by the presence 
of terri^cea along the Soa, which are dated on fosisll evi-
dence, as of aub-Recent age; also that there was rejuvena-
tion of the river at a later date. author has, according-
ly, concluded provisionally tha| a narrow belt in ttie area, 
that nay extend to 15-20 km. southward from the Kalmur 
Scarp, was apparently subjected to strong tenaional forces 
that m&f have raaultod in tbaae normal faults. 
The author revlewo this evidence in the ll^t of infor-
aiation from other parts of the Peninsula and suggests that 
the region may not be as stable as has often been supposed. 
Mhile laore ficldwork in the crucial areas la called for, 
there is need for caution for the time beins ^^ ^h® Impleraen-
tation of large river valley projects. 
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TH& ORIGIN AND SIGiSIPICANCS OF THE rUDHYAU SCARP 
I M T l i O D U Q T I O a 
The seiaK'.Ic map of India divides the subcontinent into 
three subdivisions, the himalayan belt and the Indo-Gangetic 
Valloy being oonsidored stx'ongly seigmic, whereas the entire 
Peninsula is rec^ardod as aseisiwic, with a slightly seismic 
belt intorvenin3. This concept is based not only on the fact 
that no ifiujor earthquakes have occurred in the extensive 
Peninsular area during historic tijnea, but also on atnalogy 
frora conditions that obtain in gilrxilar shield areas in other 
parts of the world. 
Ilocont rieldirtfork by the author in a part of the Son Jalley 
in rirsapur district, U.P., tbrorfd aox,)e interesting light 
on tilo subject. It is possible t.;at a reassessment may be 
necessary as furtner daua Dooomes avaiiabla, ana the subdivi-
sion or tie subcontinent, on che basis of the pres-umed seia-
mic state, may not be altogether valid. The evidence now 
avallaole is, tentatively, presented here. 
S T H A T I G R A F H Y 
The geology of the Son Valley is comparatively simple. 
If iiiinor suodivisions are left out of discussion the success-
ion seen is as follows; 
r liainui' G-roup 
Vindhyan System 
(semri tiroup 
Unconfom;dty 
Archaeans Parsoi Phyllites. 
Younger Vindhyan formations are not present, although 
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it is possible that the/ exiacsd in the area and have since 
been eroded away. 
ID is remarkable that rocks belonging to the Semrl Group 
seen in the valley are sometimes strongly folded, while the 
higher beds of bbe Kaimtar Group, and particularly the Dhandhraul 
N^uartsite and the underlying Scarp Sandsxione, are usually very 
low dipping and have goneraj^ly escaped folding, lirishnan (1961, 
p.21) poiabg out that the upi-er Vindhyan beds (Including the 
Kaiinur Group beasj are "generally undisturoed except for some 
gentle warping", but that "The Semris show much disturoance 
and folding". He, thus, indicubes that the junction may be 
unconformable. Krishnan and Swaminath(I9fa9, p.11-12) were, how-
ever, more specific when they stax-ed that "I'h© Senri series 
which are coiaparatively hit^ hly disturbed are separated from the 
other series (forming the upper Vindhyans) by a marked discord-
ance. This discordance apparently marka a period of earth move-
ipent. The upper Vindhyans comprising the Kaiinur, Hewah and 
Bhander series are horizontal over lar^e areas and are 
practically free froia disturoanoe except alon,'^  some marginal 
zones", (Italics by the present author), i'his two-ififold division 
has often been aoopfced by the texb-books and has becoiae popular. 
Auden (iy33j, however, after a detailed exaiainatlon of 
several sections over an extensive area, from Mirzapur to east-
ern iidjasthan, came to the definit^e conclusion xihax; there was 
no unconformity bet/jeen the t-wo presumed groups, and hence 
there was no .justification in retaining the terms 'Upper' and 
'Lower', as subdivisions of the Vindhyan System. Pox (1928), 
too, who had earlier exejnined the Hirzapur section, bad failed 
to note any sepiblance of an unconformity betveen the Semri and 
K-aimur Groups, and had opined that the dividJng line between 
-3" V. 
the apd the *Ppper* Vindhgm Systems may, if necessaiT* 
Toe placed along the ^.o^izon of the Susnai Breccia, He, however, 
SiiogeatGd a detailed jce-exaiaination of the crucial area, and 
this was undertaicon by Auden, with the conclusion indicated above, 
Oldham et ^ (1901, p.26) bad long ago pointed out that "Along 
the boundary of tho main aroa of the upper ^indhyan there is 
either direct evidence of confornity between tho Kaiciur and 
Rohtas 3ta es or an abBfenoe or evidence of unconfomity", Mathur, 
who has had in •^'ecent years unrivalled opportunities to examine 
several sections in detail, is emphatic on the point (personal 
eoimunication) tiiat XJhere is no uaconformifcy beuween the Semri 
Group ond tba o/erlyin- fornt.tiOcis. Krishnan and Swarrdnath's 
observations above, tlxeretore, do not appear to be supported by 
field evidence. They are reaxly based on the miaconceptions of 
the last century, which, having once gained currency remain In 
circulati.iu, like a bad coin and are hard to withdraw. 
Heojnt A leluvjoric by the author has Indicated th„t the so-
called 'up^er ^Indhyan' reprcscntatives in the area, the Kairaur 
Group rooks, were as invol/ad In folding and faulting as the 
underiyinij 'Jbo^ e^r Vindhyans'j and there seeiiis to be no getting 
away froin the fact that the tectonic activity in the area 
examined was post-ivai5:iur, and most probably even post Vlndhyan. 
It also appears certain that no oroR;enio activity, or even mild 
compression, al'i'ected the Vindhyan oods anyvihere in central 
India, and It is wron.^ to talk of t^ 'e "Vindhyan period of 
mountain foa^ tiatlon" as soi-io earl/ w/riters envisaged. Instead, 
tl:6 Son Valley has been intensfcly laultiea and the be.-ls involved 
hfc'/e been locally folded, ojineliir.ws this folding, too, appears 
to be intens®, particularly so in the siiales and porcellanites, 
but is apparently a result of strong, repeated faulting. 
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T S G T 0 H I C S 
By far tl' 6 roat' iittpi*633lvo tecfcouic feature of trie &z*eai Is 
the Kaimur Scarp (Text Fig, 1), from the top of w)iieh on© has 
to descend along SI sljeei' fa.00 for upto 400~50U metj^es* 
scarp forcefully impresses any expevlenced geolo^ -^ ist that fault-
ing must have played a signifloant part it its genesis; and 
yet no where on the geological m&p of nhe area near Markundl, 
by Auden, is it brought out that fiuiy of the faults inarked by 
hlffi were directly responsible foi» this, ilven the Karkundi-
Jamual faalt, the longest on his map, is shown to be in tvo 
parts, and these parts have, apparently, opposite directions 
of throw. More iK.portant in the fact that it is, at no point, 
parallel to the face of the scarp, and instead it outs across 
to join the basal Vindbyan fault, west of the Kihand-Son junc-
tion. tfthere the fault cuts aci'oss fche scarp face it only helps 
in a limited gixidance of bhe coiirae of tbe Crhaggar liver, and 
does not, apparently, participate in ciouldlng the face of the 
Tiot 
scarp. Farther sruth-east, the proininent ^^angesar Hill also does 
appear to be controlled by the occurrence of any faults, for 
none are present near it. Thug It is neither a 'Fault; Scarp' 
nor a 'Resequent or an Obsequcnt Fault Line Scai'p* in terms of 
Lobeck's (1939, p.563) definitions. And yet if topograph^ Is 
any guide to structr^re, the impression the scarp leuves is 
indelibly in favour of faults controlling the formation lof the 
scarp face. It is, t'-en, obvious tbat either the first impress-
ion of the ' eXf.;ericnced geologist' is misleading, or else Auden's 
" - is basictAlly wrong. Let it immedJately be point'ed out 
th.i.t if t'-e icterpretatiwn offere:i hereafter Is valid the former 
is, perhaps, neax'er the truth, though not the whole truth. 
./id ani (Oldbari al» 1^01, p.44-45) has pointed out that 
III. 
the '^hydrography of the Son valley is peculiar" for throu^-
out its entire length this major dx-'ainage channel receives no 
tributary of any Importance fron» title north where the crest of 
the scarp face practically forma the water-shed. From this 
wator-ahed a aeries of s:^ reains flows more or less northwards to 
the Ganga and another hurls dotm the precipitous hoxghts, often 
forming waterfalls for a few hours after a brisk shower. Oldham 
points out that "throushout this length of nearly 300 miles 
(nearly 500 km), as also throughout its continuation in the 
Narbada {Harmada) valley, it {the Kaisiur Scarp) is not breached 
at a single point by any stream flowing northward, nor, with a 
few exceptions, by any stream flowing from north to join the 
Son......Such a feature, as far as I know, is unique in physical 
geography". These features, to the present author's mind besp-
eak most unequivocally in favour of the scarp being of recent 
origin, for there can, perhaps, be no stronger and more certain 
evidence suggestive of a very youn^ drainage. But, as if these 
lines of evidence wero not convincing enoui3h, Oldham (1901, p. 
4S) emphasized that "Against the supposition that the present 
course of the Son is not of geologically recent origin must 
be placed the absende of any considerable tributary joining it 
from the north. Had the present valley of the Son been of an 
ancient main drainage channel, antecedent to the last great up-
lift, it is difficult to understand how no valley has formed on 
its north side". 
Above the scarp, as pointed out earlier, the Dhandhraul 
t^fuartzite forms an extensive table-land with gentle dips towards 
the north, liven a casual observation of the drainage pattern 
on this plateau would indicate that, although tlaeiJ* are almost 
no recognisable faults In the area, the courses of ntaiaerous 
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streams are markedly aligned and must have been controlled by 
•xtenaive ;5oints and fractures in the quartzites. A very instruc-
tive area is near Hampup, in the upper reaches of the Qfeaggar, 
where several of the tributaries remain in an almost perfect 
NI3-SW paralleliatn, even ^^en %hej take abrupt turns. That these 
joint directions play a very important partj^n moulding the direc-
tion of the numerous minor scarps on the top of the plateau is 
sug'-ested by the fact that above, and more so below» these 
scarps, the jointing appears to be prominent and is markedly 
aligned parallel to the face of the scarp. Similar was, perhaps, 
the origin of the less prominent north-facing scarp, some 50-50 
km* to the north. 
There does not then appear to be any getting away from the 
fact that whatever geological activity might have been respon-
sible for the formation of the spectacular geographical feature 
— the mighty Vindhyan Scarp — the activity must ha\^ e been going 
on in the geologically recent p^st. But, over and above the 
lines of evidence pointed out above, there are other indications 
suggesting the same, Thua, there is the occurrence of widespread 
cavern-collapse along the face of the scarp. .A close examina-
tion of the Rohtas Limestone horizon brought out the surprising 
fact that this thick limestone band, ranging in places to over 
60-70 metres in thickne«J3, appeared and disappeared with almost 
inexplicable suddenness, and, the overlying Lower i^uarfczite came 
to lie in contact with the beds underlying ti,he limestone.• This, 
was suggestive of repeated dip-faulting that mysteriously left 
the quartzites, both vinderlying and overlying the limestone, 
completely unaffected, except for some minor shattering occasion-
ally noticed in the overlyin^j Lower <*uartzite. Even more sur-
prising was the fact that the Rohtas Limestone beds theaselves. 
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exposed along these apparent faults (for there Is no acknonled-
ged alternative term for theae, and they at first appear as 
faults, though obviously they are genetically very different 
from t m © faults) often lacked any perceptible disturbance. 
Thua, walking along this limeatone horizon, one would come 
across an Insignificant naXa channel along the searp face and 
the limestone bed the entire 60-70 metres thickness of it — 
would suddenly disappear. Half a mile or so farther ahead it 
would rejappear with equal suddenness. This was puzzling and 
called for explanation. 
This much sought after explanation was provided by the 
Gurma Limestone Sparry where a nmaher of caverns (solution 
cavities) appeared as quarrying proceeded into the scarp face, 
particularly in areas that had been similarly collapsed and 
were believed to have been'faulted* down. It seems, then, that 
this extensive limestone bed, which was considered trery diss^p-
ointing for the speiliologist, was not really lacking in caves; 
and in fact caverns were abundant in it, but these had suffered 
from extensive collapse at the face. Moreover, this collapse 
was almost entirely superficial, and did not extend to more than 
of 
a few scoresi^raetres from the original scarp face. Admittedly 
the crush of the overlying beds is considerably more at the 
scarp face than inside, and it is for this reason that coal 
aeams, as is well known, appear to be thinner along tli.elr 
exposures than they really are inside; but here, it appeared, 
that something more was involved. Not only that limestone is 
much harder than coal and is, consequently, better able to 
witlisfcand the crushing forces, but the entire bed completely 
difiipi^ f^trsi. Sorth of Gkiandnl, a small tillage int he area, 
the bed of limestone haS been repeatedly affected by this 'dip 
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faulting*, even tliougia the overlying scarp Is not very blg^ in 
the area« and the crushing force must have been considerably 
smaller. 
It, then, seems reasonable to suspect that the collapse of 
these caverns has not been due to the weight of the overlying 
beds, but has been brovight about by some tectonic disturbance. 
This view is supported by the fact that all caverns have collap-
sed, whereas normally some would, probably, have escaped. This 
latest envisaged disturbance oould only he very recent for the 
agents of erosion have not l^ ad the time to remove the shattered 
overlying quartjjites and to re*open the cavern openings. 
fhen again, an extensive areas near Chaura, above the table-
land, is covered by recent alluvium that may range from three 
to five metres in thickness. 1!he drainage from this area, too, 
runs northwards end is not a part of the Son system. The allu-
vium has now been cut through by a comparatively small stream 
and Vindhyan rocks are exposed underneath. The occurrence of 
such a thick bed of alluvium on the top of th.e plalB^ eau Is rather 
unuAual and whatever might have been the reason for its deposi-
tion, its very existence testifies to a recent movement in the 
area that disturbed the drainage add caused the s ediments to be 
deposited. A later uplift has caused the stream to out throu^ 
the sediments again, though this uplift need only be epeirogenic. 
The position that obtains is somewhat similar to that in the 
Narmada and Tapi Valleys where sedimentation followed faulting 
in the Pleistocene Period. The age of this Narmada alluvium 
was determined by the discovery of some fossils, but it is poss-
ible that in the Chaura area the alluviiim is younger still. 
It may also be pointed out that small outliers of lateritio 
baxixite occur on some Isolated peaks on the plateau and it 
V. 
appears reasonable to suppose teat the bed was more extenaive 
and perhaps covered a considerable area above tke scarp. Roy 
Cfeowdhury (1958, p.93) has described similar laterlte capplngs 
from the Vlndhyan area of Shahabad, immediately to the east of 
Mirzapur, and indicated that they contain over 10% T102* H« 
«ould, perhaps, have not hesitated in placing the Mirzapur out-
liers in the category of his 'plateau laterites'' (ibld« p.35). 
There is, therefore, ample justification for believing that these 
outliers represent decomposed trap flows, presumably of tihie 
Deccan Trap activity. If this igneous actvity was of the Oligo-
cene-Miooene age, as recent opinion tends to believe (Auden, 
1954, p.93) it seems certain that the topography of the Son 
Valley must have been carved out, probably, in the post-Miocene 
period. 
Ho dykes which could be interpreted as feeders to this 
lava flow are known to penetrate the younger Vindttiyan beds in 
the area. Whereas such dykes could lie concealed under the 
alluvium or the laterite itself, it appears more probable that 
the vents were confined to the pre-Vindhyan area some ten kilo-
metres to the south. The trap must have extended from these 
vents and must have spread out in all directions. This would, 
'h 
then, suggest that the uplift has been recent, and certainjj of 
post-trappean period. 
Yet another line of evidence to support the hypothesis is 
provided by the distribution of the Vindhyan formations in the 
area. In a mature faulted area older beds appear on the upthrow 
aide of the fault, fhis is a consequence of the faster rate of 
erosion to which an elevated area is subjected, and the process 
of accelerated erosion starts with the very first earth movement. 
The same result is obtained if the elevation of the land is due 
to some other cause, e.g^ . orogeny. In the Son Valley, however. 
the reverse is the case, yo\inger Vlndhyan beds are exposed 
above the table-land, and even atreania of considerable magnitude 
have not been able to cut through upper one or two formations 
of the Kalrmir Group, This would indicate, with an amount of 
probabilii/y bordering on certainty, that the scarp is of very 
recent origin. 
And finally, it may be pointed out that in the eastern part 
of the valley there are distinct terraces. Oldham (Oldham et 
al. 1901, p.56-57), too, has pointed out that "In the Mirzapur 
district the Son is bordered by a tract of lowland, a river 
terrace.... .tipstream.... .this terrace and its width diminish 
till in the Rewala territory it disappears. In this terrace the 
actual bed of the Son is depressed and the depression continues 
rl^t through the Rewah territory and up all the tributaries. 
Everywhere in fact the plains of recent deposits are out by deep-
ly sunk drainage channels, and every where these are seen to be 
cutting back into the recent deposits, which evidently formed 
during a period when the action of the streams was different to 
what it now is". The present writer has observed that in the 
Basuhari area t>^ ere may be a yet higher terrace. But, whereas 
Oldham's aa well as these are eilamples of terraces of aggrada-
tion, a text-book example of a terrace of degradation may be 
seen near the village Ohandni, and the river, obviously, occup-
ied a vast flood plain some 4-5 metres above the present normal 
flood level. 1?his has been abandoned in such a recent past that 
the terrace has not been seriously breached. The remains.of a 
vertebrate, discovered by the present writer, from the alluvium 
across the Son from Chopan, were studied by his colleague, Sri 
K.HarayiB Frasad, in the Falaeontologlcal Laboratories of the 
Geological Survey of India, and (personal communication) identl-
fled as belonging to a member of the genus Bos of sub-Recent 
age» It, thus, seems certain that the alluvium was being depo-
sited along the river in the sub-Recent times> and subsequently 
the river was rejuvenated and resianed its erosional acti^rity. 
When, therefore, Oldham (l90l, p.57i opines that "This universal 
evidence of erosion points fco a last slight xaovement of elevat-
ion", the present writer readily agrees and places it in the 
Recent geological period, even though it may be adtaitted that 
this movement could have been epeirogenic and not catastrophic. 
But the preceding period of sedimentation was, presumably, due 
to some comparatively more serious disturbance, perhaps a move-
ment along one of the faults. On similar evidence the age of 
faulting and of the Vindhyan Soarp in the Narmada Valley has been 
placed in the Pleistocene (Vredenburg, 1906) and it may justi-
fiably be concluded that the scarp formation started in that 
period in the west and extended into the Son Valley. Its conti-
nuation further east in Assam, the elevation of the Shillong 
Plateau, is still in progress. 
Recent fieldwork by the author, in the area to the east of 
that covered by Auden (1933) has, however, demonstrated that there 
are a number of faults aligned parallel to the mains^carp, and 
with downthrows generally away from it. Auden measured the 
directions of movements as indicated by the slicken sides in 
the area be examined and concluded that the throw along the 
faults was presumably to the south in general (Auden, 1933, PI. 
16). The Vindhyan table-land must, then, have formed partly 
by movements along these step faults. It is also considered 
possible that a pair of faults* forming a graben, exists along 
the banks of the Son In the Basuhari area. This is suggested 
there 
by the fact that for a river of such obvious youth is not a 
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single island or a rapid in the main stream for scores of kilo-
metres of its course, even though hillocks sometimes flank it 
on the two banks, A slight movement along any of these faults 
could prod^ioe the sub-Recent sedimentation or the Recent 
rejuvenation. 
But, in addition, the-'o are a number of oblique faults in 
the area and some dip-faults. It, therefore, seems reasonable 
to suppose that the area wag subjected to strong tensional for-
ces; but for some reason, this zone of tension was, in the north-
ward direction, limited to about the existing scarp face. South-
ward it at least extended to the basal Vindhyan beds some 15-20 
km. away, but might extend farther in the area now occupied by 
the Pa»aoi Phyllites (included in the Bijawar Series of earlier 
workers). The tension, it seems, resulted not only in the 
mapabl© faults but also in. an extensive system of joints and 
fractures. Auden measured the directions of joints in the Por-
cellanites and has plotted them (PI. 16). He, however, thought 
(1933, p.205) that ""Hie interpretation of the Vindhyan joints 
as shear features would appear more reasonable if the angles of 
joints of intersection did vary with the nature of the material 
traversed by the joints Yet, w© find in the Vindhyan rocks 
the same angle of intersection in shales, limestones and quart-
zites. It is true that the angles are not constant, but the 
inconstancies in the different rock facies are of the same order", 
and yet, he thought (1933, p.204) that "It is difficult, however, 
to believe that the formation of the main set of joints was due 
to tension". Whereas Auden, thus, appears to be in two minds, 
observations by the present writer appear to suggest in the most 
unequivocal terms that th© joints and fractures are connected 
with normal faulting, and are, therefore, due to tensional for-
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c«8. 'Phua, in numerous oases it was obser^rsd that faults passed 
into joints and fractures on either end, and a fine example it 
seen at the two ends of the fault that separates the main soarp 
from the Machilwa Hill, north of Basuhari. Also,that a distinct 
connection between the occurrence of Joints and fractures and 
the development of th© scarps exists above the main scarp has 
already been mentioned earlier. It, therefore, seems very pvo-
bable that the great Vindhyan Scarp was also developed due to 
extensive shattering and fracturing of the rocks, whidb, thus, 
became unusually prone to rapid erosion and weathering. 2he 
area above the main scarp escaped this extensive faulting and 
fracturing and, conaequaatly also, the rapid denudation. The 
faults below the scarp have small throws, and are often of small 
extent. This lends considerable support to the hypothesis here-
in presented, that the scarp is primarily an erosional fea-
ture, forming the northern limit of a belt of heavily shattered 
rock formations, the uplift of the plateau having been partly 
alon^ step faults, and partly apeirogenic. 
It is often difficult to determine when a particular fault 
was initiated, but later movements along it, if the area cornea 
to form part of a basin, are usually easily known. In the pre-
sent case there was certainly no activity while the Vindhyan 
sediments were being deposited. This is indicated by the lack 
of any \mconforralties within the Vindhyan formations, as pointed 
out earlier. But it appears.difficult to say when, since the 
early Cambrian times, this intense zone of faulting «ame into 
being. Evidence discussed above suggests that all this faulting, 
weathering and scarp formation continued into the Recent times, 
and connected phenomena. It is possible that faulting 
was initiated in the Pleistocene times in the Narmada Valley 
amd extended eftstwapds, as auggaatad earlier. By aub-.R«cent 
tlwes the Son had out ita channel deep and waa forming the 
terraces; it haa alnce been rejuvenated. 
EVIDENCE FROM OTHER ARBAS 
The queatioa naturally arises that if there is atroag eri-
denee of a recent movement in the Son Valley, ia there any oorro-
botating evidence of more or less contemporaneoua movement In 
other parts of the Peninsula, or was this confined to thia narrow 
belt? ®ie early concept that shield areas are entirely aaeiamic 
is not supported by current concepts and notable exaiaplea can 
be pointed out from other parts of the world to indicate that 
faults of fair magnitude, though they may not aboud, are common 
enough, and some of these are active too; or have been so in the 
recent past. A notable example is provided by the African Rift 
Valleys-Red Sea-Pead Sea system; but a very interesting case 
haa been reported recently from Australia where, a few years ago, 
a fault was discovered in the older terraine of T&ammAtk, and was 
found to be slightly active (Carey et al, 1960), even though the 
entire continent was considered to be aaeiamic. The Madhopur 
Fault and other faults of East Pakistan are on an extension of 
the shield, and so are those of Shillong Plateau. They are 
atill active. 
In the Indian Peninsula, too, there are indications from 
several areas that known and unknown faults are not altogether 
dormant. Thus, Pox (1934, p»179) haa pointed out that "The 
presence of hot springs (In the RewsJEi-Ohattisgarh Coalfields) 
definitely along lines of faulting must, however, mean that the 
faulting i» cases ia relatively recent, and far newer than 
the period &t lg;ne®ua dykes and silica* (italics by the preaent 
writer). Current opinion decrees that the igneous activity refer-
red to could have continued down to Mocene Period* «nd this 
e 
brings the period of moment along these faults ominously olosa 
to our times. But, such hot springs In the groups of central 
India ooalfieldB are known froa several other areas, ©..S,- from 
Tatta Balbal In the Hutar Coalfield, as also from the Ramkola-
fatapanl Coalfields} while from the eastern end of the sub-conti-
nent they are reported from the Olridih Coalfield and other parts 
of Bihar. Hot springs from the coastal region south of Bombay 
a2*e admittedly connected with the recent'faulting along the coast. 
In several areas, moreover, there is distinct evidence of 
p6at-Deccan Trap faulting and attention has been drawn by Auden 
(1951) to the Kathiawar and Konlan fracture zones. But Auden has, 
elsewhere (1949, p.148) also pointed out that the basic dykes 
which cut the basalts in Kbnkan, 0ujerat and elsewhere are not 
feeders to the lavas^ but are of a post-lava period. Prftctures 
cutting across these dykes are, then, to be placed in a still 
younger period of tension in the crust. 
In a somewhat different category is the occurrence of 'bron-
tides* in several parts of the jpeninsula. Dunn et ^ (1959, p. 
48) pointed out that brontides were more active in Pumea imme-
diately after the Bihar Earthquake of 1934, while those of Blrat-
nagar were less active for some time after the calamity. Bronti-
des, apart from thoae of Furnea, are known from Mymensin^ and 
Barisal, in East Pakistan, and are presumably connected with the 
transcurrent Madhopur Fault, which, as mentioned earlier, has 
been active in historic times. Similar phenom»|ioa is known from 
Aligarh, U.P., ,n^ d has been heard by the writer. In Peninsular 
India underground "gurgling noise" and sli^t tremors a few 
years ago created quite a panic in Sehore town, near Bhopal; and 
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were the subject of an enquiry by the geologists. Brontides are 
also known from Ramsen, Jalore district(Rajasthan) (personal 
conmiunlcation from Mr, H.Hath) and parts of Kerala. It is 
possible, indeed probable, that these are all connected with some 
yet unidentified faults in the areas concerned. 
Althou^ the phenomena has not been fully explained so far, 
it seems reasonable to presiime that brontides are the result of 
very shallow movements along fault planes, Eind may be allied to 
inicroseismicity. It is here interesting to recall the examples 
of Cajon Pass and the Buena Vista Oilfield (Both in U.S.A.), 
quoted by Gilluly (1949, p.562-564) where imperceptible, but per-
sistent, movements along fault planes resulted in the bending of 
water-pipes and the snapping of gai mains. It is, however, not 
mentioned if brontides were noted in these areas, but a slii^t 
movement day by day, along these faults is incontrovertible; and 
this movement was neither recorded by seismographs nor by the 
population in the towns. 
The Harmada and Tapi Valley faults have already been mentioned 
earlier, and these are distinctly post-trappean, the Ellichpur 
Fault of these hav^ing a stupendous throw of about 1,500 metres. 
This must have taken a considerable period of time to form, and 
mi^t, indeed, have continued in Recent times. The Panvel Flexure, 
the faults along the west coast all the way from the south to 
the coast of Baluchistan and many others can similarly be placed 
in the post-Deccan Trap period. 
GEI-iSRiiL DISGUSSIOH 
A^consideration of the evidence discussed above would indi-
cat^hat the movements in Poninsular India have certainly taken 
place in the Pleistocene , and possibly also in the Recent times. 
Ondoubted movements along faults within the range of human memory 
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Bight not have taken plac®, but there is no reason to suggest 
that th® faults In Peninsular India are entirely dormant. 
West (1937, p.196) waa of the opinion that Peninsular India "is 
not ao stable as is generally supposed" and pointed out that syn^a-
thetic shocks sometimes recorded in the Peninsula are Indioativa 
of the presence of strained conditions in the region. 
The present writer has, in a recent study, (in editorial hands 
presented the view that many of the Gondwana and some other faul^ts 
known from the Peninsula may be Tertiary or younger. Auden {1954, 
p.95) opined that '^Much of the Gondwana faulting was of Tertiary 
age, and possibly contemporaneous with the major faulting that 
let down the Gawllgarh and Namada troughs in the Deocan basalt". 
Elsewhere he stated that "It is thought that the main NW-SE or 
WHW-ESE fractures cutting the Peccan basalts have arisen with 
little or no net displacsement... .The whole system may be considtered 
as related to Gondwana trough faulting, and break up of the 
Gondwana continent towards the close of the Deccan igneoiis cycle, 
in front of the Himalayan orogen®. 
Carey (1958) has pointed out that the break up of the Gondwa-
naland aid the formation of the Arabian Sphenochasm was the result 
of the Baluchistan Orocline, and brought about the folding of the 
Himalyan ranges. He has indicated that the double thickness of 
the sialic layer in the Tibet region ia, presumably, due to over-
riding of Angaraland on the Indian Shield. The Baluchistan Oro-
cline resulted in strong regional tension in the Indian sub-conti-
nent and this culminated in extensive normal faulting in Penlnaft-
lar India {Carey, 1958j Ahmad, I960, 1961). But there is little 
doubt that the Himalyan orogenio activity is still going on, and 
it #@»slbi« that the Baluchistan Orocline Is still flexing. ^ 
' 1 
along the transcurrent Chwian Fault (West, 1957) occurFad 
a fmt itoadfts ago, and this may also indicate that the oroclina 
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Is still active. And if this is the correct estimatioi^f the t»c-
tonic forces in the Peninatilar region, any of the faults in the 
Peninsula may become active again. Indeed, it is possible that 
had not the collision of the Indian Shield and Angaraland taken 
place In the Tibetan region the present sub-continent would, 
perhaps, hav*g been further sub-divided along soiae of the faults 
that appear to cut across the entire landmass from one end to 
t 
the other, e.g.. the' Narmada Valley-Son Valley-Shillong fault 
aione; If the hypothesis that 'once a fault, always a fault, 
i 
unless it is sealed- or welded' is based on sound premises, as it 
I 
certainly appears t|o be, tr ere does not appear to have been any 
activity in Peninsular India that could have resulted in »sealing' 
or "Wolding' the faults that were active after the Deccan Trap 
activity had finally subsided. 
All these faults must remain suspects, and tie present 
writer believes that the faults in the Son Valley belong to this 
category, 
G Q i ^ Q L U S I O N S 
It is suggested that epeirogeny initiated the formation of 
the Vindhyan Plateau, but very soon after a narrow belt of coun-
try, that may extend for 15-20 km, south of the Vindhyan Scarp, 
was subjected to strong tensional forces, which resulted in a 
number of step faults and further uplifted the area into a table-
land, Extensive fracturing and jointing, as also local folding 
in the Vindhyan formations accompanied this faulting. The 
rooks involved were, thereoy, completely shattered and became 
extremely prone to rapid erosion and denudation. This has 
rea*alt«d in the formation of the scarp, which conforms n@ith»r 
to the definition of a 'Fault Scarp' nor of a 'Fsiult Line Scarp'• 
III. 
Available evidence is suggestive that the faulting ia, appa-
rently, verj young, and it is likely that it continued in the 
geologically Recent times in the lower Son Valley, Although the 
faults have, admittedly, not been moving in historic times, there 
seems to be no reason to believe that they are altogether dorma-
nt and inactive. A revival of activity along any one of the 
several faults mapped in the area is, perhaps, always possible. 
It is believed that faults in certain other parts of the 
Peninsula have also been active in the recent past, and the 
general concept that shield areas are entirely 'safe' may be 
based on wron^ pretrlses. Brontides, hot-T^ater springs and occa-
sional sympathetic shocks in the Peninsula bespeak of a different 
interpretation. It is believed that activity along any of these 
comparatively young faults can recur, for no geolo<5ical activity 
that could 'seal' and 'weld' these faults has taken place in the 
post-Deccan Trap period. 
The possibility is envisaged that the Baluchistan Orocline 
caused the tenslonal faulting in Peninsular India, as also the 
Kimalyan orogeny. Since the latter is still going on, it is 
possible that the fomer is not entirely expended. 
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